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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
VOLUME NUMBER FORTY-SEVEN

THURSDAY, APRIL 25 1918

A New Partnership

NUMBER SEVENTEEN

PUCE PAUCE AT THE HAGUE SHOWS GERMANY'S

DUPLICITY

Bnt a Good One
If

somebody came along and

offered you a partnership in a
very large, a very prosperous
and a very safe business, you
would very likely grab the
chance to get into the firm.
You would say, “How lucky
am I to have such
splendt

a

!

opportunity.” You wou
take every cent you have,

i

natal

Frownift

Keeper
Buy

your

UB£MY BOND

Today.

One Hundred and Forty-TwoYears
of Labor and Straggle
' I

A

‘HE American

people fought their fint

battles for liberty and the rights of self-

two

forty-

years ago.
that time, and for many yean thereafter,

their realizationof their nationalaspirations and of

the goal toward which they were really striving

was vague and mdistincL But step by step they
struggled

onward and upward toward a

which
opened

light

grew clearer as their eyes and minds slowly

to its significance. Today, as a result of thdr struggles

and

their sacrifices,we possess

and enjoy our

priceless American institutions.

The Immediate need
la

the Invest-

These

institutions must

be

dred and forty-two years will be utterlydestroyed

we do

not spring to its defense with every

ment of onr
money In

if

UBERTY
BONDS!

put off. It is one which must be met now

*

The

preserved.

structure so laboriously reared in these one hun-

of our energy

and

atom

determination.This is not a

tuation which may be trifledwith, or evaded, or

— no

— today

matter what sacrificesit may entail or what

the cost

may be.

TUa Space PaM Far

a*

you a partnership for any
amount you choose, guarantees you against any possible
Peace Palace Built by an
loss, guarantees you a hand
some profit, every year withlate, to temporize, to give and take, to rapidly developing into a civilized
Shows Where Germany
out fail. Not only that, this
ntaloe uniform trade relations, to dis- community with schools,churches, law
And America Stood Even arhi, to a considerableextent. All but and order.
business offers to make you a
Ten Years Ago Germany, sire would agree to nothing Take the situationin Mexico — Amerpartner in a great work that it
and her War I/orda loft the meeting in ica has had justifiable provocation, not
It is not nmvwa v to bring proof of
a huff bocause they were there agreed
is undertaking. A work that
once, but hundredsof times to declare
Gormany's objects in precipitatingthis
will give much happiness to greatest wat in history with its «|q»al- to disagree, iMvau-H1her objects could wa again t this already weak wtrnes’er be attained under mieh peace regmillions and millions of peo- ing blood shed wrought to her own peo- ulationssuggested by emissariesof ridden country, and as an indemnify could have taken the whole of
ple as well a* to the nations of the
the ivtiher nations. Germany's War
)le. By being a partner, you earth.
Greaser land' but her love of demoerac
Lords: The Von Hindfrthergs'ami
of humanity and her pity for an
It does not need proof to show that
not only are connected with a
Kaisers had no use for peace and their
idy dejected, starving people, hattt
really
the United tttate* Fanils for liberty,
great business, but you become
plans had long ago been formulated to any step* in that direction.
freedom, democracy, and humanity,
a joint philanthropistwith the while Germany stands for the rule of plunge all nations into this most terriWould Germany do such a thing!
ble cataclysm that the world has ever
Would Germany have set Cuba free!
other stockholders of the com- Kai^erw, the sword, power and greed. known.

American

government one hundred and

At

if

necessary, to raise the capital
to buy the partnership.
“That is only a dream,”
• you say, “no one is going U>
I offer me
any such thing.”
No, it is not a dream, it hafc
actually happened.
The biggest, the most prosperous aud the safest business
; in tlie whole
world stands
• ready today to take you into
partnership and share its prosperity with you.
In fact, this business is earnestly seeking to bestow upon

Cantrtbnted By

*a*vw**%%*

Holland City State Bank

3

An Amo Scan built the Peace Palnee
shown in this articlesome ten yea/a

pany.

The Peace Palace built at The Hague
The business is the United ago, a pintuie that was printed in this by an American and Germany's attitude at the first meeting, also GerStates of America and the taper at that time.
The philanthropic Andrew Carnegie many’s conduct since the war in Belmeans of being a partner is of America gave his dollars to build gian, later in Poland and now in Russia,
through the purchase of Lib- this beautiful (rtrueturethat was to and yea, even this very morning in lit|

stand as a

erty bonds.

Would she have been a* tolerant in
Mexico, knowing that there waa‘ ample
provocation to fight and then annex
tle Net he land* should convince the
most skeptical pro-German, and “Ger- a rich treasure!
Her attitude toward the countries
man-Hollinder" what to expect should
she has r(seenfth•conqueredis the antbe Hun win.
C/ompnre America’sattitude on the ewer to that queation. Slavery!
How can any citizen—yes alien-enother hand, in Cuba, possibly the
richest bland on the globe in resources. emy even — be so blind as not to see
First we educate them and tlhen we tin4 diffe ence (between the land of the
free or the home of the slave.
net them free. See what America
Huy a bond in behalf of onr fighting
doing in the Phillipines, forme- ly a naked, savages dog-cating nation, now I men and this glorious country.

peace ever

and as a

lasting,
place to
When you realize this don’t meditate misunderstandingsbetween
you think it is about time you nations rather than go to war because
of them.
The building was built, the diploopportunity that lies right be- mats and heads of the different nationfore you, if you are only wide alities were called together. Germany
with the. other natiorw was at the firm

were waking up to the groat

enough awake to seize the

chance!

peace

dof

Liberty bonds, the greatest
investment in the world are
the articles of co-partnership

A New Mark Twain
To Be Feature

gatlie

did

.'Jhe

LOCAL BOARD TO HELP GET
FORMATION TO CLASSES

at

PatrioticMeeting
A most

ing- Hut what

All nations were willing to wgot-

DB.

LIBERTY DAY
DRAFTED MEN CAN
TO SEE END OF
RECEIVE TRAINING
GERMAN BOOKS

between you and Uncle Sam.

ENOCH MORGAN’S
SONS CO.

monument to

Would die have spent millions in the
Orient to educate a benightedpeople
to later give them their freedom and
self-governmentf

I

AND

AS HOPE’S PRESIDENT
Just at the time of going to preia
the now*: comes of tlhc resignation of

IN-

SPRING LAKE WILL HAVE BONFIBE „
IN wnni
SCHOOL

Ame
nnnmtDR
GROUN

.

n

TOMORROW

Vennoma as .president of Hope
President Vennomak
retigtion W9V han(N in ^
J

I>r.

NIGHT.

lege

be held at Carnegie hall to- Schooling In Grind Ripid* Will Now
School Board AC; Bodltd to
when tome unusual things are
Fit the Man For Better Flacts
going to take place. One feature of
the Course at Once. Liberty
special interest will bo the reportsthat
and Better Pay.
Special

is to

^

Com

night

Day

Holiday

Buy

SAPOLIO
For

ECONOMY

PATRIOTISM

“Actions speak louder than
words- Act* Pont Talk - Buy Now

Special
Notice!!
Vegetableand flower seeds per package ........... .............................i cent
Cedar-Paper-Bags for storing away of clothes ........
5 and 10 cents
.

Our Special— Santos Coffee,regular 35 and 40c grade
20c a lb.
We received our last shipment of Sweet Rose Oregon Prunes
9c lb.
(We cannot get any more at this price. Stock up while we have them).
Embroideries of all widths and description—Extra fine quality
of cloth and dainty patterns,per' yard
__________ 5 and 10 cents and up
............

........

_____

The

The program will also embrace some
musical numbers. Therefore, taking it
all in all there is going to be a rattling

LISTEN! LISTEN

I

11 boxes

A.

PETERS

East Eighth Streeet jnd Corner Central Avenue

5

and

10c

LieutenantWoodroof of Caap

Holland

FOR SALE—

to

-

-

_

been

by

'

the

ftpring Lake Board of Education

On

that day, the books

local board

be totally -wiped
is being asked to help every

man

in

Tho bon

Class I and II to learn tho essential
details about the

sion- Tbo

men

urged to call at

work of

WILL HAVZ T0 MAKE
AN EARLY START

|

(

MEN BENT TO COLUMBUS LEAVE

school

|

t

___

^

AT EARLY

The soldiersfrom the second

fire

U concernedwill

out.

will

mark

j

to leave Holland for camp on
w-ill

have to begin

district

the diacontin-i vice .by getting

May

11

their period of ser-

up with the chickens,

another foreign language will be in- 4:45 in the morning. They
|

o

11

HOUR

(will take

troduced in place of it within a short the early train to Grand Rapids and
time, but the villageboard of educa- breakfast will

sn

week where they
e to
the movement and be given

HOLLAND MAY

Spring Lake schools. It is likely that that date will entrain in this city at

in these classes arc

Grand Rapids during

^

uance of the study of German in the .The sixteen men who arc to leave on

this commis-

th°

council,

grounds and the German language as of Ottawa county who are scheduled
far a* ftpring I^ake

^

^ through with

German.

j

be served to them

in

that city. Their dinners and suppers

literature

Several weeks ago the Bpring Lake will bo taken enroute to camp,
boa d of education after getting a line)
,
"tart is duo to the fact
The Commission will conduct War on the sentiment of the school
Industrialtraining elanse* beginning decided that the rtudy of German , ^at these sixteen men will go to Co-

which will further post them on

Th

it.

- --

LISTEN! LISTEN!
LieutenantWoodroof of Camp

_

,

patrons' ^0

May 15. This training will prepaie
these registredmen in Classes I and II
for tbe preferred army jmaitions. The
anmv. needs thousandsof skilled men
in all lines of work and this institute
will help each man to the kind of work
in the army that he is try nature and
temperament best fitted for- By this
means many drafted men can win positions that are suited to them and that
carry better pay than they would get
without -this systematic preparation.
To fit draft men of Classes I and II
tho War Institute offers four months
of intensive training in, Grand Rapids.
Drafted men who wish to learn the details of this should get into touch with

Block

_ _

national holiday

Lake schoolswill be piled on the

May

:o:
Grant, HI., will be tbe head-liner at
T. MILES, Attorney-at-Law Carnegie Hall tonight. No honda will
Proeecuting Attorney of Ottawa
I be solicited at this meeting, only come
County,
I and be patriotic and listen to results of
the drive. All axe welcome.
Kremera
Holland, Michigan

FRED

tomorrow. It has

6 enrollment will be held at the Grand

Rapids headquarters.The

resignationwas tendered

of the German classes in the Springs

of Ottawa county.

:o:

4 tons of straw in barn.
Thomas Cole, R. R. 2, West OKve.

a

that village.

roeruitafor it from the second district

General Practice

_

to secure

During the week of April 29

The

-

has added a new signifiancoto it in

an interestin this work and

^

Jersey.•

president of the United Hta/toxs, but

work of that commission. Tho local
the
board is being urged to help work up

Grant, HI, will be the head-liner at
Carnegie Hall tonight No bonds will
be solicited at this meeting, only come
and be patriotic and listen to results of
the drive. All are welcome.
the draft board.
-:o:-

and
Bazaar

Store

in Birring Lake

declared
ters in Grand Rapids in regard to the

the public is cordially invited.

Red Sesl Matches for .................... 50 CENT
New line of COOKIES at Wholesale Price, just try a few dozen.

Indrustrlal

Training Commission with headquar-

good program at Carnegiehall thie
evening, beginningat 7:45, to which

Special For Saturday Only

War

*

because the duties of the officewere be1 co dll fig too arduous for Dr. Vonnema’e
sueewsor
will
be
state of healflh.-Jlis
-----— .....
...
Liberty diy witlfbe a spocinl holiday1appoints at the June neeeion of the

local draft board has received

information from the

^

council
‘
yesterday

af to. noon and
was accepted just before the noon

interestingpatrioticmeeting

the different chairmen in charge of the
Liberty Loan in the different townships
of lower Ottawa county will make. It
is understood that the farmers are coming over the to-p fine and reports will be
heard from Park, Holland, Blendon,
Zeeland, Olive, Jamestown,and Georgetown township*, and also from Zeeland city and Holland city.
B. P. Sherwood, chairman of the Liberty Loan of Ottawa County, who is
one of the speakers of the evening,
will tell how Grand Haven and northern Ottawa fared in the Liberty Loan
drive. A. H. Lamlwehr of Holland is
going to spring some surprises besides
giving one of his interestingtalks. Mr.
A. E. Kuft'rer and Mr. J. Oosterdyke,
both of Grand Rapids and well known
orators, will be on the program. G. J.
DiActna who is doing his patriotic duty
night and day will also be on the programA Mark Twain of some renown who
is said to have a mint of comical wit,
ami who has just returned from California, where he has completeda tour
on the lecture platform, will keep the
crowd good-natured with hi* rapid fire
comics. It is said that he is a genius
along those lines and is well worth
coming out to hear. Ilia name is
Schnaek and it is said that he can
keep a crowd going in wde-epKtting
laughter about a* long a* any of them.

VENNEMA BE8IONS

,

would be dropped from the curriculum himbus, Ohio, and they will need tho
of the high school. No particulartine* . ,
was set for the d-ruppingof the study
to ** thwe* living at
study,
<amp at 7:30 in the evening.

however.of*hoIe

Wednesday night at a meeting

the board it was decided to put a stop
to the study of German immediately.

The

^

m

local board has sent out notices
tj,0 „ixtoen men to call at the offi0f the i)oai<1 in the cit hall
3

M

1c was further decided that the de- o’clock in the afternoon of the dav
struction of the German text-books before the entrainment.At that time
would be authorized. 6o this event they will receive their instructionsfor
will be the feature of Liberty Day in their
- • early start the next morning.
Spring Lake.
IiO()gingand meals will be funished
The diirontinuanceof tho German the men from out of town if they decourse may mean the end of study in sire it during the night that they will
that language for many years to come be compelled to stay here.
in that village. One of tbe members
Following is the list of the men inof the present board has dbolared that cluded in this quota: Garret Fischer,
never again with his consent would Arthur Bredeweg, Dick Brondyke,Arthe study of German be permitted il rie Van Blooten, John ftchap, Eltice J.
the ftpringLake high school. Members Bedell, Louis A. Maniatakoa,all of
of the Spring Lake board of educatior, Holland; Chris Ver Planke, Richard
who have taken the action against the Btrabhing, of Zeeland; Clarence MotGerman languageare, Enno J- Prulm, ter, Allegan; Reuben N. fitanton,
prmdent; George W. Christmas, aecre- Charleston,W. Va.; John VamterVeen,
ivy: Dr. C. D. Mulder, William D. Walter Decker, Frank Van Loon, of
Spencer and Fred J. Bertaobey.
Jenison; Geo. O. Kirkdhy, Chicago;
Henry Klonrparena, Grand Rapid*.

____

_

_

,

_

_

_

•PAGE

TWO

holland City New*
Mt. and Mrs. 0. W. DeVries by relatives and friends. They were royally
entertained, the evening being spent
in playing games- Hopper waa served
for 26 gucste and all enjoyed it in the
form of a badcct picnic. Those from
out of the villagewere I>r. and Mra. I.
B. DeVries from Qverisel and Mr. and
Mra. De DeVries from Vriesland.
Arthur Wiggersof Holland spent the
pa*t Monday with hla relativeshere.

'

HAMILTON

NEWS

—

Mr. and Mrs- Klonrp&mui h&v« re
turaed homo after pending the winter
in Coqpcrarino.
Mr. and Mre. Henry WoHera viMted
frinndfl in H&miMon Thuraday evening.
Mr. and Mira. Duntcn vuitod Mr. and
Mm. If. TanU Friday evening.
John and Mis* Maude Ver Hul«4 visited at Mr. and Mrs. Ver Hulwt’s home
the past weekRev. 0. Walvoord lead the C. E.
mooting -Sunday evening.
Another family has moved into Ham
ilton. Mre. Kiookett, Mi.-ss Joaie and
Mr. Will and Mr. Dick.
Mr. Khas Koolvord visited his aon
in Hattie Creek last week.
Mr. and Mrs- John Tania visited with
friend# in Hudaonviile last week.
r. Kieinbeksel and Mr. Tanis.were
in Fremont on businee*.
Mass Elizabeth Tanis has returned
homo after spending a month in Cleveland, Ohio.
—o

-

-

:o:

-

ZEELAND GUARDS
READY FOR
SPRING DRIVE
The Zeeland Home Guards are busy
preparing for their spring drive. With

SuperintendentWilliam

Fuehrer ns

captain, Company 40 of the Michigan
State T.'oapt is holding
drills

and the end of

find the

this

its weekly
summer

will

Zeeland Home Guards one of

the best drilled organizationsof

its

kind in the state. Capt- Fuehrer has
had considerable military experience
and brings into piny

all possible mil-

itary tacticsincluding trench digging.

last week Captain Fuehrer held an
examination in order to secure the best
men possible to fill vacanciescaused

LAKETOWN
by promotionsto higher ranks. The
The Laketown Unit of the Woman's examination was open to all corporals
Oommittee, Michigan Division, Coun- and sergeants. The two men securing
cil of National Defense, will take the the highest averages were Corporal
registrationof Women on Saturday, Lynn De Free and Corporal Harmon
April 271th, in all the school hoiwes of Den Herder. These two corporal* have
Laketown, and also at the home of now been promoted—Corp. D«d*ree to
Mrs. Q. H. McAllister,Gibson and Bee first aergoant, and Corp. Denllerder to
Line roads, Mrs. R. Tasker, Laketown quarter-master sergeant.The examinroad, and Mrs- Barr, Parish Corners. ation was a very difficult one and covAll over 16 years of age a-e asked to ered questions on the school of soldiers
register on this day and conserve the including the manual of arms, on the
time of the registrars. 44 Show Your school of the squad, on the school of
the company,bayonet work, manual of
Patriotism.”
interior guard duty, and map problems
•:o:based on the Gettysburgmap used in
. JENIflON PARK
army service school*.
Another meeting of the P T club was
Within two weeks another examinaheld last Friday evening. Every pat- tion will be held to fill two more variotic citizensfar and near responded cancies.The men in the Company, 45
to the invitationsaent out from the in number, zealwwlyvie with one anschool in the form of a Liberty Bell. other in securing the coveted promoThe following twog-ftin was rendered: tions. Drills are now being held every
•song, by the club; dialogue, Helen Monday evening at the ball grounds,
iLeath, Olive Smith; duet, Hattie where the company is doing battle
•Brinkman and Lena Van Hub; read- work. They have just finished the
ling, Mr. Vanderllart; song, quartette, manual of interior guard duty and are
Ifattie and Albert Brinkman, Mr. and now preparing for their hikes which
Mrs. Van Oss; speech, Liberty Loan, will come every .Saturday. This week
E. P. Davis; two songs, Prof. Taylor; Monday evening the men in the comsong, by the club. Helen Leath, Agnes pany began work in trench digging at
. -Welch, Thelma Haaa,01ivefimithpassed
the ball ground*.
/ the cake and coffee- Next meeting Company 40 of the Michigan fitate
.-aillbe May 10. Last but not leaf was Troops now ha* the following eleven
a rani of thanks from Mrs. Cook, read officers: Captain, Wm. Fuehrer; 1st
Jiyuhe president,Leonard Van R^eu- Liuet., Bl Glerum; 1st Sergt., Lynn De
morter.

HOLLAND BOY GOES
TO REFORM SOHOpL
Evan Reaaique, who dame time ago
was captured by Officer Bontekoe in
Muikegon on the charge of otealing his
brother's clothes that fit him too soon,
wss sentenced by Judge Donhof to the
refoma school at Lansing. After the
judge bad beard of the many scrapea
the boy had been in Jn Holland he
found no other alternativebut to send
him to the industrialschool for boys.
And County Agent Roosenraadof Zeeland took the young man to thii institution at the etate capitol.
Reesiquewas an incorrigiblein the
local schools, the instructor*being at
their wit'* end* to handle him right.
He has been caught in several midcmeonors,and even had been arretted
for forgery.
Tire young man is a inveterate cigarette smoker and doe* not seem to
comprehend the wrong that he is constantly doing. His parents have done
everything possible for the boy, which
scorned to be of no avail. The family
lives in the Diekenra addition west of
the city.

Recipe For
•yy»
. i, *.'• "

.-V

.

•

Com
2 cups

Dodgers

Rowena Corn

-

•
.

.

A •i
-fc '

-

'

.

Meal.

1 teaspoon salt.
2 teaspoon* fat.
1

^4 cups boiling water.

Pour boiling water over other ingredients. Beat well and let cool.
into thin cakes and bake one-half hour in a hot oven. These are
crisp biscuitswhich are good served hot with butter,syrup or gravy. All
measurements are accurate level ones.

Form

To insure complete success in baking corn meal foods use

Rowena Com Meal

BIRTH CERTIFICATES

NOW IMPORTANT
BECAUSE YOU WILL ALWAYS

During the past few day* there lias
been a rush of marine men to the county clerk’s office* in their home counties
to secure certificates of their birth as
required by the new government regulations. Before the marine men can
board the boats on which they are to
sail the eoming season, it is necessary
for them to produce evidence of their
citizenshipo< whioh the birth certificate is one of the important features.

find

Rowena Corn Meal

of high quality.

It is manufactured from strictly choice kiln-driedyellow corn and every
ounce of the meal is sterilized, which insures its remaining thoroughly
sweet and wholesome.

Corn meal fritters, Muffins, Johnny cake, dodgers, fried mush,
made from Rowena Corn Meal are very appetizing.

etc.

is a splendid substitute for wheat flour. You will help win the
using it and obtain a very nutritious and palatable food.

Here

War by

ZEELAND SCHOOL
GETS NEW LIBRARY

.

Be sure to specify Rowena Corn Meal, put up in an attractive orange
colored paper sack under the Rowena trademark. It is fully guaranteed.

This week Tuesday the new library
was openedfor a long time the need of
high
school library had been greatly felt
but it wa* only this year that the proje<*t became a realization. Two large
table* with chairs to accommodate a
goodly number of students have been
placed in the library which is located
in the Zeeland High school

VALLEY CITY MILLING

a

COMPANY

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Sole Manufacturers
of
Lily White Flour, "Yes Ma'am" Graham Flour, Granena Whole Wheat Flour,
Rowena Rye Flour, Rowena Com Meal, and other cereal specialties. ,

on the second floor of the high school
building. The collectionof books at
present consists of 550 volumes and
it is expected that this number will be
greatly increased within a short time.

NOTED SUNDAY
SCHOOL LEADER
TO SPEAK
Dr. Peter 8. Stair of Detroit will

Free; (^nartermneter Sergt., Harmon conduct the services in the M. E.
Den Herder; Sergt., 0. N. Wellb; church Sunday forenoon. Dr. Stair is

Thu community was shocked to
bear of the recent tragedy of George Sergt., Bert WestenBroek;Sergt., John
Htsbbard, 16 wars old, well known here H. DePree; Corp. Bcnj. Huizenga;
add loved by all who knew him. The Corp-, (fester Van Lopik; Corp. Manparents own a lovely summer home here ual Langub; Cor., 8am Baar.

associated with Bishop Henderson as
one of the area staff of the bishop. This
staff L* composed of five men, chosen
from among the best Methodist leadwkoie they have spent several seasons.
ers in the country in their respective
‘.They have the sympathy of all their
branches of work. Dr. Stair Ls at the
2,500
friend*.
head of the Sunday school department
. B. Vos of Muskegon visited hi' famand he is making a tour of this disily Sunday.
trict in the interestof Sunday School
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford have returned
work. In the afternoon next Sunday
from Grand Rapids who e they have
Sheriff Dornbos, on hi* return from ho will hold a conference of Suday
^pent Bhe winter.
North Fortal, North Dakota, where he School workers at the local churchAll are pleased that Mrs- Drake is in
-:o:our midit again. She spent the winter went to bring back Jacob Hop, wanted HOREE'S NECK BROKEN

TAKES

MILE JOURNEY FOR PRISONER

m
v

with her daughter in Detroit.
here for the past year, gives a graphic
ON EIGHTH STREET
Mr. and Mrs. Malloy of Chicago are
account of his long journey to arrest
spending a week here in their pretty
Henry Slink, living south of the city
the Holland man. Sheriff Dornibos, in had the misfortune of losing one of
turner home.
Mr. H. Van Hub moved hb family all hi* career has failed to get only his horses Tuesday morning. He had
his team hitched in front of the plumbto Jamestown.
one man he wa* after, “and I may get
ing shoot of Tyler Van Landegend.
Mi s. Frank Harkema's brother John
Swartz, spent several days visiting him yet some day,” he declares- This One of the horses became frightened
friends.
is William Hamilton, a pal of Mr. at a passing automobile.The animal
Out Baker and brother are back.
jumped and hi* feet became entngThey spent the winter with their rcla- Ives.
led in the tying strong of its mate,
About the present trip Mr. Dornhos jerking the neck down suddenly and
tiv©*Mis. Morton and granddaughter
breaking it. The injured horse fell in
say*:
have moved from Holland. They enthe street and lived but a few minutes.
“I left Grand Haven Monday and
. tertained friends from Holland Sunday afternoon.
arrived at Fortal on Thursday mornMra Proos visited with her •laughmg. I stayed about four hou-s nod
TO
ter and friends hee last Sunday in
started
right
back
with
my
man,
Hop
her cottage.
Clarkston Rollins, food administraMr. and Mrs. Rodiker of Chicago after settling up with the Canadian
tor
of Ottawa county is on the trail
are occupyingthe place fosmerly ownpolice who took him from twenty mile*
ed by Oept. Van eeWen.
of farmers who are failing to put their
Mrs. MeCmtby’s summer cottage is north of Riverhurst, Canada, to North
wheat on the market. In order to
a groat improvement to her property
for mc
avoid eerioua trouble in the’future Otand. a plea-ant place to live.
“Those mounted police with their red
:o:tawa county farmers who are storing
coats
and fine horses do look fine. They
DRENTHE
their wheat product instead of turning
Mr. and Mr*. Abraham Baa* of Fre- got Hop in Baskatcbswan, April 14 and
it into the mills, will do well to notify
mont were the guests of Mr*. R. Hun- they traveled a day and night to get
the county administration, explaining
derman and familv on Mondayhim to me- He had been traveling all
their reasons for so doing.
The funeral of Mrs. K. Oompagner of
over Canada, especiallyin British CoOakland was held Monday at 1<> o'elwik
The food adminhdrationrealizes that
from the home of her sou and at 12 lumhia. His aliasesthere were “Bud
there may be reasons on the part of
o'clock fiiom the Christian Reformed Brown,” ‘‘Frank
»y.” He *
certain farmer* for withholdingtheir
fdrarch of Oakland, Rev. Terpsma offiemployed
by
farmc
in the Sunkist
ciating.
wheat crop from the market, but they
M:s« Jeannutte Hanlburg of Holland and Domain* d 1st rut*, west of River
want to know what those reasons are.
visited with her relatives here the jmst hurst. He wa* web spoken of by the
Thursday.
people he worked for and has borne a Therefore a report to the county food
John VerHulst and Mis* Maud Ver good reputation while in that district official to this effect will b<* a most
Hulat spent Saturday und Sunday at He had enlistedin the C. E. F. under
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ver the name of “Frank Kelley” as he wise procedure.
Unless the farmer, who has a supply
hold* an exemption certificateon ac
Hulst of Hamilton.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick DeVries of Vries- count of physical unfitness.
of wheat on hand, which has been with“Mr. Hop waived extradition and held from the market Informs the food
land spent Sunday with their parent*
came back without any trouble. He chiefs of the fact*, giving his reason
.
John De Kleine and John J. VanDatn told me he had been sorry onnny
for it, his action can be construed to
met with an accident while riding in time that he had shipped out. We had mean but one thing. That thing is
their auto on the way to Holland-Mr. been on the lookout for Hop for over pro-Germanism,and the farmer will
De Kleine who was driving the car a year. Five hundred photos were sent be considered guilty of attemptingto
lost control of it on account of their out through this country and Canada a*sL*t the enemy in this way.
being loose sand in the road. Van Dam wheie we were quite sure Hop had
AdministratorRollins ha* had reattempted to grab the Htering wheel gone to. Almut two months ago I got port* from a number of sectionsof Otwhich made matters worse with the re- quite a good tip that Hop was in Can tawa county to the effect that spmc of
sult that the ear turned .turtle with ada, and the search was renewed with the farmers are holding up their wheat.
the occupantsunderneath. They es- the result that he wa* located- Prose He of course doe* not know the puroaned with slight injuries.
eutor F. T. Mile* and the Attorney pose of their action. Unless they reAim. K. Hu nd nr man attended the General of Province of Saskatchewan port it to him, however, he will .be conifuneral of Mrs. A. Ten Brink of got into an agreementto try and help polled -to consider the reason pro-GerGraafnchap Friday.
got Hop The prosecutor and I have manism, and to take action accordingAmong those who attended the fun- worked together and have gotten good lyeral of Mrs. E Compaguer of Oakland result*that way. I traveled about
The county official has received inwere Mr*. John KJump, Harry Ter 2,500 miles to get Hop and back again, structions to report at once all violaHaar, Bert Ter Haar and Marinas De through Michigan,Indiana, Illinois, tions of the food order together with a
Wisconsin, Minnesota,North Dakota report of those who have not ns yet
Kleine.
Harm Van. Spykcr bought a Yale into Canada, over 1*200 mile® ea- h way. turned in their product*, and the reamotorcyclefrom Henry Ver Ilage of
“Mr. Hop will be sentenced as soon son for their act, if they have any. He
Hudoonvillewhile Gerrit Boeve pur1 a* the Judge returns as he had pleaded has immediately begun activity in the
matter.
chased an Indian from the HoEeyqp.A guilty before he left a year ago.”
WILL ANNOUNCE RESULTS
DoWeerd firm of Zeeland.
Funeral tervicea were held at Zee
IN LIBERTY LOAN
John Padding and Arthur BredeWeg
land Tuesda, for Gerrit Kook who
passed the physical examinationin
Holland the past week Gerrit HunderThere will be a big patriotic meet- died on his farm near Bortulo at the
ing at Carnegie Hall, Thursday even- age of 76 years. Services were held
mLtJ*a* Vmleveld who is employed at ing, at 7:30 P. M. with excoflratenter- at 11:30 at the home and at 12:30 at
Jenison Park npent Monday at the tainers end speakers, and at this meet- the First Christian Reformed church,
ing results from Lower Ottawa Town- the Rev- Marinus Van Vessem officiatLome of hU parent*.
A ourpriae shower was given last ships and Zeeland and Holland cities ing. The deceased is survivedby a
wife, a son and daughter.
-Friday evening for the infant son of will be annouaceffi

FARMERS ARE WARNED
SELL THEIR

j

K

WHEAT
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Home

Store

DORNBOS
FURNITURE HOUSE

DE VRIES &

Our prices are low and our line of Furniture. Rugs, Linoleums, etc., was never
more complete. If you need only one piece of Furniture or a Complete Outfit
it will pay you to see our line.

Whenever you are down-town, step into our store
and we will
ill'entertain you with some nice selections
played on The Columbia Grafonola.

here.

_

The

Visit

De Vries & Dombos Furniture House
58-60 East Eighth

Furniture

Many Grand Rapid* saloon men are
already out of bueinem not waiting
for the first day of May. Charles A.
Kelley well known in Holland, is one
of the first liquor dealers to go out of

butines*.His ptoc® on Ottawa avenue
has been dismantled and after being in
hiwiness for 40 year*. Mr. Kellev will
take a vacation before entering nome
other line. It is said that the hotel
Irar* also will be clo*ed before the evening of John Barleycorn's- “wake.”

-

-LOOK— READ
-

I

I hsve • few more lott left in the Park
Ground* for cottsfe »ite« at Saugstuck,between the river and L»ke Michigin. Che»p
for » quick cub de«l. Address,
8. D. UPHAM.
2346 W. Lake St-, Ohicift).

in

Street

Farm
A

sixty acre

for

Rug, Etc.

Sale

farm known

as

the

Jan Timmer Farm
situated 1-4 mile East of the

Harlem

Station, Olive

lownship.

Enquire

Wm.

Elfers
North Holland, Mioh.

of

Holland Citu

ACCEPTS CALL

STILL

ANOTHER
THEATER TO OPEN

FROM CHURCH IN

KALAMAZOO

Hardly has Holland'sthird theater
opened its doors but a fohrth one enters the local field.Arrangementshave
ation as pastor of Trinity Reformed been made wherdbv this city will sechurch, the Rev. John Van Peursem cure a new picture plsy-house to be
named the “Lytic Theater." It is to
Sunday forenoon announced to hit con-

On

the sixth Anniversary of his install-

gregationthat he had accepted the
call extended to him

by the Second Re-

formed church of Kalamasoo. This
church last November made an attempt
to secure the servicesof Mr.

Van Peur-

sem but at that time he declined the
offer. About four weeks ago they

is-

sued a second call the acceptance

«f

which has now been announced.
Mr. Van Peursem came to Holland
from Chicago six years ago where he
had (been pastor of Trinity church for
a number of years. Before that he
had served as pastor of the Reformed
church of Coopersville.
Trinity

church has grown

during his occupancyof the
pit. It

was

FORMER LOCAL
MAN DRIVEN
FROM CHURCH

this year contain a large proportion of

those vegetables which

may be

stored

TT"

for next winter’s use without canning

or drying, says County Agent Hagerman. The praetico^f this idea will in
a small way increase next winter’s
food supply at the same time decreas-

X

OU know how

cooking

brings out all the rich

pungent flavor of bacon—
there’s nothing that tastes

ing the time and labor involvedin

better. But you wouldn’t like

preparing vegetable prsdueta for winter use by canning and drying-

it

In view of this the following suggestions recommended by the U. S.

raw.

WS TOASTED

Department of Agriculture should be
special interest to gardenersthis

So we toast the Burley tobacco

into service.

spring.

THREE COUNTIES MARRIAGES IN OTTAWA
NOT SO NUMEROUS

organised shortly before

four weeks.

B0WER~

BACON

LIKE

the urgent need of an increased food
supply it is advisable that our gardens

MAN TO TOUR

rapidly

local pul-

Mr. Van Peursem c*m« here and he
was its flrtt pastor. The congregation
now has a membership of 155 families
and «bout 400 communicants. It has
the distinctionof having the largest
Sunday school in the classic of Michigan, which includes all the Englishspeaking Reformed churches in Western Michigan. The school is the largest not in proportion to the sice of
the church but the largest in actual
numboFR, Irraspodtivc of number of
church members.
The peit year has been the most wccosSful in the church's history, one
hundred anembers having united with
the ehuneh during that time- The congregation is thoroughly organized and
in a nourishing conditionin every
way.
The Second Reformed church of Kalamazoo is an important charge. It was
•erred by Dr. J. M. Vander Meulen and
other wall known Reformed church pastors. Rev. Van Peursem and family
expect to leave for Kalamazoo in about

J. F.

nuw

GROW SEEDS BY PLANTTHREE OUT OF
ING ROOTS NOW
FOUR SONS SERVING
UNCLE SAM Because of the labor conditions and

Billy Van Putten, youngest son of Mrand Mr*. Jacob Van Puten, sr., living
on South River avenue, is the latest of
the Van Putten family to join the colors. Billy has been teaching the high
be operated in the building formerly oc
school at Hancock, Minn., Ixit could
cupied by the “Royal" and James
not witstand the call to arms any longKotros, one of the proprietors of the
er.
Holland Candy Kitchen is to be the
Last week he returned unexpectedly
manager.
from the West and Sunday ho left for
Contractors started wurk Tuesday
Camp Custer to join the’ Field Artilmorning putting the place into thape ery.
and the play house will open as soou as
This is the third son out of one famthe necessary alterationscan be comily to enlist in the country's service,
pleted. A new front will be put in, a
Jacob Van Putten who k now in Washnew operating room will be built and ington,“Pat McCoy" who has been in
the interiorwill be newly decorated. A
the thick of things “over there," and
now ventilatingsystem will be installBilly, the youngest son who left Suned and new chairs will be placed in the
day. There is only one son left and
building. The theater will be equipped
he is Adrian.
with ail the most up-to-date devices
He has done his best to gM by the
and Mr. Kbtros hopes to make it a
examining board in order to join the
thoroughlymodern theater in every
ranks but his health for the past yeat
respect.
has been such that the board could not
see their way clear to allow him to go

REV.

News

The Methodist Episcopal church in
America has put on what is considered
Is the war frightening the young
the greateat patriotic speaking campeople of Ottawa county away from
paign yet gtarted in this country. Evry church district in the United States matrimony f That is the question that
rUl be covered by the paetora within is being raised by the discovery that
that district during the week of April
the marriage llcenec record at the
2fi to May 5.

“Growers of root crops of all kinds
who are likely to need seed for planting in 1919 would do well to take the
stops to insure at least a partial supply by growing it themselves. This

used in

LUCKY STRIKE

rettes for exactly the

—to bring out

same reason

the rich, solid flavor.

can be done only by the use of roots
already grown and now in the ground
held in storage. Such crops as carrots, beets, onions, turnips, rutabagas,

parsnips and salsify are involved.
Weather conditions in 'the regions
where the chief seed supply of these
crops is producedhave been very unfavorable so far this year. This fact
The speakers will go in pairs and oounty clerk’s office ia far behind that together with tl;e certainty that the
Rev. Bowerman will have as his speak- of other years. Whether the shortage
usual European sources cannot be reing partner, Rev. Q. B. Flemming of
k
due
to
the war or to other causes, lied upon to supply us threatens a very
Grand Rapids.
The divineswill hold two meetings a
day, one in the afternoon the other in
the evening. They wiU start out on
Monday morning early on the week of
April 28, and the Hocel pastor will be
absent from the city until late Saturday night after the last speech is made
’ him.
The territoryto be covered by Mr.
Bowerman and Rev- Flemming are
parts of Ottawa, Muskegon and Kent
counting The rallies are purely of a
patrioticnature and incidentallyLiberty Loan and Thrift Stamps will come
for part of the discussion.
It is the purpose of the leaders of
Methodism to rally every man, woman
and child, affiliated with the church,
solidly behind the government in the
present crisis.

•Intoleranceon the part of the gener-

-:o:-

NEW PRINTING HOUSE
ESTABLISHED HERE

al public with everything that does not

The Crescent Printing House i* the
name of a new firm that will be added
loyalty has resulted in driving one Reto Holland’sliit of institutions the
formed minister from Iris position. A coming week. The new company will
atory in “Her Oosten," an Eastern be located at 45 River avenue, opposite
the Holland Furniture company. Benpublication,tells of the resignation of
amin and Frederick Kamferbeek will
bis position by Rev. Sydney Zandetra be the members of the partnerehip and
who served a Reformed church in Lit- they will conduct a general book and
.ob printing plant.
tle Falls, New Jersey. Mr. Zandstra
The partners are both veteran printhad been pastor of the church for six ore. Benjamin Kamferbeek was foreyears. Recentlythe story came from man of De Hope Printing company for
about forty years and Fred KamferNew Jersey of how he bad failed to un- beek has been in the printing businew
cover when the “Star Spangled Ban since he was nine years old, with the
exceptionof eleven years that were
aer" was being played because he
exactly square with its conception of

spent as chief of police of Holland.
was so deficient in musical ability that
The now firm hopes to ite ready for
business within a few days.
he did not recognize »he tune.

It appears from the story in “Her
Oosten " that Mr. Zandstra is very pop- A
ular with his congregation,but he
•etims to have some enemies in the
town who have repeatedly brought accusationsof disloyalty against him.
They put the federal secret service
men on the trail of these officials that EIGHT CANDIDATES FOR OOUNTY
full satisfaction of the officials that
TREASURER ARE IN THE
he was not only not disloyal but that
FIELD.
ho had done much in a very practical
way to serve his country. But the accusations against him seemed to con Mors to Follow, It Is Said; This City
tinue so that finally in order not to inFurnishes Two and One
jure his congregation Mr. Zandstra has
ex-Holland Man.
resigned his position.
The congregation is standing by
Although It is still early to talk of
their pastor however and it has lodged
a protest with the city councilof Little primaries and elections, and besides
Falls calling upon that body to take
the voters have other things of more
action to protect their pastor’s reputaimportance to thing , about, neverthetion against priblic slander.

LONG PLUM

WITH PLENTY
OF PLUCKERS

cannot, of course,be definitely determ- considerableshortage for next spring
ined, but it is certain that something

M-

'a

planting. Since it takes two years to

produce these seeds this shortage ean
The number of marriagelicensesk- only be alleviatedby the planting for
seeds of rodts already grown. It k
sued to date by the County Clerk since
highly desirable that persona having
January 1 U 93. During the same peruniform, well-selectedand aound roots
iod of 1917 there had been 154 licenses
should plant some of them for seed.
issued. During a like period in 1910
Parsnips and salsify being hardy can
a total of 115 licenseswere issuedbe most easily provided.The shortAs a general thing the applicants age of these k not serious as the
amounts needed are not large. For
for licenses to marry are older this such roots as must be stored the time
year. That does not mean that all of
at hand to ehooso these to bp used
thoee who are taking out marriage lic- for planting for seed production-It is
paramount importance that they be
enses at this time are older than the gotten into the ground as early as the
average. It has, however, been dis- sell and weather conditions permit.)
covered that the majority of the appli The prospect for a successfulseed crop
cants of late have been over thirty of these roota is very much improved
years of age.
if there is opportunity for root growth
W’hetheror not this is due to the before the tops are started by warm
war, cannot be determined. It is nat- weather. It is necessary to cover the
ural to suppose that the war is the roots with one or two inches of soil to
reason for the peculiar situation,how protect them from frost and light
ever. Men under the ago of thirty freezing after planting.
Rows of beets, carrots,onions, turare subject to military duty and
great many from this county have al- nips and rutabagas should be spaced
ready been called or arc awaiting the from three to four feet apart. Plants
summons. Naturally they do not should stand from two and one-half
wish to assume the responsibilities
of to three feet in a row for all but onmarried life until they are through ions which may be .^m^ed six inches.
with the Imsinews which is now facing Oultivation should be thorough and
them. When they return home after shallow. The soil should be in good
the war is over, there will no doubt condition and should be fertile.
It is often desirable to support the
be an increase in the marriagelicense
seed stalks by staking but not essenbusiness.
:o:
tial in any case except that of onions.
Farmers Bulletin No. 884 gives direcREGISTRATION
tion» for the home production of seed
of these and other vegetables.”
This bulletin may be obtained from
The conranitteeson registration for the County Agricultural Agent’s office
women are following some of bhe meth or by writing to the Division of Ibiblieatians, U. 8. Dopt. of Agriculture,;
ods of a regular electionin giving the
Washington,D- C.
women of Holland an opportunity to
has happened.

;
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Guaranteed by

|

-

The Michigan Trust Company

-

Receivers for the

PLACES
ARE DESIGNATED

register. The campaign will open Sat-

them in each ward so that there need

be no crowding. Booths

will be at

the following places:
First Ward — Columbia Avc. school;
Klcis store; H.

Van Ry

Store; home

of M:». J. P. Kolia, Lincoln avenue.

Leave Holland

The

field

at 8:00 p. m

,

Monday, Wedneiday and Friday.

meet this year promises

and Saturday.
All trips

change

be a great success. Every afternoon
for the last few weeks the fellows have

j

been training hard. No meet was

;

held

Local

last year because of unsettled conditions, but this one should

make up

made

via St.

Joseph. The

right is reserved to

to

this schedule without notice.

Phanei

Citizens

1081

Bell

78

(

JOHN

for-

time. It will be held at the Fair;

grounds on East 16th street at 9
Churchford’s
Mission;Mrs. Thuibor’soffice;First o’clock in the morning and will start
right on the dot as it will be hard toj
State bank.
get thru by noon. The young worn-!
Hast

CHICAGO STEAMER

HOPE FIELD MEET

lost

Second Ward — Mre. Smecnge'shome

Graham & Morton Line

Returning, leave Chicago at 7:00 p. m., Tuesday, Thursday

BIG ENTRY FOR

urday of this week and registration
places have been assigned, several of

S.

KRESS

Local Agent

6th street; ML*

Third Ward— Holland City Gas

fice; Central school; City

Chicego Deck, Foot of Wibash

Avenue. Chicago Fhoie, 2162

Coitral

of

Hall; High

Mr. Zandstra, who is a graduate of less, it k said that there are already
Hope College,is well known here, and
school.
eight candidates in the field for the of
his former friends in Holland, judging
Fourth Ward— Maple Avenue school
from their general knowledge of his flee of Oounty Treasurer, whh more Kammeraad’s store, 13th Street; White
character,believo that he is the victim prospectiveswho have the bee, or Bros, store, West Eighth streetof unjust criticismFifth Ward — Klomparens’ store,
“whose friends are urging thdm to
:o: —
171th and Central; A. Bokker store on
run.”
DR. S. M.
_
Columbia avenue; Maple Grove school
Picking at the county political
flixrth Ward — Van Rnalte School
ON
Buurama & Tinholt’sStore; Peter Maas
plumb tree k very elim this year,
The Board of Foreign Missions of heavy frost has nipped the buds and •tore; Mrs. Kaiser’s store.
These booths will be open Saturday
the Reformed church has received wuid
only a lone plum is hanging high, is morning at 9:30. After Tuesday evethat Dr. 8. M. Zwemer and family are
on their way to America. They expect hard to reach and nearly ready to be ning only the school bouses, city hall
to arrive in this country about the plucked, with plenty Ito gather the and the booths on Eighfh street will

- ZWEMER—

WAY HOME

cn of the PatrioticLeague will hold
sandwich sale for tho benefit of

a

their

organization- Everything is on the
program from a relay race to a bicycle
race. The bicycle race was going to be
omitted this year, os it has no place in
meet of this kind, but because of the
great interest shown in

it,

it has been

1

be hoped that all
the girh and all the fellows who do
retained. It is to

One Million Dollars
- - - Saved

—

not participatewill be out to support
their class, as it will be as interesting

In

Comparison with Stock Insu-

for spoctators as tho participants.

remain open until the close of registraThe following entries have been
tion week. Women may register
made:
100 yard dash— W. Pyle, C.
The harvesters holding the sheriff, any ward.
Walvoord, T. Greer, Verduin, E. Lubcounty clerk, register and prosecutor
phims have only had one canning thus
bers, E. Flikkema,P. Oilmans,F. Dc
far, but if they have been real good
Roos, P. Siegers, Gillman, Van Zyl, Van
these generally come in for another
Hotel, Watcrmulder,Meengs.
harvest. 8o from that Standpoint,
220 yard dash— W- Pyle, F. Ihrman,
rank outsider has very little show to I What for a short timo threaten(vl|
get a bite from this forbiddenfruit. become a general conflagrationendaiTj Verduin, E. Lubbers, E. Flokema,Van
Ft k a fruitless year indeed at the Ot- gering a large number of eottagesH Zyl, Gillman, Vander Aarde, Hosperw,
tawa County plum orchard.
Ottawa Beach was confined to a single^
Watermulder.
There is one bearing tree left how- cottage Saturday through the quick
440 yard dash— Decker, Van der
ever, and that is in the northeast cor and efficient work of volunteer firemen
ner of the court house square. Under and the meitfbere of the Mlacatawa Aarde, Hcemstra, Van Zyl, E. Flikit are the following young and old boys Coast Guard crew. The Baker cottage
kema, Dc Roos, Ihrman.
Francis Deto, last year a member of peeking away at a lone plum at the caught fire and was burned to the
the Macatawa coast guard crew and top. They are John VanAnrooy, Grand ground. There was a strong wind and| Half Mile— Voskuil, Rooaenraad, Jansnow stationed at Manhattan, New York Haven; Herman Vanden Drink, John for some time aeveral other cottaged ma, Hcemstra, Dalereberg,Ihrman,
is home at Maoatawa for a brief fur- Den Herder, of Holland; Maurice Lui
were in grave danger. The Baker cotl Pyle, Huntley, Van der Aarde.
lough. Mr. Deto k the only one
dena, Olive; John 8. Brouwer, of Hol- jtage ia toward tho north part of the re]
Mile Run— Jansma, Van der Borgti,
the men taken from the local station land township; Seth Coburn, Hudson sort.
Tanis, Dalenberg,Hospere, Baker, J.
last autmumn when the station closed ville, Harry AveiJH, Ooopersville;and MThe fire fighters kept the other
who has not been returned to the serv F. Bchouten,Spring Lake. Some of threatened cottages wet and they also Kompers, Huntley.
ioe in western Michigan. All the oth these are mentioned by friends, but saved the barn on the Baker place.
Two Mite — Huntley, Baker, Voskuil,
ere have come back and are now
most of them have announced them They helped to wave
considerable Kempers, Hoffs.
various stations along the lake, their selves as candidates for the job.
amount of furniture from the burning
High Jump— J. Klomparens,F. Ihrplaces at Macatawa having been filled
cottage. The cause of the fire is not
man,
Gilhnan, Hcemstra, Oosterhoff,
with other men during their absence
Although Midhigan has been largely known." The value of tho cottage was
Mr- Deto will return to Now York denuded of her stately and magnificent in the neighborhood of 11200.
Lubbers, Flikkema.
Tuesday night to rcwime hie work forests of a former day, we srtill take
:o:
Running Broad Jump— Oltmans, Lubthere. It is considerably different from high rank aa a tinffier state; and
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Huizinga have bers, Klomparens,Ihrman, Hoffman,
the work in the Mhcatawa station. He wise policy of reflorektation will help celebrated the 59lh anniversaryof
Pyle, Van Zyl.
serves aa guard over ammunition and to restore, in the years to come, what their marriage. They came to the HolPole Vault— Ihrman, Hcemstra,
other government property and there has been lost. ,For that reason Gover- land colony nearly 70 years ago ami
k always a zee; of danger about it. nor Sleeper has designated Friday, May since have resided in this city and vi- Klomparens,Hoffman, E. Flikkema.
Ooast guard men are now under im- 3 aa Arbor and Garden Day. Plant
cinity. Mr. Huizanga has been an ofDiscus Throw-— Roggen, Lubbers,
mediate direction of the war depart- tree for beauty b sake and a garden for ficer in the First Reformed church tor
Nykamp, Pyle, Poppen, J. Flikkema,
ment and they mu* go wherever aeot your country's sake.
neraly fifty years.
Gillman.

middle of June.
Dr. Zwemer 's visit to America is the
result of an urgent invitationfrom the
Laymen's Miasionary Movement that
is asking for his cooperation in their
campaign in the autumn and winter of
1918-1919. During <the summer months
Dr. Zwemer will probably give a series
of addresses throughoutthis country

Ciga-

rance Rates

fruit-

FIRE THREATENED

RESORT COTTAGES

COAST GUARD

MEMBER HOME
ON FURLOUGH

a

-

-

Michigan is nnc of the states that has a large and sueccssfulmutual automobileinsurance company with over 30,000 members with 780
claims

paid, and

still

has a surplus fund of about

$70,000.

The Company is well located in a small town and makes a specialty of insuring tho autorndbilw of fanmers and tho business men of
the small towns in Michigan. It otarted at the right time anl ia now
starting it* fourth season of success.
It is the only mutual automobile insurance company that publishes
tho amount of money on hand to take rare of ito merribereand the
n

umiber of members.

The responsibleand active agents are acting for tho Company as
a small company. Why take ckanees
on a small company when you can insure in the big and well established mutual. It it the only mutual company in Michigan that can
they do not wish to represent

stand the shock of seriouslosses and pay the claims

promptly with

money now in the treasury.
Dost only $1-00 for policy and 25c per H. P., covering fire, theft,

and

liability.
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LOCAL

NEWS

Rev. B.— Elnink of Central avenue
Christian Reformed ehurch, has receiva call from the Second Chr. Reformed
church of Paterson, N- J.
Prof John Hoekje of the Western
State Normal at Kalamazoo spoke on
‘•The ('all of the Wild” Friday even
ing in Saugatuckunder the auspices of
the Saugatuck Woman’s Club at Koning’s hall.

Mrs. Anna Van Abburg, who has

many

rrlltivg* jiving in Hoiiand, died

in CoopeHviiTc^

The

•funeral

Wednesday

was

evening.

held on Saturday

A. Van Dort and Patrolman Dave
Jacob Geerlings retornsd Monday
O'Connor are going into the rabbit- from Rochester, Minnesota,where he
breeding business. They have pur- went to accompany his brother Henry
chased some blooded Belgian hares and Geerlings who submittedto an operai? to solve the meat question tion at the Mayo BrothersHospital.
for Uncle Sam. O'Connor will still be Henry Geerlingswill remain in the
looking for criminals as well as the hoepttal some twenty days. His condition is reportedby his brother as
“bunnies.’

Mr. and Mra Fred MeFall ars vtait- Jane Cook, Mra P. Llevente, and
Camp Cueter. He left Meam. Neil Dornbos, B. Veltman, J.
for Georgia Wednesday.
Ter Beek, Peter Daknan, Gerrit Ter
Mrs- Henry Brusss has gone to Seek.

EBBUUfD CHURCH

ing their son at

Minneapolis, Minn., for a visit of indefiniteduration with her daughter,
Mra J. C. Heines.

’

All the services have been donated
and the entire collection this evening will be given to the religious
wurk which is being carried on amongst
the soldiersin the various camps of
our country and which also, as it is
anticipated, will be carried on ‘ 'n
France by the same raon whom the
Christian Reformed church bae sent

very favorable.
W. H. Hardie of the Hardie-Ekleblad
Gilbert has just moved from
Co., was in Grand Rapids on ibusiness
A
good
example
of
patriotism
can
be
Holland to a ten acre farm west of the
Thursday.
Oak Grove cemeterywhere he expects found in Robert Honing, the ll yr.-old
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ingham of Holto develop a truck farm.— Fred Boone son of Mm. J. Koniugj who m the
and wife of Holland and Mrs. John proud possessor of a Liberty Bond, land visitedwith relativesat Dunningville the past week.
Peters of Kalamazoo were hers Mon- having invested all the pennies and
MYs. James Himebaugh of the Strand out.
nickels which he saved from babylay — The I^at McCoy war lecture at
was
in Grand Rapids Fridav the guest
hood.
the M. E. church on Monday night was
A divorce was grartted last Saturday of friends.
well attended. The high school's share
Dr. John Mersen has returned from
to M.ra. Bessie #Lee of Hopkins from
of the nroeeeds was over 121, which is
her husband,Samuel Lee, the barber, an extended trip wert where he went
to be used in purchasing a. service flagwho has lived in Fennville, Holland for his health. He has been absent
— Fennville Herald.
aqd various other places. Mrs. Lee from the city for three months.
Mrs. Oerrit Sprietsma is visitingthe
Rev. H. Heynen of Boaverdam has was given all the property including an
weekend with her mother, Mrs. Henry
received a call from the Chr. Reformed old automobile in which “Sam” nearly
killed himself a year or so ago. — Allb- Werkman, says the Hamilton Cor.
church of Platte, 8. D.
Mrs. W. H. Wing has left for a four
gan Gazette.
The funeral of Mrs. J. Kroll will be
Muskegon is beginning to experienee
t Vm l ,t0
Mra.
held Saturday afternoon at 1 o’clock an increase in druukenneas, due to the Guild, in Topeka, Kan**.
from the home, 600 Van Raalte Avenue. coming of absolute drought May 1, and
Mrs. N. IIofLtccn and Mrs. Mae HiEd U. Arnretroug of West Olive has Chief of Police C. B. Morrey is pre- lor spent the day visiting in Grand
joined the colors and will leave soon paring to handle record numbers of ine- Rnjiids.
for Camp CusterJohn B^ Poert and Ed J. Leenhouts,
briates for the coming ten days.
Zeeland Irft today
Three hundred Grand Rapids school •both
The funeral of Mrs. James Vander
sluia, sister-in-law of ex Mayor John boys have enrolled in the boy’s work- foMhe Medical Supply Depot at Camp

Tom

WELCOMES PASTOR
A social was held Tuesday evening
at the First Reformed chuneh in Zeefland where the whole congregation
gathered to meet wilh Rev. H. Harmelink of Grand Haven to whom the
First ehurch has extended a call. A
brief program /as rendered and refreshmentswere served. The First
church has recently c«no out with a.
beautiful service flag containingtern
stars*

hor

of

Vandersluis

was held in

Grand ing reserve and jobs for 100

afternoon at 3 o'clock at Coopersville.

Rapid", on Wednesday afternoon at 2
The weather thus far has been very o’clock from the home 322 Ransom
favorable to farming, and agriculture Avenue. Buiial will be at Oak Hill
work is further advanced than usually cemetery. The mother is survived by
at this time of the season- The farm- two daughters, the Mi*i*s Rose anil
ers are iXelcoming the rain, especially Frances Vandersluis. The Vander
for the wheat and meadows and for sluis family have made their home at
Macatawa every summer fa- the past
the oats already jdanted.
Young farmers of draft age who 35 years.
have been placed in the exempted class
have been notified by the district board
that it is up to them to “make good”
on the farms this summer or they will
be placed in active army service.
The salary of Rev. James T. Veneklasen, pastor of the Presbyterian
church of Grand Haven , was raised
$100 a year. This wras decided at a
meeting of the members of the congregation. Mr. and Mrs. Veneklaaen
are well known in Holland.

News

Both

fire departments were called

out yesterday to a small roof fire at the

the home of N. J. Jonker 479 Central
Avenue. The fire was soon put out
and the damage was nominal.
Rev. B. 11. Einink, pa»tor of the Central Avenue church of this city has
received a call from the Second Christian Reformed church of Patenon, NJ. The Central Avenue church is tinsecond la-gcwt church of the Christian
Reformed denominationin America.
F^-ed Bo*-k and family have moved
Meedames R. Wentzon, H. Schohen
and G. VanZauten entertainedat a to Flint; A1 Brinkman took their
farewell party Tuesday evening at the household effects by truck Wednesday
home of Mrs. Scholten in honor of Mr. rooming
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Scholten enterand Mrs. W. Rypkema, who will soon
leave for their new home in Grand Rap- tained at their home on Wert 15th St
ids. Dainty refreahmens were served with a farewell surprise in honor of
and a good time was reported by all. Mr. and Mrs. Wm.Rypkema,who will
Uncle Sam is putting his stamp can- soon leave to make their home in Grand
celer to good use in every postoffice in Rapids. Mrs. Rypkema was presented
the nation. A short time ago he print- with a fine serving tray. Appropriate
ed on each canceled letter “Save food remarks were made by Mrs. J. De
and win the war”; now if you watch Witt and Ed Herringa. The guests
your mail, you will see this printed were: Mr. and Mrs. G. VanZanten;
there: “Buy now U. 8. Government Mr. and Mrs. Ed Heeringa,Mr. and
Mrs. A. Wentzcl, Mr. and Mrs. O. LemBonda, 3rd Liberty Loan.”
The scarcity of wheat and flour in men, Mr. and Mrs. M. Steketee, Rev.
the Netherlands has led to a considera- an.] Mrs- H. Hoeksema, Mr. and Mrs.
tion of devoting euffieient land to wheat P. B-aamsc, Mrs. J. DeWitt, Mrs. N.
growing to supply the entire popula- Van Zanten, Mrs. Vanden Berg and

.of

them

have already been found, reports R. A.
Palmer, Grand Rapids director of the
reserve. Instructionsin the rudiments
of farm work are now being given the
lads, so they will be ready to go to
work about Moy 1. The county's qouta
for boys is 2,000 and farmers desiring
assistancefrom the boys are requested
to communicate with {he supervisor ef
the working service at the Association
of Commerce building.—Creston News.
Officers of Star of Bethlehem No. 40
please report for rehearsal Thursday
evening. This is very important.
The Grand Rapids dair” company has
received an order for fifty tons of high
scoring butter for the navy.
Holland motorists will be pleased to
hear that the Gtand Rapids Commission
has ordered that Grandville avenue be
paved from the cement road leading
into that city to Ellsworth avenue, at
a cost of $40,000. This is the most dangerous and hardest stretch of roadway
to ride on anywhere between Holland
and Grand Rapids.
The Fuel admini* ration has issued
a warning against .the use of domestic
sizes of hard coal by industrialplants.
Holland will not come under this head
as the factorieshere are tickled to get
get anything that burns.
Recent investigations show that it
costs the government $3,200 to bury a

dead congressman. Some of our exchanges are inclined to complain of
this extravagantoutlay; but it is a
t that there are several that the
people would gladly see buried even at

George Bauer foreman of making
room in the Holland Shoe Co. has re
signed. He has no definiteplans for
tho future as yet.

Roy Ten Have who' is stationed in
the infantry at Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.,
arrived in Zeeland this week to spend

a few

days furtough with

Let Us Furnish the

relatives

Washington.
Mia. L. J. Purchase, wife of Sgt. L.
J. Purchase, arrived from Waco, Tex.,
I riday morning to make her homo with

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Purchase.Her
hudiond is now in France.
Malta Masonic Lodge of Grand Rapids will be the guest of Unity lodge
next Saturday evening, April 27. Unity Lodge will confer the third degree
in the afternoon.Fish dinner at 6:30.
All Masons are invited.

CHORAL SOCIETY TO
REPEAT ORATORIA

NEW HONE
To be

just as

cozy and comforta-

can be, don’t you? Then
us help you furnish it right

ble as
let

Our big stock and excellent service
will enable you to make the best
selections,

home,
See-

The Choral Society of 14th St. church
will repeat the sacred oratoria ‘Emmanuet,” this evening, April 26th
in the Maple Ave- church. Since thia
oratorio was renderedin the Ikth St.
church, several invitations have been
received to repeat it. The invitation
of the Maple avenue dhurch has been
accepted.

be—

to

YOU WANT THAT

there.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kammeraad of
Hint spent Sunday with their parents
Mr. and MYs. C. Hacker.
Henry Logerrtee, for the past few
months clerk in the John Weersing real
estate office has accepted a position in

Home

at

and a most

the lowest possible price!

our new line of up-to-date Furniture,

Carpets and Rugs, and
ter to

it

will be an easy

mat-

make a selectionthat will please your

idea, as well as
It is

attractive

your pocketbook.

our pleasure to plan with

young people

cost.— -CoopersvilleSun. How
their new home, to give suggestions,to advise
about some of the “Hun” senators!
them,
to tell them of our
The chorus has a membership of fifty
The Ladies’ Aid societyof the Third
tion with bread. At one time the Mrs. Haaselltamp. Dainty refreshvoices. Mr. William Brouwer is the
• were served and all reported an Reformed church has purchased two $50
Netherlands produced not only enough
director and Mias Hattie Wentzel the
Liberty bonds.
wheat for its own need but had a enjoyable evening.
aoeompaniftt.
Muskegon can’t stomach the senator
There will be staff practice at the
considerablesurplusfor export.
The public is cordiallyinvited. The
from
Wisconsin.
This
is
seen
from
the
John VeAuyl, well known by the Robekah lodge this evening. All memprogram will begin at 7:45. The
del oat of & man by tke name of Part
older residents of Holland,died at be-a are urged to be present.
church has been most beautifully decConp. George Pelgrim of Camp Cua- sons. David Pa.aons, republican suGrand Haven. Vehkuyl ivas prominorate"! with American flag* and this
ently identifiedwith the old Cutler ter spent the week end with his par- pervisor, was defeated for re-election
pvening for the first time the beauin the fourth ward by Chriatopher
Houae at Grand Haven many years ago. ents Mr. and Mrs. Henry Pelgrim sr.
tiful service flag whfth was made by
Nipe
in
the
only
loyalty
contest.
ParM.r. and Mra. H. Bieleveld of OoraThis hotel was connderedat that time
tho girls of the church will hang in the
to be the finest hostelry in the middle stoek Park were in Holland Saturday sons had refused to vote to censure La auditorium of the ehurch.
Follette
and
this
act
became
the
camwest and was built by Dwight Cutler, to attend the funeral of Mrs. G. VanThe soloists are: Miss Jennie Brouwpaign issue.
a rich lumberman as a monument. La don Brink.
er, Dora Shenner, Jennie Mulder, GerProf.
J.
E.
Kuizenga
of
the
Western
ter it was burned.
George Houting of Milwaukee,fortrude Wanrooy, Kathenne Van Null,
wedding took place at the merly of Holland, is very seriously ill Theological Seminary will deliver an KatherineTer Beek, Dora Wentzel,
homo of Mr. and Mrs.. Peter Dombos with pneumonia. Several of his rela- address on each day of the twelfth
annual conventionof the fourth disof Holland when their daughter Fran- tives from here have gone to see him.
ces, was united in marriage to
Walter Baker of Kalamazoo, trav- trict Christian Endeavor Union which
George Gosselaar,son of Mrs. H. Gos- eling freight and passengeragent of is to be held next Saturday and Sunaelaar of New Groningenon Thursday, the Michigan Railway, was in Holland day at Lowell. Another feature of tha
convention will be the presence of Joe
April 35. The couple will make their Monday on businesshome on the farm near New GroniuBoth- firo department*were called Heuvelhorst from damp Custer who
gen.
out Sunday forenoon by an alarm from will give a patrioticaddress. He is
Invitationsare out to the marriage box 16. The fire proved to be of the vice president of the Union.
of Mies Alice L&mpen, daughter of Mr. chimney variety for which the departA good many potatoes have come inend Mrs. Fred Dampen of Zeeland and ments were not needed.
to the city this week from farmers’
John Boone, son of Mr. and Mi:e. Ed
Last fall an automobile was rtolen pits and the prices paid from farmers’
Boone of Osscwaarderoad. The wed- from the garage of Herman Hebei of eighty cents per hundred pounds deding ceremony is to take place at the Allegan county and the next he heard livered here. There are thousandsof
future home of the bride and groom on of it was when he received a postal bushels in pita and the outlook for a
South Maple street, Zeeland, on Thurs- card from Springfield,111. on which better price is discouraging to growers
day, April 25.
was this message: “Come and get your Suel Hudson has 450 'bushels of fine poSuit for $15,000 againn Dr. Dirk B. stolen automobile.”The car had seen tatoes buried on his fa-m Wert of the
Lanting of Jamestown,Ottawa county, some rough u.-age.
pity. He said this week that he wished
has been started in Circuit court in
Copt VanWeelden of the. Mtara-tawa the government would buy them for
We have seen its magic, have felt it ourselves.
know
Kent county, by Luke Finncrty, admin- coast guard crew lias returned after a the cantonmentsat 75c per bushel and
of lives reclaimed through music. In this hour when the nation
istrator of the estate of Mary B. Fin- week’s visit ho his daughter, Mm. B. pay him in Liberty bonds. Doubtless
nerty. The plaintiff charges that thru U. Stacey at North Branch, Michigan. many tmen feel the same way. — Allegan
is putting every nerve and muscle to the test of war,
need
negligence and mal-practice Mrs. Fin- The captain was accomjfanied by Mrs. Gazette.
music.
nerty succumbed after au operation. Van Weeldcn who is rtill at North
The Hope College Council was in
The father of three good boys says: Branch. The new coast guard regula- session yeuterdav.
The best curfew ordinance is one that tions make it possiblefor a eaptain to
All Modern Woodmen are requested
is adopted in each family where the secure a furlough and Mr. Van Weel to meet at hall Fridav evening. Specis
old man acta as mayor and city coun- den took advantage of this opportun- ial buninw* will be transacted.
cil, nightwatch and calaboose keeper ityDon’t forget the 6ta*r Dancing party
where fine and punishmentgo together
Rclqtiiveshere have received news in Odd Fellows Hall Saturday evening.
it at
and where a good government is more that Maurice Huyeer has arrived in Lacey’s orchestra.
to be feared than so much lolly pop and France.
Western State Normal and Kalamamake home more pleasantthan the
The first Issue of the Hope College zoo college co-eds have formed agristjeete and “loafing joints.” Get them Anchor under the editorehipof George cultural units for farm work during the
in early at uight and up early in the De Witt went to press Tuenday,
summer.
morning- — Ex. — This kind of a curfew
Don’t forget the play to be given
Bobby Burns of Muskegon is now
certainlyhas Holland ’h “ nroking-bird” by the Women V Foreign Misaionary recovering from injuriessustained as
beat. The citizens use it to tell time society at the M. E. church Friday the result ef being run down by an
by and the kiddies do not pay much evening, April 26.
“Smiles-Then Kisses”
auto driven <by an unknown Ravenna
attention to its blowing.
|George Housing of Milwaukee died resident. The officers are investigatHawaian Record
Fred A. Wise of Holland, who is Tuesday morning at 7 o’clock after a| ing the ease.
working at Pullman,Allegan county, brief ilhieas with pneumonia. The funThe fakir comes promptly w'ith
with the Pere Marquette Signal Squad, eral arrangement*have not yet been open weather and people ehou’ 1 tightmet with a painfulaccident- When his made.
en their pursewtrings.Anything
partner wlio was working above him
A shot wan heard at 16th street and from a fishinghook to a plow can be
7702— -“One, Two, Three, Four”
is to take it home
was coming down a pole he struck Central avenue Monday. No murder, o/btained from your home dealer and
Wise’s hand with a climbing spike, only Peter Bontckoe, the epeed cop, business men. You will know wbat you
Hawaian Record
tearing the flesh away badly, and also shooting a dog that had been run over are getting and whom you deal with.
with you.
taking off some finger nails.
by an automobile.
“Bob” Trotter, a prominent Dlk
“Pat Me Coy” apoke at Nunica on
Sergeant Simon DenUyl of Camp of Grand Haven, is the latest lodge
Wednesday to an overflowinghouse. Custer,who haa been attending the of- man to join the army from Ottawa
$41 was left for the Ottawa county Bed Oflcers’training echool there, and who county.
2273— 'for Your Country and My
Peerless Quartet
Croak
expects a conunnsionsoon, addremed
John C. DenHerder of Holland, was
A post card received today by Mr. the students of Hope College Tuesday in town Tuesday getting signers for
Wind up the Watch on the
Patriotic
and Mrs. Nathaniel Robbins, Jr. an- morning. SergeantDen Uyi is enjoy- his candidacy as county treasurer—
nounced the safe arrival overseas of ing a ten days’ furlough.
Cooperaville Observer.
their son Nathaniel Robbins, Jr. The
LiCut- Jaimes Dcto of Camp Dodge,
Rev. and Mrs. P. Moerdyke have
"Just as Your Mother
Campbell and Burr
young man is with the Firat Army DesMoLnes,la., Frances Deto of New ffpent several months in Pasadena, Cal.
Headquarters’-regiment.— -G trod Ha- York and Joe Deto of the engineering and expect to leave for the East, April
ven Tribune- — Holland is interestedin departmemt of the city of Chicago were 22. After visiting & daughter in South
this item from the fact that the en- called to the city owing to the serious Bend, Ind., their summer home will be
gagement of Miss Helene De Pree, old- iHnew of their grandmotherwho suf- at MSkiIawi.
est daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Con De fered a stroke of paralysisMonday.
Mrs. Frank Lighthait, who has been
Pree and Mr. Robbins was announced At a meeting of the Park School- P-T spending the winter in Grand Rapids
just before the young soldier left for club the following program was given: with her son Ward and family, returned
“over there.”
dialog,Olive Smith and Helen Leath; home Sunday. She was accompanied
The Foreign Missionary society of duet, Hattio Brinkman and Lena Van by her son Ray and IHtle son of Holthe M. E. church will present an Afri- Huis; reading, W. K Vander Hart; a land.— Saugatuck Commercial Record.
can play “The Witch Doctor, or From song, Hattie Brinkman, Albert BrinkR. II. Buchanan of Wisconsin is visFear of the Enemy” jit the M. E. man, Mr. and Mrs. Van O*; Liberty iting his brother John Buchanan
church on Friday evening, April 26. The Loan talk by E. P. Davie; song, Mr.
Mra W. H. Wing left Tuesday for
play is in three aets, with Ray Nies Taylor. The next meeting will be held Minneapolis to visit her sister.
filling the role of the “witch doctor” May 10.
A. H. Landwehr was in Grand Rapand Dr. R. M. Waltz as Kanjundu, the
Mrs. John Buchanan returned Mon- ids on Liberty Loon business Tufwday.
African chief. The play is said to day from Howard City where she atA1 Van Daren of the KvmforterKotbe entertaining and inAmctive and tended the funeral of her neice, Mrs. ton company is on a business trip to
Frank Randaff.
certain to please the audience.'
Chicago.

that

EASY PAYMENT PLAN
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Believe in
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One way

Records
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our store.
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Better

Way
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Country”
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“VIGILANTES” PAINT
YELLOW LOCAL

Holland Citu

</102

STORE

—

Bvidrtilyiaiplred by the

SPEECHES

MADE

BL HOL-

LAND MEN

etorie*

( "The

that have appeared In the Grand BapIda papers during the

red vcbool house on the hill”

hat few dayi of ha* neve* harbored»o many enthua-

"Liberty Vigilantes” daubing houses lasts and patriotsas have

and

News

beer, g&ther-

stores of alleged disloyalist#in edl in lower Ottawa coirnty within the

week.

that city with yellow paint, a Holland past

•quad of similar "

vigilantes

M

•#

Thirty-threespeakers,

got have been rushing over oonthern Otta-

busy Tuesday night and applied the way going from srhoolhoute to

achool-

yellow jmint brush to the store and house teaching the doetrine of the 3rd
homo of John Y. Huitenga. Cititens Liberty Loan, giving the reasons why
on their way to work Wednesday morn- the farmer should invest all his spare
ing were "hit in the eye” by the yel- change in the loan, and put his hand
low glare on the store front of the J. harder bo the plow to create more food

Y. Huizenga Company on Rivor Avc- for our Ottawa courtly •obliers,the
nue. All the front windows had been
liberally covered with yellow paint and
,

soldiers of our natron,and the soldiers

of our allies.

!

The paramount

the spares under the widow also had

'slaverywas brot home to them. There
are two things that our fighting men

not escaped.
On the glass of the door and on

the

need and that

sidewalk had been painted in black

money and food, and

is

the farmer is being called on to do

"Be loyal to some one;
double duty, and
and "Buy Bonds or Go."

the legends:
choose,”

issue of liberty or

that is to raise the

grain that the countryNi protectorsmay
Hr. Huizenga's home is about a mile
live, and to invest the funds derived
outside of the city limits on the Zee- from tHiis food in Liberty bonds, giving
land road. The "Liberty Vigilantes” thorn an added income of 4 *4 ft.
This in ?hort is the message that 33
made a trip to this place also with Hpeakers have twen delivering at 102
paint pail and brush and all the front speaking places. Generally the schoolwindows of the home ami m>me of houses or cburrlieswtio e the meetings
. I have been held were crowded to the
the sidings were given smears of
In onlv
the commit-

•

.

.

yeH

.

two

paint.

*

!i

low and black
tee had failed to give
“ it the proper
-----This is not the first time that the advertising,and in -these eases the
Hpizenga store has been visited by | crowd was slim.
seH-eonstituted
...
.....
"vigilantes.”
-------- ---Some - Andrew Klomparens,alfho not _
months ngo a party who did not give qpe&ke:, was a committee of one on
their names visited the store during
angements. He mw to it that the
the night and placed a large flag in proper -means of conveyancewere alfront of the store as a gentle hint. This ways available. The fact that
time the visit had more sjiectacukr re- some of the speakers were busy in the
cause of patriotism is shown by the
The paint was applied some time be- number of speeches made -by many,
tween 9:15 and 10:15 Tuesday even- For instance Henry Winter made nine,
ing. That fact has been established A. H. Landwehr, chairman of tibe Libby the patrolmen who cover that beat, erty Loan committee, mndo seven; Dick
The force was short-handed,Officer Boter, Dr. Leenhoutsand Principal C.
O’Connor being incapacitatedby a fall £. Drew each made six; while the rest
from the fire truck on Sunday. At of the speakers made from three to
9:15 Officer Stoketee passed the Hula- five. That the messages conveyed by
enga store on his way to the depot to these men has sunk in deep, is Shown
cover that beat. At that time the by the liberal subscriptionsthat arr
paint had not yet been applied. Be- being taken everywhere by the farmtween nine and ten Officer
There is no doubt but that lower
went to Sixteenth street to take care Ottawa County will go over the top big
of some boys who were Ibotherng some by (Saturday, May 4, designatedby
girls and he returned at 10:15. And president Wileon as the closingday for
then the jab had been completed. Hod the Third Liberty Loan,
it not been for the fact that the force The patriotic men who have volunwaa shorthanded, it would have been teered their servicesin the most vital
more difficult for -the "Liberty Vigil- p0:iod of our nationalexistenceare the
antes” to pull off tbio
following: Rev. M. E. Broekstra, Rov.Mr. HJlzenga was not in the city m. Fttpse, B. P. Donnelly, C. Stopplra,
Wednesday. Inquiry mode by the Dr. Vennema, Rev. P. P- Oheff, Rev.
Sentinel at both his store and hia home vV. Wyckoff, P. T. McCarthy,A. Leegbrought the reply that he was out of houts, Rev. E. J. Tuuk, D. Boter, A. Van
town and would not be back before this I Duren, C. H. McBride, H- Geerlings,A.
evening. Asked if they wished to nt i,andw<ehr,T. N. Robinson,Percy
make any statement about the "raid” Ray, C. E. Drew, Prank Bolhuis, E. P.
another momber of the firm said: I Davis, F. T. Miles, Con DePree, E. E.
"We do not care to make any state- pell, Henry Winter, Dr. J- E. Kuizenga
meats, (rther than that if any person or John De Boer, J. A. Kelley, E. Brooks,
pifsons in Holland have anything R. B. Champion, Rev. H. J. Veldman,
against us on the score of disloyalty
John P. Battcma, Prof. A Raap,
let them get the government officials prof
Dkmnent.
-:o:to -punish us. A citizen, no matter bow
loyal, has no way of answering accusations like these made by unknown
IN
persons. If we are guilty we should
be punished by the government;if not,
THIS
such acts as thcee arc an unjustified
.

....

....

suKs.

Meeuwsen

i
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job.
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LABOR VITAL
WINNING

Where Your Money Goes
TYTE

are

now

building

more

United States.

last generation.

to those of the Atlantic; on our

WAR

riuutcu

slander on our name.
a ptppf on the admit "Labor
"We have contributedtoward all the
war causes
causes for which subscriptionsruil, l.|».jtiajr evern* uvivic
before the

Ka|,

solicited;

dollars to our allies to be spent in the

naval and merchant ships
than we have constructed in the
»

cvci

have -been
Social Progress club wnen .t m-t
nt
in Liberty bonds and we have done
the home of Vr. and X n- R B Chamour share like others.

From
and

We

are building a vast fleet of air-

plaines,

and enormous supplies of

ar-

i

in

the shipyards of the Pacific

our mines,

and

mills

farms

factories in

every State in the Union; back of the
firing lines in France,

where men are

|

’

WAR PROGRAM

from the

GIVEN BY W.

L.

ooir.t of

MEMBERS

The problem of the

It

machine guns,

,_ ,

.

lj',jor(1,;,t;0
"5t

*

training,

camps are being erected and

and ammunition. We

clothing

and

are feeding,

an army of a

training

,

lion

more.

We

have loaned

billions of

railroads built, billions
are being

expended for

upon

billions

labor, for trans-

portation, for materials

and

supplies

of every description.

O-ganization of

Ini

.

employer, Mr-

rifles

million men, and preparing for a mil-

, ,
...TWay, prepar... ployer and uer.
committee under the chair- 1 _ _
.

gram at the W. L. C.

ed by a

view of both the

employer am employee.

"bg
^ .
.^
*.J_ I®,’
m
C.

JylZ

tillery, motor trucks,

pion analyzedthis vexing problem

-:o:

.

the labor market is needed to eliminate

manship of Mrs- Whitman.

the wasteful t- m overs of labor and
The stage was appropriately and ar
,
..
. »
ti
tv. °tker pn dices that have g own up
Urtically decoratedby Mr. Ben
r
ii, haphaza }/. Just now the country’s
Mez. Several large flag* Iraped the
•
problem is to win the wi-- and labor
platform in the center of which stood
. a j I play’s & vital tart in this The sugtb<e Goddess of Liberty with a lighted F
,
,
, gwftion has been mad*, according to
torch in her hand. The members of
„
. . yr n I Mr- Kan, to establisha P.ionty Board
the club greatly appreciate Mj.
„
I on Lalbor, giving firs! call upon all
Mez’s
v
A large collectionof posters made persons registeringor placet through

.

^

v «

.

. Du‘
.. K

T. v

,

Du

*
kindness.

h

. . • ,.n
n
. , i «

i

The mind can

hardly conceive the sums of

required for our war preparations. Yet these ex-

by the school Children to be used for employment agencies to industriesthat
registrationweek were exhibited.The furnish priority material.

names of the prize winners and

....

those

receiving honorable mention were rea&

I

The things such aboard could do
would be: (1) to place alien enemies
not mak5ng
1hwt

L

^

money

penditures are absolutely

essential.

-

i

wnr

One of the features of the afternoon 1 releasingmen for other shops that do
was the prize oration, "The ‘Law of Lj.j.po 8UCh ^r rnaterinls;v'2))) stop
Force’ or the ‘Force of Law’,” deliver- j wastcful solicitingof workingmen -.n
ed by Walter Scholten, winner of tbeU),,, pUrt of the employer; (3) establish
Michigan State Oratorical contest. |etntr.il employm* it offices and thus cut
Mrs. Veldman read a pape^ on fl,.wn needless anl frequent turn-overs
"Peace Proposals that have failod” Lf lalbor; (4) protectwomen employees;
and Mrs. Whitman in a short address I
governmentbo regulate the
spoke of the peace of tlhe future. pirvate agencies; (8) take away the
\ "Miap Talk,” illustratedby thejcau8e8 0f unrest among laborersby imuse of a war map, was given by Miss I proving working conditions.
Katherine
I But in order to solve the difficulties
A drill "Flags of the Allies” that now confrontthe country, some
ranged by Miss Rogers was given by j advances most also come from the side
the high school girls in costirmeto
Mr. Kan. And be deacoompanimcnt of music. Those l^k- 1 c|are^ ^ order (n 0i)t«in more «taing part -were Belgium, Marion
Bfe •houM be
sen; France, Dehlia Barrow; Italy, Co- cQ^ivaltedL The home of the laborer
tomlbe Drtscb;England, Eleanor AM-|.n mgnv cities is getting to be someworth; Ireland, Cornelia Mulder; Scot- th.n(f o{ an oatworn institution, while
lund, Butb VanLente; Buraia, Janette 1.^ Mionid be a great stabilizinginfluHoffman; Roumania, Helen Tinbolt;I enx.e#,
Canada, Elizabeth Read; Japan,
:o:
Gardi; United States, Virginia UBERTY BOND SAVES THIS

^

Port.

We must
' carry

it

win the war quickly

on

if

possible;

for years if necessary.

We

we must

\

,

must do

the job with American thoroughness, let the cost

be what

it

may.

the

Mer-

a 0f

Ruth MUSKEGONITEFROM JAIL
a dra-j
"Thel

Verst1

-

The programme closed with
matic reading by Mrs. Sutphen
Mudcegon, Michigan,April 25 — AlLast Lcwon,” a story of the Prussiancharged with being dmnk
izing of the provinces of Alsace and | nn(^ fiiaorderly before Justice C. M.
IGibney, was saved from a stiff fine or
*
a term in jail when among Radley’s
Funeral services were held at
was revealed a card showing he
loivi Tuesda. for Gerrit Kook who wa8 paying regularlyon a Liberty
died on his farm near Borculo at the j bond. ‘‘An American who buys Liberage of 7d years, fiervices were held|tv bonds,” said Jurtice GLbney, "and
at 11:30 at the home and at 12:30 at gill hecomen intoxicated,is certainly
the Firet Christian Reformed church, entitled to better treatmentthan one
the Rev- Marinus ATan Veraem official- Jw-bo pretends to be an American and
ing. The deceased is survived by a yet b not buying some of this great
wife, a aon and
security.”

k>ert

Remember, when you

invest in your Liberty Bonds, that there is

immediate, urgent, imperative need for every dollar you can spare.
This Space Paid for and Contributed by

Torraine.
- -- ,

Zee-

daughter.

|

BAY VIEW FURNITURE CO

PaOBSIX

nouand

WHAT YOU HAW IN THIS PAPBB YEAR AGO TUESDAY
THIRTY -FIVE YEARS AGO
FIRST HOLLAND
We uadcrstiaiulthat the project of
ting a Holland paper here
bo accomplished.

•tar

to

AGO

m. Bateman, wife of Phil Bateman,
a atone maaon of this city, died after a
abort illneae on last oMnday night at
Grand K»pid», where she had been on
a visit.
Tomorrow, Sunday, the new Geronan
Lutheran chun'lv, of this city, will be

MADE USELESS
BY RED TAPE
nation would
might
services of som« of

If the official!of the

ttoveutoeu year* ago, since the aseIt was a year ago Tuesday that the
assin&tion of President Lincoln.
During a thundemtorm at Vriealand first boys from Holland went off to the
kdt Tuttolav evening, the Christian
. So much has happened since that
Befermed ehurch ediftce was badf>damaged by lightning;portions of the day and to many young men from this
roof and atecple wero entirely demolcity have gone as volunteers or draftished.
On libit Wednesday another lot of
men that the anniversary was not
•migrantnarrived from Europe. Still
they come.
recalled by the general public. But

THIRTY YEARS

Newt

EXPERTS' AID

BOYS LEFT CITY

is about

City

the parents and immediate friend* of
the eeven young

men who

cut

away some of

be able to utilise

Its red tape it

most export tradesmenthat It

is

pooi-

ble to got. This is plainly shown in

an

NO EXEMPTION

instance that occurred at Grand
Haven where an expert lumberjack,so
much wanted by the government,vraa
rejected because he was a kittle too old.

tome valuable
work for the nation,the quietus is put

Still fit as a fiddle to do

left for upon that servicebecause

too old. Dr. Osier sold
men should be chloroanlveroary.
formed at 60 because his usefulness
The eeven <ifiI»tlings,, who formed
was at an end.” Red tape goes the docthe van-guard of Holland’sarmy^^
tor one better as Jack Welch, the lumdedicated with appropriate services at young men who during the past year
ber jack of Grand Haven, haa not yet
10 oVdock a. m. Rev. A- Klein of the
have gone forth to fight the country’s hardly reached the chloroforming age.
Lutheran chnrvh, Niles Michigan, will
eon dint the exercises and preach the battle in any part of the world where Anyway to ehow the kind of a man
the government may aee fit to send
••nfeathat was rejected,this abort history of
Early last Tuesday morning it snow- them are: Norman Cobb, Stanley Wall,
Jack tells the tale:
Mar
shall
Irving,
Willia
Leenhouts,
John
ed, bfowed, rained, and hailed, and was
Vander Woude, Benjamin Rutgere and
“A quarter of a century or more ago
otherwise a disagreeablemorning.
The work of excavating for the new Harold Golds.
Jack Welch was a river boss. From
All seven of them were members of
addition to the Post building has been
the pine forests along the upper reachcompleted and the laying of the foun the “Go Cla«” of the Hope church
es of the Grand, from he&d waters of
Sunday
School.
This
class
was
being
dation wsPa commenced.
taught at the time by J. J. VanFut- the Muskegon; through the foaming

camp on

TWENTY FIYB YEARS AGO

April 23, 1917, observed the

ten, Jr., and the teacher hinuelf is

now

in the service of the government,being stationed at Washington,D. 0. All
the eeven boys entered ths service of
the Marine Corps and all arc now in
Prance.
A curious fact about this “Go
OIsjb” is that every member has since
joined the colors. There were 17
members in the olsan and they have
all gone to the front, some as volunteers and some as drafted -*oldier<».
TWENTY YEARS AGO
A year ago today when the first solThirty-two earthquake shocks of u»
•soak severity occurred at Greenwood, diers from Holland left their homes
Qal., and houses wore twisted, chim- the city put on an impromptu celebration to see them off. Things had no:
anys fell and crockery was broken.
Jaraw Henry, a negro, aged 104, died been as well organised for euch celeia Knoxville^ Teon He recently mar brations then as now but the boys
were given a hearty farewell neverthoried Emil Russel 1, aged 101.
lea.

novelist,of New London, Oonn., died
ia New York, aged 47 years.
B. P.

FIFTEEN YEARS AGO
Lost evening occurred the wedding
of Miss Anna Hoffman and Wcjber Ham
it’the home of A. D. Hoffman, 298 Van

W.

MEN

°

ARE HONORED
WITH DINNER
The members and employeesof the

Boakte avenue.
Board of Public Works, twenty-eight
Sir Oliver Mowat, lieutenant-governor of Ontario, died in Ottawa, aged in number, were entertained at a 7
o'clock dinner Monday evening at
83 years.

Mrs. Honors McCarthy, of South the home of Mr. and Mrs. R. B. ChamShaftbury, Vt., who claims to be the
oldest woman in New England, cele- pion in honor of Sam Althuis ami
brated her one hundred and thirteenth Martin Kammeraad, two employees
birtbday-

is

years ago “all

Mrs. Louis Louis VeeJe, nee DeKrak*
er, died at her home in this city, on
Sunday evening, aged 25 years.
C. A. Dutton haa returned from his
outhorn and western trip.
Mr. and Fra. W. Brusae and A. B.
Bowman were in Grand Rapids Monday
ia aXtendance of the funeral of their
brother-in-law,the late H. Venders-

George Parsons Lathrop, esayest

save he

By Strickland Gillilan
Author of
“Off Agin, On Agin Gone Agin, Flnnigin"

“Bed Tape”

If you cannot launch a bullet at the fiend across the sea,

Buy
It will

—

!

before,

,

‘Tisn’t often helping others helps yourself so

all-at-once

—

Buy a Bond!
Help the country, help your bankbook — every slacker is a
dunce!
Buy a Bond!
If your country’s saved all right!
There’s your money good and tight.
If it isn’t — well good night!
Buy a Bond!

in the spring drives, bringing the

for which he worked. He had to show
his skill to the men at his command
and sometimes he had to assert his
ability to command by means of the

bond should prove a

If the

flivver,all the

money

that

you

save

(Buy a bond)!
Isn’t worth a single penny— what
Buy a Bond!

old-fashioned two-fiatedmethod-

“Jack” Welsh demonstratedoil of

He

has everything wrapped up
in his well-knitbody that a river boas
needed. He had the agility of a cat
upon the moving masses of logs, which
came grinding and snapping down with
the current.He knew just where to
stab his pike pole into the mass when
they threatened to jam. In fact, he
knew the game from top to bottom,
because he had grown up in it. And
there were other things he know— *that
was the time and place and the way to
hit hard. He had a way of making the
tint blow count. That is how he backed up his appointmentfrom headquarters. But he was a good-natured smiling chap and his troubles were few.
That was a long time ago. When

who are ooon to leave for camp. ,L

a Bond

If you’ve bought a lot
Don’t believe you done your chore—
Buy a half a dozen more!
Buy a Bondi

thousandsof feet of wealth in fresh
hewn logs to the mills at the mouths
of the streams. Those were the days
when a man’s leadership was not determined alone by his appointment
from the main offices of the company

thia.

Bondi

its little target straighter than a homing-bee

Buy

rapids of the Little Manistee, his gongs

came

reach

a

is

money

to a slave?

keep the kaiser’s hordes
Back, as well as two-edged swords!
If your pocket-book affords,
It will

Buy

C

a

Bond!

COOK BROS. MUSIC HOUSE
40 East Eighth Street

the days of the river men iu southern
Michigan were over, he went to the
great west. There for a time he tried
Miss Katherine Post haa returned
ployeee Neil Wieraema and Albert Van
the life of the plainsmanand the cow
Ann Arbor.
Dyke were also guests.They are mem- puncher, but be felt more at home ridBen A. M3ulder was in Detroit this
week arranging for a big contract with bers of Mr. Champion ’a Sunday School ing a rolling log down the turbulent
cunents, than straddlingthe bode of a
the Cuban Land Improvement Co.
clasa and will also soon leave for the
moody “ho«.” Gradually he worked
Henry Kris, who ia attaining great
camp.
west into the great Puget Sound timsupcessin the newspaperfield at JanesMr Althuie and Mr. Kammeraad ber lands going back to his finrt loves
ville* Wia, was the guest of his mother
Mra L. Frit, the first part of the week were presented with wrist watches by the forest and the rivers- Then he ACCEPTS NEW JOB FOR
MEATS
came back to Grand Haven and he has
Tom N. Robinson, the vtate fair
THE GOVERNMENT
their fellow employees, Peter Bruseo served as a deputy sheriff, night police
WM. VANDER VEER, 162 E. IU
wanderer, was in the city Sunday
his way to Ann Arbor from hia home making the presentationspeech, to man and chief of police,and he ha*
Street. For cbolct steokj, fowls, or
in South Haven. Tom made good in which both young men appropriately aieo been a candidatefor sheriff of
fame in season. Citizens Phone 1041
M.r. and Mrs. William J. Leenhouts
this county.
his determination to enter the U. of M
arrived in Holland Tuesday for a brief
responded.
The call of the river has always re
N.
PRINCE
and ia working his way thru suecc*
viah witih Mr. Leenboute’ father,John
During dinner Min Ruth Rietsma mained strong in his heart, however Leenhouts. Mr. L^etthouts was formfuBy.
Veterinary Physicianand Surgeon
furnished music on the piano. Mies The other day he «aw the appeal of the erly a student at Hope College. He
ATTORNEYS AND NOTARIES
Night Calls promptly attended to
government
for
river
men
to
go
to
Margaret Muller gave a reading and
bai just resigned his position as chem. HollontfMlcR
Miss Henrietta Bloemendal sang a vo- France in the service of the stars ahd ist with the Central Refining Company diekema, kollen a ten cate Phone
.•tripes,and John Welch was the first
cal solo.
at
LawvencevUlc.
111., to take up a
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
Appropriate talks were give® by F.. to send in his name. The application
BANKS
A most attractivelittle program was P. Stephan, C. H. McBride, Frank Bob was almoct an appeal to war depart commiasionas oil chemist with the Office over First State Bank. Both
United
States governmentHe will be
THE
FIRST
STATE BANK
preseated Monday night in the Wom- huis and Dick Boter. Mr. Stephan re- ment to let him serve in this work thru
141
Capital Stock paid in ______ 60,000
an^ Literary Clrib rooms by the Jun ferred to the increasing reverence for which he could do so much for his stationed it an aviation camp and will
Surplus and undividedprofits 60,000
ior Committee of the Woman’s Council
country. For several days he lived on have charge of the analysis of aviation
the flag that is noticeable especially in
LOUIS H. OSTKKHOl’S
Depositors Security_______ 160,000
of National Defense. The proceeds the large cities. Ite mid one of the the hope* of hia appeal. He made gasoline and lubricating oik*. Mr.
were for the current expenses of the results of the war would be a growth ready to don the khaki and the spiked Leenhoutsis one of the Home chemisPROSECUTING ATTORNEY
4 per cent Interest paid on time
try scholarship students and he addeposits.
chapter, and the house was well-filled in patriotism.
boots and leave for France.
As the flret nunfber Miss Gertrude
Thursday his hopes were dashed. He dressed Dr. Godfrey’s classesin chem- PracticesIn all State and Fedoral
Exchange ou all business centsro
Mr. McBride showed how a number
istry Wednesday morning.
Courts. Office in Court House
Kramer played, in a most finished of times
learned
that the advance of years had
domes Uc and foreign.
world’s history atl_:o:
Grand
Michigan.
style, Brahms’ Second Rhapsody.Littempts have been made by so-eall su- defeated him. Strong, hardy and agile
O. J. Diekema, Pres.
John 8. Brower of Holland township
tle Misses Donna Landwehr and Leona
as
ever,
he
had
been
caught
in
the
permen to eonquer the world and how
J. W. Beardslee. V. !/.
Nystrom gave two charming folk danc- all from Alexanderto Napoleon have onrush of years. The government will announce!Wednewlay that he was not
MUSIC
a
candidate
for
county
treasurer.
Rues in costume, the Spanish dance, with
THE PEOPLES STATE BANK
failed. Similarly, he said, the kaiser not accept men over forty-five years of
Cook Bros. For the latest Popular
accompaniment of tambourines, and- would fail in his attempt.
age for this service in France, and lets mor had connected Mr. Brower’sname songs and the beat In the manic line
Capital stock paid In.. _______860,000
with the job, but he said emphatically
the Rag Doll dance. Mias Margaret
Mr. Bolhuia told of the meaning of John out. For him the ring of the
Cltiiens phone 1269. 87 East Eighth Additionalstockholder's liabilthat ho would not make a run for it.
Kinkleinof San Francisco gave some liberty and how it imposes added re- pee vies, and the grind of the logs
Street.
ity ------------------ ------- 60,000
very charming readings, with naturalsponsibilityon the people that enjoy the river must remain just a good
ness ami great spirit- The Hope ColDeposit
or security ________ l _____ 100,000
memory.
it. Mr. Boter referred to the ChrisPROPOSALS FOR CITY BC AVENG- LUMBER AND INTERIOR FINISH Pays 4 per cent Interest on Savings
lege Quartet sang, “It’s a Long Way
tian preparation that the boys who go
to Berlin” and “Never Let the Old
Deposits
Scott-Lugers Lumber Co., River Avenue
to the front need. The two boys in
Flag Fall”
DIRECTORS
and Sixth 8t.. Phone 1001
whose honor the dinner was given are
A
The second part of the program was members of Mr. Boter ’s Sunday School
A. Vlscher, D. B. Keppel, Daniel Tea
ON
a very dainty little play, “The Maker
UNDERTAKING
Cate, Geo. P. Hummer, D. P. Yntemo.
cla1*. This class numbers 133 and so
Proposals will be rweived by the
of Dreams," being the love story of far 35 have gone to serve the coun8. DYKSTRA, 40 EAST J. G. Rutger.
One of our most popular young ladies Board of Health, of the City of Hoitwo strolling players. The pretty
-EIGHTH Street. Citizens phone
_
>
of Coonersvilleslaved a cruel joke on
Pierrette was Miss Marjorie McBride,
newspapers, magazines
landi, Michigan,at the office of tho
1267-2r.
her mother and this is how it happenthe nonchalant Pirot, Miss Ruby
Clerk of eaid City, until 4 o Ylork P. _________________
ed. She accidentallyfound a lovo letFRIS BOOK STORE
Spears and the “Maker of Dreams,"
Book*, Stationery, Bibles, Newster that her father had written to her M. of Monday, May 6th, 1918, for bide ; PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS
afterwards recognized as the little God
mother in their halcyon days of courtpapers, and Magazines
of Love, Miss Clara Thornton. All the
ce,“ 30 W. 8th
Phone 1749
young actors took their parts with an
A farewell banquet was given Mon- ship- She read the letter to her moth- describe the territory or part of
phone
ease and artistic effwt worthy of much day night in honor of Harris Meyer, er substitutingher own name and that city in •which Haul person desires
1418.
e
DRUGS AND
wider experience. It was a most en- Hope ehurch organist who is soon to of he*- lover. The mother raved with
appointmertt, if less than the entire Phones
DOESBURO, H. R., DEALER IN
tertaining evening throughout, and leave for camp to begin ground work anger and stamped her foot in disgust,
City, and what part of the iwork he
DR. A. LBBNH0UT8
was under the direction of Mies Mar- in aviation.Twenty-fourmenders of forbidding her daughterto have any- wishee to carry on, if less than all that
DRUGS, medicine,paints, oils, toilet
ian De Pree, Chairman of the Junior the choir and Rea’, and Mm. P. P. thing to do with a man who could write
articles.Imports and domestic
THROAT
ie >roquired by the ordinance, and the EYE, BAB, N06E
Committee.
Choff served as toaatmastor.Toasts such nonsenieal stuff to a girl. She ruled and regulationsof the Board of
dgars. Cltlsens phone 1291. 82 B.
SPECIALIST
o
Eighth Street
were reopondod bo by Prof- J. B. Ny- gave the letter to her mother to read Health, and shall state the price in the
Pstera Bldg.
kerk, Miw Anna Kolya, Mias Evelyn and the home suddenly became so quiet usual units. The price for garbage,
Cpr. Central Are. and 8th 8t., Holland,
DeVries, Mi* Emma Cathcart and Mr. that she could hear the snowflakes fall- excrement and refuse shall be stated
MISS HELENE PELGRIM
Michigan
Expire M»jr 11
ing
in
the
back
yard.
—
Ooopereville
Harris Meyer. The choir members exTeacher of Plano
separately,and may also be Stated to
OFFICE HOURS
STATE OP MICIOAN— Thr ProUte Court pressed their pride in Mr. Meyer’s Bun.
Cits. Phone 1460
cover all, if the bidder so desires. The
9 to 11 a. a.; I to 6 p. m. Brclaiag%
ability as an organist, and as a “good
for the County of Ottawa.
Residence 197 West lath St
right shall be reserved to reject any
Tues. and Bata, 7:80 to 9.
fellow. "
R. C.
and all bide.
At a aeuiou of aaid court, held at the
The banquet, which was a very fine
By
order of the Board of Health,
DENTISTS
ProbateOfflce in the city of Grand Haven, one, was in charge of Mrs. B. J. De
PLUMBERS AND ROOFERS
RICHARD OVERWEG,
Dr. James O. Scott
ia Mid Oonnty, on the 22nd day of April,
Vries, Mm. A. Vcnnoma and Mrs. R.
City Clerk. TYLER VAN LAND EG END, Dealer
Dentist
The following Red Cross goods have
A. D. 1918.
M. DePree of the Ladies Aid society,
In Wtadmllle, Gasoline Engines. Hoars: 8 to It a. m. 1 to 6 p. m.
t
insertions
April
25,
May
2,
’18.
been sent out thia week:
Preaent: Hon. Jamea J. Danhof, Judge of
sion, in qprte of the inddment weather,
Pumps and Plumbing Supplies.
Eolith 8t
:o:
Holland. MtaJ»
Jamestown, 3 4-tailed bandages,25
Probate.
On Sunday evening a farewell sacred
(Expires Mtj 11)
phone 1081. 49 West 8th Street
many-tailed
bandages,
10
triangular
In the matter of the eatate of
concert was given in Hope church in
Hiarlnc Olalms— 7891
bandages, 10 winter pajamns, 1 sumOOUTELIUB VER 80HURE, Deceased
honor of Mr. Meyer, on which occaSTATE OF MICHIGAN— The ProUte Court
mer
pajamas,
14
bed
socks,
3
wristlets,
TeanotjeVer Schure having filed in aaid tho eburd* wae crowded.
for tho County of Ottawa.
AA the aafeion of the Ottawa county
7 pr. socks, 2 helmets, 2 trench caps, 5
court her final administration amount, and
In the Mattrr of th* Eitat« of
board
of supervisors George D. Turnsweaters,
4
knitted
sponges,
1
pr.
boother potllion praying for the allowance therePIETER B. DE VRIES, Dscssisd
IN
ies, 1 hood, 5 crib blankets.
of end for the eauignmentand distribution
er of Grand Haven was appointed purNotire U hereby riven that four montha
ZeelandH-120gauxe eompressw, 9x9,
IN
of the residue of aaid eatate,
chasing agent for Ottawa county. That
from tho
25
gauxe
compresses
8x4„
250
wipes
It is ordered, That the
23rd Day of April A. D. 1918
includes all the purchasing dons thruThere i* a broad probability,it was
S7th Day of May, A D. 1918
The choir of the Third Reformed 4x4.
have been allowed for craditora to prearnt
out the county which the supervisor*
Lament—
2
pr.
Show,
1
apron,
3
petat ten o'clock in the forenoon, at Mid pro- church, under the leaderihip of extheir claim* ayainat aaid doceaaed to aaid learned today, of the government inhave supervision over, including the
bate office, be and is hereby splinted for mayor John Vnnderaluia,has been gvv- ticoats, 1 underwaist, 7 waists, 5 skirts
court of examinationand adjustment,and
troducing the Liberty shoe.
coal. The board also decided to .build
examining and allowingaaid account and en an nvitation to give a concert in 11 coats.
that all errditora of aaid daceaaedare raHolland— 95 triangular bandages,4
hearing mid petition;
Hamilton. The program will be in the
Actuatedby patrioticmotives, man- a garogo for the use of Sheriff Dohiquirt-dto prrient their claima So aaid court
It is FurtherOrdered. That public notice interest of the Red Cross of that com- pajamas, 2 4-tailed bandages. 5 abdomat the probate offlce in the city of Grand ufacturers have submittedto Washing- bos* car. It will be erected on the
thereof be given by publicationof a copy of munity and a large audience has been inal bandages, 9 pr. eocta, 8 bed shirts,
Haven, in aaid County, on or before the ton for a strong, durable shoe, appeal- county property adjoining the jail.
this order, for three successive weeks pre- promised the local musiciansby the 16 pair bed socks, 4 ibaby^ shrito, .4
:o:
23rd day of Atifuat, A. D. 1918, and that ine in style and quality, which can -be
vions to said day of hearing. In the Holland committee that extended the invita- baby’s booties, 12 baby’s socks, 1
Superintendent Wm. Fuehrer of the
aaid claima will be heard by asid court on sold at a reasonable nrofit at prkea
baby ’« jacket,1 pair baby’s mittens, 2
City News a nswspapsr printed and circulat- tion.
Zeeland public school' aent away a crate
<
Monday tha 28th Day of Aagnat A. D. 1918 paid before the
The full choir will go to Hamilton children’sdresses, 2 children’s hoods, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
ed ia said county.
The war industries board contends of book* to the Y. M. C. A. HeadquarJAMES J. DANHOF.
on the evening of May 10. The pro- 4 children’ll ipetticoata, 2 small quills,
there ia no shortage of leather and the ters at Camp Ouster thia week. The
Dated April 23rd A. D. 1918.
A true
Judge of Probate. gram will consist of chorus numbers, 1 afghan, 700 gauxe compresses8x4,
prices now charged for shoes are not bo (As were all given by school stuJAMES J. DANHOF.
solos, duets, quartets,together with 400 gauxe compresses9x9, 400 gauze
Cora Tande Water,
dents.
Judge of Probate.
based upon a scarcity of materials.
wipes 2x2; 165 gauze wipes 4x4.
Acting Register of Probata.
readings by W. E. Vander Hart.
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Holland City News

Horn

Here
his

gun

YOUR

Boy— going over the

top,

in hand, his jaw set, his heart on

fire.

Is

HTBI

u:<t»A«£

the most dramatic moment in the life of
this soldier— and in the life of this nation.
It is

«

His heart and mind are set on one thing— VIC-

TORY— victory over an enemy who stands
for acts

and ideas which

—which he

is

ready

this soldier

to give his life to

despises
destroy.
•

i

We here at home hate these things, too. We are
pledged to their destruction— to our last dollar and our last man. But this soldier can
them — and root
them out of the world forever— if we will
[lend him a hand.
actually— get

-

his

-

hands

-

on

-

This Boy Is the Symbol of Fighting America
He
tion

stands for the aspiration, the convicof a hundred million people translated

what the rest of us
are dreaming. Only through him can we
win the Victory.
into action.

He

is

doing

With His Bare Hands! He
asKs you to bacK him up with guns, shells,
tanKs, airplanes. Let’s lend him a hand by
lending our dollars. Then no power m the
world can prevent him from winning the
Victory.
But He Can’t Do

He

_

have never seen a better soldier than

your son— your
husband— your brother— your friend*
this boy of yours

—

It

Is

Lend Him a

i

The long fighting ages of the world

He stands

for the sons of America,

hundreds of thousands strong, soon to
be millions.

He

is

doing his part—

must do ours!

the Symbol of the Liberty

Hand!
THIS SPACE PAID FOR

H. J.

HEINZ

we

Loan

Buy Liberty Bonds!

AND CONTRIBUTED

RV^—

COMPANY

'4

TAosa eight

LOCAL

Holland City

NEWS

Washington, Ajml 1»— Washington
was without any officialinformation to-

Tony Schonner is a Grand Rapids
night to throw light on the situation
visitortoday.
Rw. J. F. Bo worms
of Holland between Germany and Holland and ofand R<*v. Fletninir of Burton Heights ficials and diplomats could only specwill of>on their patrioticupoakipjftour
ulate on reports that Germany had
in Grand Haven Monday night.
Summer arhool opens June 3 at Cen- delivered an ultimatumto the Nethertral College and is a nine iweoks’ seslands governmentdemanding the movesion. Miss Williams

is

principal.

m

wJt

.....

i.a

Hth

rrv

'

* «>Bce it

^

AFTER MAY
ing, all

sold

PRESIDENT AND SECRETARY BOTH ARE
ILL, IS

I

Will discontinue taking orders or deliver-

'I'

rk ^ # ^
carry

.
1.

Ij

Newi

_.,n

livary gocli IvSTboJi, 32

I

Judge Vnnderwerp has been ill for
he past few weeks ami his condition
has graduallygrew worse, until it us become imperative that the
urist take n rest. Pricmh are greatly
omcrued over the judge’s condition
uu! li'ope that a feiw weeks of est will
roatore Hm to health.

mw

.
K
„ ,k„ .. .„ai, n 1
street, will go on the “cash ami

I!

People against Phillips had been placed
n ithe hands of the jury, The judge ia
in poor health, and bis condition became aurb that he felt he could not
tongiv remain on the bench. Court was
uVourned until next Monday, when
Judge Brown of Grand Rapids will be
n charge.

Borne excellentcourses in English will ment of war supplies through Dutch
he offered by Min Graham, Prof- Bad- territory.
ler and Mrs. Milton Hoffman, who will
“If the American rqmrt that the
also continueto teach
thruout
fhitvh mini. tor has departed for
for The
the entire summer. Rf'v. B. F. BrinkHague and the German minister is on
man left Friday (for Coraeia,8. D., on
his way to Berlin is true, apparently
(huaincMfor Central College. — Christhe step short of breakingdiplomatic
tian Intelligencer.
relations has been taken and a rup(Sheriff Dorothea was in Holland yesture of relations is the step short of
terday, iroumlfingup some wayward
war.
lads who will in the future have to
“It is possible that the ministers
deal with the .Judge of Probate, James
might have bei a recalled by their ro.1,. speetive countries for conferences,tho

Danhof.

J1IL"WP U

DIED IN COUNgon counties, well kwwn here, was
forced to suddenly adjourn court yesTRY’S SERVICE terday
morning,after the case of the

n

d

M

goods will be

on cash and

carry basis.

CAUSE

ILLNESS OF OFFICERS

would be 4o[M*n
to amsintorprc1
1 .

TO POSTPONE SUNDAY
/ SCHOOL CONVENTION
The illbess of Henry Geerlings,pro

w

PETER BOOT

The Holland Elks will have special
Negotiations Deadlocked
ident and J. (’. Lehman of Grand Hadoings tonight at their hall where evCarl Otte Staplekamp
Amsterdam, April 25 — The Berlin
ven, secret a y-t reaaurer,of the Ottawa
cry member is erj>e<-ted to be on hand.
correspondentof the Nieuwe RotterThe Frodbel Bchool Parents-Teachem
'‘ounty Bunday School convention, will
danmrhe Courn nt Ls informal by per32 We»t 8th Street
Holland, Mich.
club will imeet Friday evening at 7:30
Above is a photo of Mr. Btaplekmap necessitate the postponement of the
sons in authority that difficultieshave
nniiiinl Sunday Bchool convention,
o’clock. The main address will be dewho
died
at
Camp
Custer
of
pneumonarisen in the negotiationsbetween
livered by Dr. J. E. Kuixenga.
ia. He was a Holland Ih>v, a Hope which was to have been held next
The Woman ’s Christian
Holland and the negotia
week. Mr. Geerlings has just panned
College student and the second soldier
Union will meet tomorrow afternoon at tor> nrp not making lu^lway.
through
an operation at Mayo Bros,
from this city to give his life for his
hospital at Rochester, Minn., and Mr.
the home of Mrs. George H. Hnizenga,
Lehman was recently opeiated on nt
24 West 133th street. The subject will
o
the University hospital.
be “Our World, National and State
'THE RIVALS’ IS CHUCK
OF
Leaders.” Paper will be read by Mi s.
FULL OF FUN
J. C. Post, rs. E. Whitman and Mrs.
REMAIN8 OF FORMER HOLLAND
B. B. Champion.
The comedy “The Rivals” is filled
MAN ARRIVE IN CITY
The Rev. John G. Gebhard, D. D.,
humor and amusing situations. Every
TODAY.
Sherwin Williams Paint, Regular Shades for inside or outsecretary of the Board of Education,
one can indulge in a good hearty laugh
R. C. A- addressed the dtudents of
side use, Quarter cans 65c; Half gallon cans $1.25.
and will leave feeling healthier and
The remains of George Houting, forHope college in Winants chapel this
wealthier in that he has given his monmierly of Hollam! who died at his home
Sherwin Williams “Flat Tone” Wall Paint— many beautiful
morning.
ey to save his home ami country from
OF
Sergeant Fred Vos and Corporal in Milwaukee ns a result of pneumonia, the -savages of tllie Hun, and wiser as
shades. Look at these prices quart cans 75c, half-gallons
Balph 0. Korteling,of Camp Lee, Pot- anived in the city today. The funeral to the foibles in human nature.
$1.45. Gallon cans $2.75.
will
he
held
Friday
afternoon
nt
two
•eraburg,Va. are in the city on furMin Beatrice Osborne, wlro takes
lough awaiting commissions as lieuten- o'clock from the home of Georgs1 the part of Mrs. Malaprop, is a woman
ants. They have been attending the ^ bnurman, 46 Fast Sixteenth street, who has gained an exceedingly superfioffire s training school at the Old Do- : Hew J. Van Peuraem officiating.All
cial Knowledge of life. Her education
urinion
i friemls wishing to view' the remains
consultsof a vocabulary of long word's
Mrs. John A. Hartgerink, nee Hattie pan do so from II to 1 oYlock Friday.
which she uses profusely and unajkpro*G. Boone, died at her home in Zeeland I Mr. Houting was well known in HolIf you want the cleanest— most efficient— best oil stove
' priately to the amusement of all eon-j
Thursdav at 4he age of 41 years. She . land, having lived here until a pw corned- Yet she shown an ability which
ever made come in and we will show it to you. No wick, no
succumbed to a lingering attack of years ago. He was 26 years old. He L« if it had been directed rightly might
priming with gasoline and a quick hot flame.
Bright’s disease. She leaves a hus- survived by a widow, formerlyMiss have made her a woman of real ser
band and two children to mourn their Belinda Troxel, and two children,Ger- vice to humanity.
•loss, besides one brother, Egbert, and ald and Jeannette.
Keanemher the Seniors give all their
:o:
three sisters, Misses Jennie ami Aanua
(• oceedfe to paymen for Bonds and Red
1

1

Temperance
.

country.

-

FUNERAL TOMORROW

i

GEORGE ROUTING

,

PAINT SALE

J

PICTURES
HOME FOLKS

camp.

|

OIL

COOK STOVE

l

-

j

j

FRENCH KILL

utud Mrs. J- G. dmith.

,

Cross and V. M. C. A.
Gome ami swell the fund May 3 and
4. It all goes to aid the Holland boys
Reports received from I’nrLs state in the service. You are but paying
that a well direrted ‘hell from one of four cent for the play— while the reCRISIS
mainder goes to the government.
f the guns of the French battery that has
:o:
been trying to locate and destroy the
- -Amsterdam, April 25 — The Hetvolk long range German gun firing on the
IS
announcesthat the German minister to French eapitol,killed the whole crew
ILL;
of German gunners serving the great
the Netherlandshas left The Hague

BIG GUN

DUTCH MINISTER
QUITS GERMANY

;>

AS

INCMMTOAS, BROODERS

CREW

NEARS

-

-

VANDERWERP
ADJOURNS

democracy

Our stock is complete. Buy the best at prices that
are right. Our goods are of known quality. Chicken

FOR YOUR SOLDIER

drinking founts 10c each. $1 a dozen.

The Lacey Studio

to Genmany is on his

19E.

The Hague.

FENCING

Your Photograph

for Berlin and that the Dutch minister

to

AND

CRT FOR REST

CO

rifle-

Inspire our soldiers of

with the courage that wins.

In partial corroboration of the reJudge John Vandcr Werp, of the
rway from Berlin |*ort. it is (minted out that it is now
4H hon-s since the German gun ceased Muskegon-Oceana circuit,and former
firing on Paris.
j State Senator of Ottawa and Muske-

SthSt.

John Nies Sons Hdw. Co.

Upstairs

ANNIVERSARY

Sale

SPECIAL 10 DAY SALE Beginning THURSDAY,
APRIL 25 and CLOSING SATURDAY, MAY 4

YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME
WHETHER YOU COME TO BUY OR
We take this week each year and allow you

big discounts on

tion for your very liberal patronage in the past and

YOUR COATS.

by your help

to

NOT!

SUITS. DRESSES, SKIRTS and WAISTS

make this store by far the biggest of

its

kind

in

By your patronage you have shown your appreciationfor our easiest efforts to select for you the best merchandise
Our business has increased weekly since we started in 1907. T

With

e

HERE,

to show our appreciaOttawa and Allegan Counties
for

the least possible prices.

want this to be the banner week and have prepared for this sale

More Than 400 New Coats At SPECIAL PRICES

.. .. .. 100 "
•• •• 300 "
" " " 600 “

Suits

"

“

Skirts

II

II

II

Waists

II

II

II

Every Late Style Here, Having JustCome From America’s Foremost Manufacturers.
Our Motto Now As In The Past. BEST

VALUES FOR THF LEAST MONEY.
Cuatmdby Qondo*

10 percent Discount This Week Only
No where
ded

in this sale.

**
will

you find such an assortment of real bargains. Nothing held back. Every garment includ-

Always the Newest Styles and Lowest Prices.
Style

5776

French Cloak Store
Where Most Ladies Buy.

»

c-„v'

t

Holland, Michigan

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
VOLUME NUMBER FORTY-SEVEN

THURSDAY, APRIL 25 1918

NUMBER SEVENTEEN

FORTY MEN TO
LEAVE CITY
APRIL

CASUALTY LISTS CRY ALOUD TO
HOLLAND-BUY LIBERTY
BONDS!
27

HOLLAND MAN

CAUGHT AFTER
YEART TIME

Doath'n messengeron sable wings 1

FIFTEEN MORE ARE SCHEDULED
TO DEPART SOON AFTER

MAY
Monday, Ap

He

Is pressing

bells,

be Is

HOP WHO JUNu^D HIB
BAIL IN APRIL. 1017, IS LO
GATED IN CANADA.

fACOO

speeding through the land today.

10

lifting

knockers, he la thumping on the door*

il 2'.», in tin1

date

of American homes— ringing

tin*

up

•

On Monday

the

afternoon 1’iosecuting

ha* tieen lixeilupon by the draft board

mothers and the fathers, the

for jemling the next contingent of

and the brothers, the wives and the gram from Moosjaw, Haacatchawan,

sister* Attorney

Fred

T. Miles received a tele-

drafted men front southern Ottawa sweethearts of tho hero boys that have that the ofllcers there had arreeted Jacob Hop who in April, 1917, had jumpcounty to Camp Custer. On that day fallen In Frame.
forty men from thi* section of the
Under the dark Atlantic the busy ed his hail bond for $3U0 upon his havstatutory
•nunty will entrain in this city. Tin cables are humming their dirge .of ing been convicted of
•rime.
pan* of the war board have not yet
deathbeen made with regard to the fnrewel.
The prosecuting attorney collected
The easualty lists are coming in.
reception of the men who leave, but
the money from the bondsmen but was
Four hundred In one, three hundred
not sntislied with this; so ho kept his
hi* work has now been practically rystn
another— what long rows they make eyes open and recently got a tip from
tema tired and it is certain that an appropriatecelebrationwill be held. The —these somber lists! Yet you read a neighboringcity. Upon following
letiils will be a rnnged later but it them all. today, yesterday, every day! up this clue be located the -man in

a

will probablyinclude a farewell ban

Searching, searching, searching.

How

|uct at the city hall, with speeches
and music, a parade and a popular dem-

Killed In

The draft board announcedthat in n
ittle more than a week after these

Died of

men

Lend Him

Hand

a

hand—

Your hand— my

Every hand in the land stretched out to help
him

to

VICTORY! That
win

is going to

she can win

We

war. It

are fighting a United
is

German people. Until

backing the boys

in the trenches,

to

cannot expect our army to defeat the

German armies strengthened by the
one hundred and

fice of the

Germany and her
This

way

hand in the land is stretched out

until every

we

is the only

it.

American

help,

this

way that America

is the

is a

toil

and

sacri-

fifty million people of

allies.

if

war of national resources, and every-

we are

to

make

our superior resources

count. Every hand in the fend must be stretched
out to help our boys if

we would send them over

the top to early and certain victory.

Save for the Third Liberty Loan. Invest
in the

Third Liberty Loan. That

to lend a hand.

That

nation invincible for

is the

way

is

to

the

way

make a

freedom and justice.

Every bond bought now

Lend Him

unknown—
Severely wounded—
Slightly wounded—

Died, cause

And then the

total, which doesn't in-

terest us very much, foMt's the one

name, or the few names, that we are
looking for.

The slaughter of millions that has
been going on since the Kaiser's legions poured over Belgium has rather
dulled our minds to figures.

But that dullness is passing. The
American stupor of four years

is over.

Our hearts are aflame with the cause
which Is sending our boys to death, or

Hume difficulty was cx|>erieneedbecause the prisoner did not have a passport, but in the end enough red tape
was untangled to put tho prisoner
acrosi the line at North Portal, North
Dakota, where Sheriff Dornbos
awaiting him with a warrant and plac-

wm

ed him under arrc.st.

The rrime for which Hop was arrested by the Holland City policemen,
created a sensation in Holland and
West Olivo n year ago- The complaint
'•ffainsthim was ma le by T. J. Kra*i,
of West Olive, on behalf of his fifteen
year old daughter against whom Hop
van accused oil having committed the
statutory crime. Hop was a married
man and the father of »wo children,
and the little West Olive school girl
was his wife’s cousin who came to
visit the family in Holland while on a

shopping expedition here.
Hop will now bo placed on trial in
itate of the Union, in every city and
circuit court on the origins!complaint
A municipalservice flag has been hamlet from Dixie to the Canadian and unless he plead* guilty and avoids
presented to the village of Haugatuck border, and from the farthest moose a trial the case promises to be a sensational one.
by Cam-p Fire giih and floats over But
run In Maine to sunny sands of Corler srtreet,between the bank and the
onado, American patriotism,with ringOld Land Mark store. It is a beautify!
IN 3
ing blasts for its golden bugle, is anemblem, the white field containing 27
swering the messenger of death.
stars, with space for more, and two red
Grand Haven Tribune — Jameell JosCasualtylists cannot daunt Amerl- eph Umbram, a v0ung Arabian, who in
grosses for nurses now on duty in
a, no more than air raids could daunt in the city disposing of his stock of
FranceEngland,
or the U-boats could daunt 0 ientul goods, has not heard from his
When the Saugatuck Camp Fire
parents,who live within eight miles of
Girls determinedto present Saugatnck the world.
ferusalem at the wholly Christian town
The Kaiser's dream will not come of Hamnllah, for over three years. Afwith a service flag, they proceeded to
ter the British occupation of the terrais. the money for it slowly but de- true. Neither the range of Krupp
ritory some three months ago, letters
term tnrdly, at the cost of many a per- guns, the strategy of Hlndenberg or
came through to him from his people
sonal sacrifice and many a girlish lux- Ludendorff, or the might of the Oer that were dated way back in 1915. Mr.
Umbrom has already disposed of his
ury renounced. When at last the ne- man arms can bring It Into reality.
stock at Muskegon and hopes to close
cesssary amount was in hand their
For every drop of American blood out completely here.
hearts beat high with pride and anticiMr. Umbrom visited this city some
that la being spilled In France by Ger
pation.
years ago and has a number of friendn
man bullets or bayonets, America here* He resides in Chicago and exThen they decided that the flag itself
was to a rertain extent a luxury and t has but one answer today, and that an pect* to be called in the next draft but
vanity, when it was considered what swer is being recorded on the subscrip- before that event intends to enlist in
the British army in the hope of being
might be accomplished with tho money
tion lists of the Third Liberty Loan.
•ent to Palestine to fight in his native
in other channels. Ho the fund was
The American drive for dollars an- land against the Turks. He is a pattu:ued over to the Red Cross, and tho
the girls’ hearts were sad at the relin- swers the challenge of the new drive riotic young man and wants to do his
bit for America but believes that he
quishment of their chfrised'jrrojee.t but
In Picardy and Belgium.
could be of more service to the allied
they wt e eonsoled-'by’thc conicuusnoib
army
Melted together in tye cruldble of forces by going into
of an‘> dun..
and being sent to a country he thoroly
At this point Miss Emma Loont enters the nation, these dollars will make
knows and whose varied languages he
the story as an active pa'tieipant
Hearing of the girls’ aelf-sacrUh o in mallet of silver which In the not dis- understands. The following letter
reix uncing U-c plan which had ycc unc tant future will noil the Kaiser to his dated November 20, 1915 reached him
only the other da- from his father in
so dear to them, she decided their Iron cross.
l^alestine.
d/cnm should come true. Ho she he
Over the top— that Is the slogan of “My dear son:
self procured the handsome banner and
“I am writing to you to leran why
gave it to the girls, who in turn j re- the Liberty men.
you do not write to us any more. This
suited it to the municipality.
Not a district, not a state, not a city
is the ninth letter that 1 have sent you
or community In all America that will since Septemberlast but we have heard
fail to go over the top In this drive for nothing from you.
Now we are all facing misery. We
war dollars- Any doubt, which might
are in great distressand starving to
At the meeting of the VanRaalteP T have existed, perhaps in ths hopes and
death. The hardships are unbearable.
club, Mr. George Albers, president of
minds
of
such
friends as the Kaiser We have seen many dreadful things.
the clu'b, was elected delegate to the
We have suffered great cruelty and
state convention of Parent-Teachers' still has outside of Germany, must have
much ineolencefrom the Turks, yet we
clul* to be held in Battle Creek, May been rudely dispelled by the demonstraare allowed to say nothing against
29th and 30th.
the Turkish government. I cannot tell
tions in this drive.
This club has raised about sixty dolyou what the Turks and their German
America has the money. Has Amer- officers have done to us. Thev have
lars of the amount pledged for the den
tal clinic. The following program wa*
executed and exiled many of our best
ica the will?
enjoyed: dialogue, “Bridget’s In
men and the" have threatened us for
It
will
be
splendid
for
every
comvestment,”ladles of the club; talk by
the last year.
Mr. Olds, superintendent of schools of munity that has been given an allotTho locusts have come in gnat
Marshall; music, Ada and Adrian Slag;
men to win that beautiful Honor Flag. swarms. Thev covered the gror-’ *budget, Mr. D. Darmrtra; violin solo,
feet deep and these locustsate all our
It would be like giving the governHarvey Fairbanks; talk on registravineyard*, fig trees and olive trees
tion of women, by Miss Mildred Drcs- ment at Washingtona blank check The*e locustsspread the cholera "mong
eher; piano trio, Pearl Van Oss, Harsigned by the nation, for the winning us. Two hundred ami fifteenpersons
riet Vandcn Bos and Jeanette Albers;
have died in the laM week in our town
of the war.
talk, Hupt. E. E. Fell.
of five thousand souls.
In the lower hall there was an exhibi
And that is precisely what the na
Tho Turkish government has drafttion of sewing and manual training
tlon should do— sign a blank check, to ed all men from 16 years to 60.
work done by the fifth and sixth grade
children. The boys’ work consisted of be filled In by President Wilson.
ALL EXAMINATIONS HAVE

is

a direct fighting aid

to German prison camps. In every

HAS NOT HEARD FROM
PARENTS
YEARS

a

Louis

Hand

Sup

—

CHOSEN DELEGATE TO
STATE CONVENTION

NOW

baskets,Ibird houses, broom-holders and
other small article* which could be
nrndjj in the room which has been fitted
up as a manual training rooms in Van
Raalte building.

Thit Space Paid for and Contributed by

___

states.

Died of disease—

SAUGATUCK HAS A
FLAG OF ITS OWN

to this boy in the trenches in France.

MM.

v

the

one must add his share to America’s fighting
strength

•ntrainment ha* not yet been fixed but
•t will be some time during the live
lavs beginning May 10. The names of
hose fifteen men have not yet been
Wided upon by the board but they will
>e made public within a few days.
The announcementsof names select
*d by the draft board is being awaited
with intenseinterest by the relatives of
‘he seve al men who are far* a way from
Holland and who will have to make n
•on*idcrab'ejourney before they ran
inswer the call. Home of these are ex
iccting to be called in the near future
but they are unable to determine when
because of the fact that the farm ex
‘mption regulations make it unecitain
who will go and who not.

Owing to the congestion of busincffl
woeld be a
nr, | matter to get extradition in th«
regular way, so Mr- Miles msde arrangementswith the Canadian offieen
to have him deportedto the Unite

Died of accidents—

be sent
for thb

will

from hero. The exact date

action—

wounds—

Captured—

fo:1y men leave Holland another con-

Canada.

it the national cnpitol it

seems—

instration on the streets.

tingent of fifteen

familiar the formula already

Cm

ALLEGAN CITY SUBSCRIBES
DOUBLE ITS QUOTA
Allegan city is way over the top in
the Liberty loan campaign. A house
to house canvatfs was made this week
and more than double the quota was
obtained.The beet evidence of the
spirit there is the cry now,

“We

will

be ready for the fourth loan.”
The high -schoolstudents subscribed
$600 in bonds.
o

Hon. G. J. Dickemn will speak at the
Allendale Farmers’ club on May 1.
patrioticspeech is assured.

Holland do your duty, the casualty
lists

cry aloud to you for help.

NOTHING TAKEN FOR
GRANTED THESE DAYS

BfeEN MADE BY DRAFT BOARD
Tho local physicians connected with
the draft board now have completed all
examinationsof all drafted men who
come under this draft. After this
there will be nothing but routine work
to do and sueh duties as are required to
get the boyi ready for camp.
No more physical examinationsare
required now until the government
makes a call for more men and extends or lowers the age limit.

Taking for granted that parent*,who
ire German-borninhabitant* of America, had taken out their citizenshippa
oers when in reality they had not is nc
excuse for their sons’ negligence in not
registeringas alien enemies. Such was
—
:o:
the case with John Potgieter,a farmer near Jenison, and Lugas J. Hinken,
Dr. R. J. Walker of Saugatuck, who
who is employed at the Coo|>cr«ville last summer volunteered for service in
creamery. Both believed their fathers the medical corps of the army, received
had taken out citizenshippapers, but telegraphicorders Tuesday afternoon to
neither could prove his claim bv rec • | go to Hoboken, N. J. 8ix o’eloA Thursord*. They werej;aken to the office I jay morning the doctor wss on his
of U. 8. Marshal Hanley and register- ' way taking the first through train from
ed a* alien
* Grand Rapids.

-

enemie*-

__

-
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Holland Citu

to shovel the snow for
With reference to the little write up
Father ought to be in great
in the Sentinel the day I left. Kindly
'Uiape. Have to close now, Folks, so
waan ’t there

WITH THE FLAG

you.

Camp MJprrit, N. J., April 2,
Dear Friendi at Home,

'18

correct it, as I do not wish the titie of

with loads of love,

am back in tbe north again. We
left Camp Johnston, Fla., 8 on da/; it
took us a little over two dayi. I am
I

very tired, but want to let you know at
onre where I am, since I left you Jan.

have traveledsome 2.100 miles.
There certainly is some differencebe23, I

tween the north and the south. The
patriotism was especially acen when

we

reached Philadelphia;all the train

whistles roared, (lags by the hundred

waved from everyhere.Thousands of
people ran to greet our train. I must

how

I wish you could have seen

—

that there arc seme cities that don’t
know what this war means. I am sorry
that coming from home to see you before leaving for France is out of the
question, because we only get 24 hours
off. Believe me the proudest day of

my

up the gang
plank into the boat for the war zone.

n

life will be

when

I go

France is no happy land today, and

it

means something to go there. Hut there

things have changed, as most things do

is

and as soon as enough time had elapsed

is

going to get

it

from Uncle

Sam

after

it

a while.

saw the statuteof Liberty and will
waoa have the opportunity to see New
York when I get my day off. Remember

I

me

to

my

Am

friends at the Sentinel.

receive your lottera from each one

is going to last longer than it has so

far which means something different
from a mere joy-ride.

I

going to

‘'mesa” now

They
3

'Dear Parents — I did not have a chance
; to mail this on the boat so I will add a

few lines. It was as I
hike on

my

had

thot, I

to

birthday to our barracks,

which nvas about three miles from the
boat and that night we slept on bunks

which were made

three er four compartmentsbut eight

men

who knows

that a large

“He’s got a bagfull of the best securities on earth— he stands
behind it— you know what that means. He’s putting these fighting bonds
into the homes of our folks from Maine to California* Why, man, this is the

hill

upon.

something by for that little house on the
you have been dreaming about
to lay

just got through passing out could write a long letter and tell of

“Honest goods? Believe me, there never

Y. M. C. A., free, and they came fnom ing from Ft. Leavenworth to Spartan-

was such goods.

Michigan,which made them taste so

burg, 5?.

good you ought to have seen the lineup.

my

C.

warm sunshine
of France which sure is a beautiful

dear out here, I
eats,

mean

my

thoughts at the time I was riding

I was passing thru the lime-stone ledg*

but I do not want to take up too
their are so many

much space when

for just this

lUlHHIMUMW SPACE PAID FOR AND CONTRIBUTED BY

all kinds

and wood walls about three
high. But instead of serving as a

floors

feet

John

pro-

(

A.

tents merely shade us from the

warm

crytime I drink chocolate I

good

i

Don’t complain,

if you

I

now

andv then read letters

from our

them.

I can

Board of Review

Jraate with what you now have you
wauid appear like a milliona.re. Well
I have sjiiic more Utters to write so
I must los
this is my first letter it
} rai.
Your l iving mu.
•

••.

I’lius Berkompas, Co. I.,

the good old cocoa you always made

ing picture, a lectureor

and

and when we stay in camp wc
can ‘be enteitained at any time with
an Edison Diamond Disc phonograph.
It is an Army and Navy model and the

I Mire

would like to drink another

Letter

France

Dearest Mother and Father:—
Another Sunday passing by, bringing
tt'.v lay of reunion so
Received the box with the
certs nly

Notice

is

hereby given that the Board of Review and Equalization of

some other con-

the City of Holland will meet at the

are

boys surely do get a lot of pleasure
with it, so you see, I can still listen
to the be»t music, even though I can’t
hear it in Cook’s Music House.

May,

Again thanking you for your kind atand good cheer, I am truly

tention

many

Herman C. Cook,

negroes here but of course Co.

A

326th F. S. B.,

they are separated from the whites. I

Camp Wadsworth,
have seen many widows here whose Spartanburg,8. C.
husband* were shot at the front— a
very pitifulsight, men withdraw off
Letter from Paris laiajid. 8- C.
April 14, 1918
and lame but still they feel happy, very
Editor,
Dear
Sir:—
mud j my surprise.I attended a
Undoubtedlyyou

will be surprised at

and

that

it

will

May

continue in session

may be necessary, and

I

at least four

hours

at least six

that any person desiring to do so,

Rooms of

said

1918

7,

Jurt

a line to assure you that I

in

days successively and as

17,

much

longer as

each day during said four days or more, and

may then and there examine

Dated Holland, Mich., April

1918.

his

assessment.

Richard Overweg, City Clerk.

am

speaker gave a short talk which receiving this note. Have bee* re- still alive and in the best of health. 1
I OB joyed very much, also sang gospel ceiving the Sentinel and surely enjoy Owing to the censorship,our health
hymns and he also prayed for us boys the same. In your issue of April 8th, and the weather is about all we can re-

nearer.

com. in handy. Thanks u
they a e certainly fine

Council

City at 9:00 o’clock in the forenoon of

which touched me very much. They there is an article about Menry Van fer to in our lettershome. Still if my
have some fine men in this camp and Dyke of the U. 8- Navy. Dr. VanDyke letters are not interestingI know you
socks. They
they sure do look for the benefit of made a visit to our camp sometime ago will welcome them because they are

much

Common

test,

just finished a 36 hour guard before yours,

125th Inf. A. K. F. slio-’ .c.-vice at the Y. where on clo-

***
from

is some-

thing doing every night; either a mov-

supper so ajn off for a day again. There
lived in

Company

soldiers, and they all say that they are

Kv- walking distance, where there

think of

I Headquartersand am staying in a with you., Don’t think I have forgotwas talkng to a woman last
ten you because 1 think of you every
night that tied from *'•* when the Gerday and long for the day when 1 can
mans (bombardedit and it must have sec the old home again which I soon
been fierce. She ha« a son in the army
will if God permits.Every day troops
and a woman staying with her has her come and go so it is a very uncertain
husband there and sold all of question as to when we leave for the
•their furniture to keep the alive front.. Since we arrived here all our
because in the army they only receive
company has done is guard work. I
live on that.

Rutgers

Clothing, Furinshings, Shoes.

At the Y. here they easily see why so many of the boys

lieve me, mother they are

five centimes (1c) a day and they can’t

J.

tection from snow and icey iblasts, the

— what you can get you would pay getting plenty of good substantial food.

haymow. I

kl
?w‘

IHDIIlllllOlllllinil

about sixteen feet
having electriclights, wood

how foreigneis serve hot chocolate 25 centimes a cup come back home considerably broadenI
or five cents in our money which is real ed out. We have plenty of places to
see they have been brought up that way
good and every night I get a cup with spend our spare time. There a^e three
for many years, and it is worked right
swell french macaroni cookie and be- V. M. C. A. buildings within easy

they can find. I am stationedwith Co.

and

the fight—

live in tents

square,

I have often wondered

ing in barns, cows tables and any place

and get into

Uncle!

He’s one of us. He’ll take a dozen.”

could be so sftving in the U. 8. but

are in a little town here sleep-

bag,

get in big!

the life here is somewhat different
from what I have been accustomedto.

most double for to what you would pay I certainly do agree with
in the U. S.

We

chance? Fine! Open the

in the line of violets spring forth.

candy and cookies and

other.

into them.

or

Bond Booth,

fellows writing.

We

Sam

at any Bank

“What! You were looking everywhere

things are sun that makes the blossomsand the

of sweets are almost impossible to be
had

Uncle

I could attempt to express

Well mother dear, I am feelinggood as over the g’and old Mississippior when
ever and enjoying the

Meet Your

I

apples and figs to all the boys nt the the wonderful sight I saw while travel-

in each and a running board on the

outside to get from oue coach to the

and practices much in the same way
that a horse

Sam

Meet Your Uncle

drills

Freedom,” I know that they are ready

sonable in prices, but oh

into

I go through all of my

to do their bit, when called

which
country for scenery, everything g~een.
we dhip chickens in except the sides and vegetable*, gardens, all in their
•ware not boarded in. The slats. were
best and flowers blooming. Very old
kbout 2 inches wide and the spaces
style houses like I never saw before
•bout three inches wide. I slept on the
and they all seem to wear wooden
top bunk and we didn’t dare turn over
shoes. The French people are real sofor fear of fallingtli^u and breaking
ciable and they seem to take a real
down. We stayed in those barracks one liking to us Americans. Every day
flight and they were used in Napoleon’s
the women come in .to camp to get the
time so you can see they were old.
men’s washings and they are so reac >On Clarence’sbirthday we got aboard
barracks. They were divided up

inter-

people and

Somewhore in France.

like the boxes

?oaches which were about as old as the

my

Home:—

March 11, 1918,

Letter from France

Somewhere in France, Mar.

I could easily

and

Butchery Co., 105,

Dear Folks at

large but that

change thoughts with
friends gt home.

chance of a lifetime-to help this grand old country,

MAYO HADDEN.

M

1

papers to

that the people in Holland are still
willing to “shout the Battle Cry of

ever,

«* *
Letter from France
J.

and

i\'

has completed his work satisfactorily,
does. When I settle down in the evening and find out from the Sentinel

As

Corporal Maurice H. Huyser,

to allow some letters

\

reach me, the United States wasn’t so

box of oats awaits him as soon as he

take good care of yourselves.

write home before I go.

Camp Merrit, N.

so will

close. Loads of love and be sure and

•bout every other day, and I will try to

•

Gunst.

Medical Supply Depot,

Rase Hospital, Camp Custer.
Jfcl* J*
gun work. The barracks are very good
Letter from Soldier Boy
here now and good meen. The best Y.
Monday, April 1, 1918.
Nf. in France to lead, write and listen
Wc
have
stopped our wandering and
to the Yictrola, also moving pictures.
When you send another box be mire have settled down for the time being
at least, in Camp Wadsworth.During
and send a fountain pen and some Auto
Safety Razor blades. I can’t get any the first ten or twelve days I spent
lere, it seemed to »be as tho there was
over here or in Paris and am all out.
an
insurmountable barrier between
Have you seen Roy’s young hopeful
My
Own” city and Spartanburg. But
vetf If he is going to raise a family

he ought to move out of Chicago. I
where I want to be, and do my part.
suppose father is beginningto watch
How I wish you and everybody out
the baseball dope. It will be some
there could see what is going on over
time before I will see another good
here and I now can see that the Kaiser
game with dad as this war looks as tho

•

W.

Private J.

lie very busy.

besides a lot of class-roomand machine

patrioticcountry we have. I tell Vou

i

a

common every day private and connectMayo Hadden. ed with the medical supply dejkit at
the base hospital. We have ell kinds
3 16- ’18
of work to do and I aasure you that I
Dearest Father mid Mother:
am not handing out orders at the presHope you are all thru with the snow
by this tune. We ane having line ent time. I would greatly appreciate
having you correct the above and if
weather down here and only 1io|k?
you wish you may publish this letter, in
continues. TJiw is a fine camp now
so doing. With best regards and assurand am glad we are to stay here
ing you that the life in camp is not so
month or more. We have just loafed
bad iT one does as instructed,I remain,
around this week but Monday we start
Very truly yours,
work in earnest and from then on will
I have three hours in the air a week

what a

am

lieutentantuntil I deserve it. I

Your loving son,

have shaken hands with 500 people. Oh

n

/Vpiuc

The Electric
to

Way

Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, Bat-

the soldiers. Will aud we enjoyed the pleasure of hearing from the von and brother you love, and
who in return loves you all dearly.
close now as it is almost closing time a very good address delivered by him.
welt-. They fit fi.io and feel better.I
Won ’t we have a great reunion when
tle
We
ended
the
evening
by
flinging
the
here. Will say good bye to you all
I do get home!
wear very heavy French trench boots
with love and kisses mother, and a added stanza to “The Battle Hymn
It won’t take much longer to give
and if it was not for the thick socks
of the Republic,” which was written “Fritz” his fill of lighting. You see,
good 'big hug, I remain,
my feet wauid be all blisters.
by the doctor. Needless to say same the Americans are getting into the
Your ever thotful son,
I went over to a French combing
was sung with much enthusiasm. Dr. scrap with both feet. Tho Yankee
JIM VAN RY.
pep and individualityis counting in this
squadron nca. here and saw some brand
Vah Dyke stated that whenever he lis- war ns it has in all of our former war*.
new plan’s that are wonders. They
Letter from Csmp Custer
tened to the marines singing it sounded
Fi/ht is the Sammies middle name.
raid th.- Huns every night to don’t Friend Gaily:—
real. .They are the best. No doubt f Give him a gun and he will stand in
"think the Germans do all the raiding.
Just a few lines to let you know that
In elosing wish to state that the mud Up to his waist, under heavy fire
and be perfectly happy, but show him
In a month I will be over the lines I arrived safdly at Camp Custer and
Limited All the Way- Every
Hours
Marine is a very interestingbranch of
a pick and a shovel and he will turn
myself so will see a lot of fightingthis
so for things look mighty good. I ar- the service, ami ’anyone who is con- pale. In fact, work is said to be the
summer.
rived at the Base hospitalat 7 o’clock templating joining some branch of the only thing the American fears. I reI have finishedmy course here and at night. After much looking around
service will not make any mistake by ceived a card from you last evening
also have been ’•ccommended for a comand trying to get information regard- joining the U. 8. Marine corps. Paris mother. How I wish it had been a letLv. Holland 12:00 noon, delivery at Detroit next
ter. You know a .card hardly satismission so ought to have it in a month
ing the place I was to report for duty, Island is a very nice place to spend a
fies after a period of more than a
morning
if all goes well. There are three of 1 was at once given a bed and three
few months. The training is very in- month without mail. But the card
us in our detachmentto get 100 in our
was
almighty
welcome.
Write
me
ofwool blankets and my place to sleep terestingand I know that anyone who
Lv. Detroit at noon and reach Holland the next noon
exams so you see I did pretty well.
ten folks. There are four of you at
was pointed out to me. I found the joins will not regret taking the step.
home
and
you
had
ought
to
be
able
to
We leave this camp in the morning barracks to be a new one, and partly We are all after the “Hun” and are
write often enough to insure my receivfor Paris where we are going to stop filled up with enlisted men — not a all looking forward to “Over There ”
ing ‘a letter or card on every mail We
a day, then go on to the flying field I
will .probably get mail twice a week- I
drafted man is with us at the present
Yours very truly, *
man apeakinf Penn. Dutch, who ran do
pencils and paper in existance. Get
first landed in over here. It will seem
anythin*. Address Dr. A. Menses Hoi.
shall write often, if not much. Retime. Meals are fine, and the officers
Private If. Siersma,
busy
all of you and write. Will close
land. Michigan, R. P. D. No.
2w
ceived a letter from Erma a few days
good to get back again to familiar treat us fine as long as we obey our 7th Co. Marine Barracks.
for the present.
ago.
8hc
spoke
as
If she intended
haunts. I certainly have traveled in orders. Twice a day we are inspected
FOR SALE — A car, fully equipped with
Paris Island, 8. C.
Serg. Lloyd J. Purchase,
leaving Texas for Michigan, sometime
electric lights, starter,extra tire, tire
France, far and wide.
in order to prevent any diseasesto take
ui April. I hope »he will soon be Co. D. 126th Infantry,
holder and rim. For sale cheap if takGlad you Bent the picture,you both hold.
Letter from Soldier Boy
with you, for I feel that you both will Am. Exp- Force, New York^
en at once. Arrange for demonstration
be
a
great
comfort
to
each
other.
Dad
•re looking well and hearty. Borry I
o—
after 5:15 P. M. every night excepting
I wi.il to ask a arcall favor of joo. Df,t,lt> ¥othtr^d^,
don’t forget there are such things as
ANTED — Position for sober, industrious. 82 East 14th street.
lot, M-ther

the men.

mean

Creeh, Jackson and Detroit

Fast and Frequent Service
Passenger Trains
Two

Freight Trains

1

-

I?

•

•
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A “Piker Patriot” is a man
who talks a lot about patriot-

who can

ism but does’t do anything.

sand dollars worth of Liberty

A

‘TTKER PATRIOT”

marching soldiers, but keeps

is a

man who

loudly cheers the

A “Piker

Patriot”

easily

buy

man

is a

T en

Thou-

One

Bonds, but only takes

a padlock on his pocketbook.

Thousand.
A

“PIKER PATRIOT”

is a

man who goes home nights

to a comfortable fireside and his family, enjoys all the bless-

ings and opportunities that America gives,

There
for our’s

LIBERTY BOND
j",

A
Bond

,

buy

DOLLAR

FIFTY

a

on easy payments.

is a

you are one

and months

man who bought

a Liberty

last October, one tenth the sise he could have taken

is

«
«
**

a

some

better go where you’d have

some

you had better move

going to be the lonesomest place on the face of

the earth for Piker Patriots.

and
You can buy

now, when approached by

to

of that kind,

PIKER town. You had

<

piker friends, for this community, during the coming weeks

\

“PIKER PATRIOT”

•

NO PIKER PLACE.

who has a good
If

job and good wages, but doesn’t even

is

no room in this community for Piker Patriots

is

Liberty Bond salesman, sticks out

out his chest and says, “I have bought one.”

a Fifty

Dollar Liberty Bond with Five

Dollars down payment and Three Dollars a week for Fifteen

weeks. You

can get a

Hundred Dollar Liberty Bond with Ten

Dollars down payment and Five Dollars a week for Eighteen

A

“PIKER PATRIOT”

•

is a

man

for

whom

his

employ-

weeks.

er bought and paid for a bond, sold it on the installmentplan

1
1
fi

and when he wants

Buy them
a

drink cashes in and throws the bond back

on his employer’s hands.

>K*K

it for

you.

at

your bank

or ask

It is no trouble to

your employer

to

buy Liberty Bonds.

arrange
It is

no

trouble to pay for them, if you are a real patriot.

*

++
+«K

ft
tf

HelpTheinOvertlieTop With Your Bond

Go

to the Liberty

Loan Committee or any bank

Ottawa County and

get your Liberty

Bonds

in

**

at once.
**

South Ottawa County Liberty Loan Committee

J*

i

Paid For and Donated By

**

The Charles P. Limbert Company

if

WATCH THE

FORMER LOCAL
ATHLETE HAS

THERMOMETER AT
HEADQUARTERS
The weather during
past

Herman Stegeman,former Hope

the

but today the

“Home Fires"
Park

will bo kindled in Olive,

Holland Townships for subThird Liberty
These townships are

script ion? to the

Loan.

included in our banking resource district, and no matter
what the weather, together
with Holland City, we feel
sure of breaking the head off
the big thermometer at Liberty Loan Headquarters on the
Lokker-RutgersBlock by Liberty Day next Friday.

Our one record of
American

real

citizens today is the

subscription list of Liberty
If we do our full part
we will be glad to have our
friends know it— if we don’t

Loans.

the infonnation is open do
them at Liberty Loan Head-

'
#

Col-

lege basketball star, is an athleticdirector,

rise,

The forty 4-minute men, ao

South Carolina.In a letter the former
local athlete shows that his job at camp
is a busy one. He writes:
arranging

have a fine chance to
keep the men busy in their days off and
in the afternoons when they are not
drilling. One day before the sm
came I arranged 28 footballgames
around the camp- That meant that over 700 men were getting good exercise
and having a fine time and that probably five thousands other soldierswere
also having a good time watching the
games. There was no temptation for
men to gamble or spend their money
down town as long as they could get
enough excitement and fun at camp. I
find that through athleticgomes I get
closer to the men than the other secretaries do through their work, even
closer than the religious secretary does
through his. services anti bible classes.
It is now baseball weather here and
we are having base ball games every
athletic games, I

day.

called,

just completeda flying speaking

men working in the shops denoting ment who gave some excellentpointers
that the men feel the importance that on road construction and repair subtheir aid will give Uncle

Sam.

The men who are making these fourminute trips thru the city are Principal Drew, Dick Boter, Chas. McBride,
A. H. Landwehr, Dr. A. Lcenhouts,
Henry Winter, and Thus- N. Robinson.
Following is a table of the time and
place, where the *|»eakers told the factory men the importance of subscribing
for the third libery loan:

Thursday— 12:30, Drew and Boter,
Co.; 3:80, McBride and Boter, Bay View Co.; 3:00 Landwehr and
Leenhouts, Western Machine Tool
Works; 4:00, McBride and Boter, Buss
Machine Works; 1:00, Landwehr and
Lcenhouts, Brownwall Eng Co.; 1:00,
Winter and Robinson, Poole Bros. Ptg.
Co.; 4:45, Winter and Rominson,West
Michigan Furn. Co.
Friday — 1:00, Winter and Robinson,
Bush and Lane Piano Co.; 1:00, Landwehr and Leenhouta, DePree Chemical
Co.; 2:00, Winter and Robinson, Limbert Furiture Co.; 3:00, Winter and
Robinson, Sup- Foundry Co.; 3:45, Boter nnd McBride and Drew, Aniline Co.;
4:15, Boter, McBride and Drew, North
Side ’Tannery; 4:00, Landwehr and
Leenhouts, Ottawa Furniture Co.

Dunn Mfg.

“There is one big difference between
the work that the Y. M. O. A. is doing
quarters after
present and the work of the Red Cross. The
differenceis this, the Red Cross takes
drive is over.
care of the men after they have been
Again
call to all those
wounded, the Y. M. C. A. keeps them
have not already sub- morally clean before they go into batscribed, or wish to subscribe tle, so that if they come out of the
war safe they will go home better men
more, to volunteer their subthan when the; came. The Y. M. C. A.
scription at the banks, the tries in every way to keep the men
places they work, or at Liberty safe from bad conditions around the
camps, and to keep them away from
Headquarters, before temptations that are awaiting them on
.•o:
Thursday night, April 25.
every hand, and to which the American
soldier
so
often
gives
up
because
there
There will be a banner patriis so much lonelinessand homesickness
otic meeting at Carnegie Hall, around camp, and because there is no
Thursday evening, at 7:30 P. place to go to get companionshipand
M. with excellententertainers friendshipand no cheerful place to
In the neighborhoodof forty men
spend his vacant hours. The Y. M. C.
speakers,
this A. furnishes this cheerful place."
will be thrown out of their regular em-

the

we

who

Loan

-

MEN TO LOSE
THEIR JOBS

and

and at

Ottawa Townships and ZeeJand and Holland Cities will
oe announced.

We

are

going over!—

ARE

YOU WITH

MORE LAND

VATED

-

CULTIIN

OTTAWA

The propagandafor raising more
food that has been vigorously pushed
during the past few mouths is now beginning to show its effects through-

US f— Are you
Or against us?
Third Liberty Loan
out
Publicity Committee. out

neutral f—

:o:

Ottawa county as well

as through-

jects. County Clerk Orrie J. Sluiter

gave a 5-minute talk on Liberty bonds
and the members of the county road

(Ikplhsa

Mhy 25. 194$)

• MORTGAGE SALE
Dsfaulihaving been made in the eosA
ttn* /nm °1™-

l90

lions U tk certain mortgage made anfi es»
cuted by MarinasVnnPnlUn and Mary Via
Puttea,his vlf* of tho City of IfillSSd
Ol»r of Holland, Michigan.
County of Ottawsiand State of Mta' ‘
mortgagors, to the Holland City State
a curpoaalien,of the City of Holland, Oondg
* Ml
*’
of Ottawa, and* State of
Michigan,
mortgagee
•dopted
the as a Ilea upon the following described prem
.....
i*e* situated In the City of Holland, County
Roiolved that Sanitary Bewer* be
of Ottawa,and; State of Michigan,via. ; AH
that paat of the west one-half
of
•treete from
‘"d- >"
the Eaat one-halt (E*) of the Northweet
quarter (WW14) of the Northeaetquarter
(NE14) of Seotion thirtytwo (32), bounded
on the Wert eide by College Avenue, bounded
•*"<
on the South- side
Nineteenthstreet
(19th), bounded on the East side by a Una
r-l. .nd .(
ounfiuion*pr*»crib
the disarm. p|an ,nd .irodl ‘ . •cr'“
running parallel with- College Avenue and
one-hundredand ten feet (110) feet Eaat
therefrom, bounded on the North side by a
line paretlsl with Nineteenthstreet and
eighty-four feet (84) north therefrom.
Said mortgage ia dated the 27th day of
June, A. D. 1906 and was recordedin the
the cmersl eewer fund of ..id ‘
" office of the Register of Deed* of the County
of Ottawa, and State of Michigan on th#
5»h day of July. A. I)., 1906 in Liber 76 of
r ..... •
Mortgages, on page 212, and contains the usbeing adjacent to said Sanitary SeweM mH ual power of Mle in case of default,and no
•uch other lands, lot. and preal.„ m here proceedingat law or in equity have been
inafler required and sperifird,tuoia.H ar commenced to collect the amount due on aaid
t^minHt0s.,hfe
Lfneflu“««reto de mortgage or any part thereof, and Uta
amount now due on said mortgage, for principal and interest, todate being Two Thousand, Three-Hundredand Nlnety-Two Dollars
and Sixty-Nine cenU ($2392.69).
benefitsreceived,$7,596.29
Notice ia hereby given that said mortgage
will be foreclosedby a sale of the above de-«»AdTu4i0,h.'p*id,,”mlh**"
.......
scribed premise, to the highest bidder at the
wh!rhh“ ‘h* l‘n^; loo and premise, upon North Front Door of the Court Houee in tho
^d
shJr
Shall be levled shall include all private lands lots and Sl0,„r0u«ndk H“W”L toT1* of 0,to*». •nd
premise, lying within the special assessment Strte of Michigan, that being the piece for
holding the Circuit Court for the 'County of
>‘n. in the
gram and plat o! said districtby the Com Ottawa,at two o’clock in the afternoon, on
to* -8th day of May. A. D. 1918.
"‘th the construe
to isttafy the amount due on raid mortgage
4*: 0f
lots, together with interest, eosta and expanaea of
?remiwt ,r* bfreby designated
forerloeure allowed by law, Including an at
Utri r'^.K*0 ron,,Uul*
epecial sewer
district,for the puriwie of speotai assess lorn®J £®® of Thirty five dollare ($35.00) aa
provided for by law and in ..id mortgagi
ment, to defray that part of the‘ cost and ex
Oily
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which would be hftlpful to the mn:nl:nM.ce n.en in their work in the county,
end every attempt was made to make
the session profitableto the men who
had driven in through the storm.
The fine turnout an dthe enthusiasm
shown indicated the interest in the
road work in Ottawa county taken by
the men engaged in the great system.
Austin Harrington, Chairman’ of the

Ottawa County road commission presided at the gathering.

n
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SPANK KAISER TILL
HE SEES STARS find.
V?1

whkh

1^:

/

In spite of the unpleasant weather
Saturday, the delegates from the
various high schools represented at the
boosters’day exercise*at Holland high
were given a delightfultrip in automobiles to the various points of interest
about Holland.
Boosters’ day Friday was a success
with good sized audiences at both the
afternoonand evening meetings. In
the evening a Liberty Loan address
was given by E. L. Quarles of the
Grand Raoids Liberty Loan committee.
“The kaiser," he said, “should be
placed across the lap of the Statue of
Liberty and spanked until be sees the
stars and we see the stripes."

s»?d,*n?fru0nItrUC,linr 8,lniUrJr Sewers in
said part* of Mid streets in the manner

1918

trirt^’ 8,rfM Serial Sewer AssessmentDis-

U 27‘h diy of F«b«*«7,

A

of Holland,Mortgagor
By OUo t. Kramer, Cask Ur
Arthur Van Duren,
Attorney for Mortgagee,

Michigan.
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FORMER LOCAL

proprietors and their employees. The

WOMAN

PASSES

AWAY

Notko i« hereby given that at a meeting
?inihehCMmv0?JCou*fn,!.of
,h® City of Holland. held Friday, April 12. 1»18, the fob
towUf resolutions were adopted:
to® City of Holland
tanLi?
th® Township of Holland
taprev. U. highway .long the East bound2uh,iiU*iilfl,W of ‘hr Cit* oi Holland,
which lies betwen the North line of 24th
street on the North, and the center of 32nd
street on the South, and is located on the
Section line between Sections Thirty-two
(32) and Thirty-three (33), the East Thirtythree (88) fMt thereof lying and being in
to® Township of Holland, and the West
7hlrt£ ton* <83> fret thereof,lying and being In the City of Holland; and onnstruct
thereon a concreteroadway Sixteen (16)
feet In width, to conform with the specific,
tioos for cement concrete roads (Class P. )
a« preparedby the Michigan State Highwa^
Department, and in accordance with the
PUU. diagrams, and profile of the work, prepared by the City Engineer, and now on file

V

LbL*
wf*
afl**n 0'®l0rk. A. M. in
Liber 88 of Mortgages on page 200. and

— a
WHEREAS

the amount claimed to be due
Ex-mavor John Vandereluis received
on eaid mortgage at the date of thie notice
cause of the fact that for some time a message Saturdaymorning announcia the sum v>
of ».wu
two mousena
thousand lores
three hondred
Ann T H’ o n t ran
m ct a n
aa.
been driving through the country disand twenty-one dollars ($2321.00)principal
past in some places the force has been ing the death of his sister-in-law, M/s.
and
intereat,
and
the
further
eum
of twentySUPT E. E. FELL TO SPEAK
tricts of the county lately have had an
James Vandereluis at her home in
flT\doll“"(I2S) .. an attorney fee. pr“id.
AT STATE MEETING opportunity to observe how well the gradually cut doAm. The number to Grand Rapids. Mrs- Vandersluis died
ed for hr the itAtut*
__ ___
^Ik^to/.^te.and
in ..u
.iid'mortg^
be thrown out of employment will not early Saturday morning at the age of
to® whole amount claimed ai
fanners are • responding to the advice
and unpaid on said mortgage at this time,
be as large on May 1 as it would have 79 years. The funeral will be held
Bfcttle Greek will entertain the Parto raise all they can.
THEREFORE notice U hereby given
Monday from the home at 2 o’clock in
ent-Te*cier§' council of Michigan on
been six months ago.
that by virtue of eaid power of sale in aaid
Many
a
field
that
had
never
been
the
afternoon.
Aipril 29 and 30 when it boWa iU first
mortgage contained and fully eet forth and
Some of the places have already
The deceased was well known in
annual conventionthere. Among the plowed before and many another field
n jrr-", of ,to* eUtutea of this state
made
provisions for the new regimeolland. She is the widow of James
isrt "J*4* .‘nd P^ded. .aid mortleakers will be Mrs. Lou L Zigler, of that had been allowed to lie fallow
gage will be foreclosed by e sale of the
Will Blom will conduct the Palace Bil- Vandereluis who died about a year and
Grand Rapids and Supt E. E. Fell of
for many years is being |urned over by
K'thl'T.-h f?ikud/,fribed
* pub,ic
Holland. An auto ride to Camp Oua
2
bidd*p •» toe north front door
liard Hall. Lee DeFeyter,it is under a half ago. The pair were married
“l‘he Court House in. the city of Grand H»
the plow in preparation for the sowing
during
the
rtrly
days
of
the
civil
war
ter and inspection of the cantonment
stood, will conduct a eoft drink parlor
and on the day before Mr. Vandereluis
if MichiV.n"!0 unlyi of 0.tUw4- tnd 8l*to
of some crop when seed time comes. In
will be the feature event on April 30.
Ms*
'
toe 20th day of
and restaurant in his place of busi- went to the front to fight for the north.
“•J;
?“• tooueandnine hundred and
the immediatevicinity of Holland the
:o:
ness on East Eighth street. A soft The ceremony was performed by Dr.
that d^ -hiTk ° fi0** ln. toe afternoon, on
cultivationof the land has been quite
in the office of the City Clerk; taid improve
wb,eb “,d premieeaare deecribed
drink concern will probably also be A. C. \ an Raalts in the old log church. ment being considereda necessary public in *?'d “ortgageu follows: u®®cr‘D®<»
intensive far many years, with the ex
Both Mr. Vtndersluis and his wife improvement;and that the cost and expense
.^..““to®*®! quarter (8E*) 0f the
conducted*in the Dave Blom place. Mr.
ception of some sections between this
were among the originalsettlers in this of making the City of Holland’sshare of
of Slc'tion0 thirty*
Stone who conducteda place of busisuch
improvement
,
and
of
constructing
the
section.
Friday night the Menti and Ladies' city and Lake Michigan that have ness on West Eighth street expects to
City of-Holland’a share of roadway,as afore£1 •f^%nhr..#fofR3
said. shall be paid partly from the General be the seme more or leas.
ekasea of the Trinity Reformed church been counted worthless. For that rea- leave the city to go into some other
Also the northeast quarter (NEM) of tha
Stiyet
Fund
of
the
City
of
Holland,
Louis
Steketee
of
the
Holland
Citv
held a joint meeting in the basement son not very much more land is being line of business.
partly
Special Assessment ?2?V«M£ ,,BC_ti0D*' garter of Section two
was in Grand Rapids for a visit and
of the ehunch. During the social hour cultivatedhere than usual, but in some
The Holland City Brewery would News
upon the lands lot* and premises
(6)- Norto of Rang. Six
Thursday.
within
the
city
of
Holland,
abuttingupon teen (16) weet, containingforty-two and
ait which light refreshments were serv- other sections of Ottawa the farmers have been hit by the new dry law on
ninety-three hundredths (42 93 100) acres
that
part
of
said
highway
between
the
North
ed the orchestra played several num* are making the moat of their unused May 1 if it had not got the atari o:
of to* b® toe same more or leea.
line of Twenty-fourthstreet on the North
bern The meeting was formally open- land.
the law and gone into another line.
and the center line of Thirty-eecond
street
Nvv'tt
P#r* a'l to® north woat quarter
on the South, as follows:
aJY ^ to* oortheMt quarter (NEM)
There are thousands of acres of un- This institutionfor some months past
ed by einging “The Star Spangled
LIPS
Total estimated cost of improvement and 0norSr ,f0VW° 'V
Town flvo (6)
Banner," after which N. J. Jonker, tilled soil in the county. A good deal has been manufacturingcheese and i
roadway, including costs of surveys, plans, north of Banp sixteen (Id) west as iea
president
the Men’s . Olaei, of that cannot be put to crops under making a success of the nevr venture.
(Dr. J. W. Shanks, nose and throat assessment and coat of construction,$8,513
MU
“d
0r#nd
H*’T®n /oi
as it 0nffnih*™Ifc,iU"<i
now runt across
Mid
section
who acted as toaettmaeterof the even- the present conditions. But much of it
Some of the men employed in the lo- specialist, New Peek Bldg., 85 Monroe 77. that the city’a share of the coat of said ""toiningfifteen(16) acres of land, be the
improvement
and
roadway,
including
the
ing, gave a word of welcome. Three that can be used is being made use of cal saloons have not yet made any def Avenue, Grand Rapids, Michigan,haa
cost of surveya, plans, Msessments and con- ot
Ynd^Vito*® .to toe Township.
minute talks were given by Rev. Van this year.
inite plans for the immediate future- prepared a series of educational arti- struction. $4,858.72 and that the entire °Uw?0ll“d And Oiive. in the (fcaniTST
Peursem, P. Huyaer, D. Steketee, P.
The drain projects that are under But most of them expect to be busy in cles on adenoids, tonsils, catarrh and amount of $4,858.72therefore, be defrayed taws and Slata of Michigan,accordingto
•MS# Am aaaaaA *_
Behoon, D. Uamstra, J- W. Oonk, R. way in this county and Allegan eoun some other occupation soon since in deafnem,extracts, which will appear in by special assessmentupon the lots end
lends within the City of Holland abutting
D"d- Of -Id Ottftwl
Mulder, Mrs. dark and Mrs. Drexel. tie* will reclaim a large sectionof val- these war days there is plenty of work thie column from time to time. Dr. up or parts of lots and lands &u"t,
Dated, February21et, A. D. 1916
Prof. Reap gave a budget, the Missea uable land which will be available for to be done.
Shanks is nose and throat rorgeon at •aid parts of said highway,according
Van By and Van Lente, a piano duet; crops the following year.
•:o:
Mary’s hospital, St. John’s Orphan to the provisions of the City Charter;pro. DU,™. Koll.n
vided however, that the cost of improving
Attorney,for
*•«***
F. Van By and Mu* S. Hamvling a corAsylum, chief of the nose and throat the street intersectionswhere said part of
Bueinees Address:
net and piano duet. A quartet consult- SIX
said
highway intersect! streets of the city
clinic of the Grand Rapids Anti-TuberHolland, Michigan.
ing of Mm. Van Peursem, Mrs. Van
culosis Dispensary, and chief surgeon of Holland, shell be paid from the General
AS
Street Fund of the City; that the lands,
Kolken, H. Cook and D. Van Kolken
of the Michigan Railway Co.)— Editor- lots and premisesupon
special
pon which said spi
(Expires April 20)
IN
rendered several numbers. Mrs. HonYou have often Noticed children assessmentshall be levied, shall include all
ftix new citisens of the United States
The Star of Bethlehem held .installa with their lips apart. Such children the lands, lots and premiies. within the City
ing and Mrs. Jonker gave a Dutch diaHearing; of Claims
logue which brought down the house. were created in the Ottawa County Cir- tion of officer* Thursday evening. The are breathing through their nose. It of Holland abutting on Mid parts of said
highway; all of which lots, lands and prem
lodge
presented
Mrs.
j’.
8Kress,
the
Prof. Hocpem of the Seminary gave
means they are sufferingwith adenoids. Ises, as herein set forth, to be designated
7913
cuit court Tuesday, successfullypassing
retiring worthy matron whh a beauti- This is allowed to run along without and declared to constitute a special assesa
the main address. The meeting closed
state
OF
MICHIOAN
— The Prob>t»
by singing “America" by the audi- the verbal examinationgiven them by ful insignia of office and a basket bo proper attention. Deafness often de- ment district, to defray that part of the cost
Court for the County of Ottawa.
of Improvingand constructing said concrete
the U. S. Naturalization examiner, who quet of flowers. Mrs. Lacey, the new velops,rheumatismsoon Tatflththe body roadway on Mid highway in the manner
ence.
In the matter of the Estate of
:o:
was present. Of the six new citizens, worthy matron, gave a talk outlining — the child soon becomes anemic, men- hereinbefore set forth, said district to
Charles K. Brouwer
known
and
designated
as
the
“South
Linher plans for the coming year. The tal facultiesare dulled, the little one
five were from Holland, and one from
OF
coln Avenue’ ’ paving apecial assessmentdisfollowing officers were installed:
Ce#
^ven that four
falls behind in his studies,, and trict in the City of Holland.
monthB from the 28th of March, A. D.
Ooopersville.Five renounced allegW. M. — Mrs. G. A. Lacey.
RESOLVED, that the specificationsfor 1918, have been allowed for creditors
soon becomes a nervous wreck.
concrete roads, (Class P.) as preparW. P. — Arthur Van Dureniance to Queen Wilhelmima of -the
A little attention on* the part of cement
ed by the Michigan State Highway Depart- to present their claims againat aaid deA. M.^-Mrs. Frank Costing.
the parent would save tihia child untold ment, and the profile, diagram,plats, plans ceased to said court of examination
Mre. G. J. Hekhuis died Sunday Netherlands, and one foreswore the sovConductress— Mrs. J. H. Scouten.
suffering. Ttake him to a good q*eml- and estimate of coat of the proposed im and adjustment, and that all creditor!
morning at her homo in Alto, Wiscon- ereignty of King George of England.
provement and constructionof the West
Marshal— Miss Laura, Marsh.
sin, at the age of 52 years. She is surThe following are the new citizens, A. C- — Mrs. G. A. Van Landegend. iat Removal of the adenoid would Thirty-three (33) feet of the highway along aant\,lLdeC|a?6d
*** r!e(luired to prework
a
wonderful
transformation.
He
vived by her husband, one son Lamthe East boundary of limits of the City of eent their claima to said court, at th*
who took the o&tb of allegianceto the
Chaplain—Mrs. C. Markham.
would regain his vigor, his mental con- Holland, which IIm between the North line probate office,in the city of Grand Habertna, Missionaryin India, a daughOrganist— Mre. Burt.
dition would improve, rheumatism and of Twenty-fourthstreet on the North, and ven in said county, on or before the
ter Catherine at home, mother, Mrs. United States:
the center of Thlrty.Sceondstreet on the
Secretary— Mrs. Madge Kramer.
deafness
would disappear,and the child South, and is located along the section line 28th day of July A. D. 1918, and that
Charles Van Hemert, Holland, former
Jaa- Weatvoer, sister Jeanette and two
Treasurer— Mre. Edna Bertsch.
would soon be the equal of any of his between Sections Thirty-two(32) and Thir- »aid claims will be heard by said court
brothers, A. J., and Wm. J. of this city. allegiance,The Netherlands.
Ada, Miss Vera Ristoty-three (33). in the City of Holland, be deassociates.
on Monday, the 20th day of July A. D.
The funeral will bo held Thursday at
posited in the office of the City Clork for
William G. Dudley, Copersville,forRuth, Mrs. White.
It is only fair that you give your public examination, and that the city clerk 1916, at ten o'clock in -the forenoon.
2 P. M. at the First Ref. church, HolEsther, Mins Ina Meengs.
child this dhance. If there is no spe- be instructed to give notice thereof, of the
Dated March 28, A. D. 1918.
land. Rov. and Mra. Hekhuis are well mer allegiance,England.
Martha, Mra. Claudie Thompson.
cialistin your city, write to me for proposedImprovementand of the diatrietto
Martin De Groede, Holland, former
known in this community,the former
JAMES J. DANBOF,
be asseued therefore, by publiahing notice
Electa, Mrs. Willis Mattiaon.
information.If you care to make a of the same for two weeks, and that Wedneshaving served the Reformed church at allegiance, The Netherlands
Judge of Probate.
Warder, Mrs- Meengs.
personal call, I *11 be glad to make day, the third dag of May, A. D. 1918, at
Overisol for a period of 12 years. Rev.
John DeGroede, Holland, former alSentinel,Mr. C. Markham.
7:80
o’clock,
P.
M.
be
and
la
hereb
----_..jy
dean examination and advise you free of
( Expires AcrU 27)
H- J. Veldinan and Dr. A. Vennema
terminedaa the time when the eduncll will
legiance,The Netherlands.
Mrs. Edna Bertach acted aa installing charge.— EducationalPublicity.
NOTOCE—HEARING OF CLAIMS
will officiateat the funeral.
meet at the council rooms to consider any
:o:
Leendert Van Zomeron, Holland, officer,assistedby acting marshal, Mias
suggestions or objections that may be made
[7884]
Anna Dehn. Before the installation of
(Expires Ms/ 4)
to said assessment district, improvement,
diaSTATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probats
former allegiance,The Netherlands.
gram,
profile
and
estimate
of
eoat.
(5889)
officers initiatoryservices were held,
Court for the Oouaty of Ottawa.
RICHARD OVERWEO.
Maynard Hop, Holland, farmer alleg- the work being put on by the retiring STATE OP MICHIOAN— The Probste Court
IS
for the County of OtUws.
In the matter of the Estate of
City Clerk.
iance, The Netherlands.
officers.
At s session of tsid court, held st the pro- Dated Holland, Michigan. April 16, 1918.
TEipnB PRINfl, Deceased
It-April 18 25. May 2-1918)
Talks were given by Mre. Kress bste office of the city of Oread Hsven In
During the last few months, many
Following U this weA’a ahipmen of
Notice is hereby given that four
sid county, on the 15th dsy of April A. D.
(7930)
have sought their first papers, wishing thanking the members for their pres 1918.
Bed Gross Goods from this county:
months from the 5th day of April A. D.
NOTICE— HEARING OF CLAIMS 1918, have been allowed for Creditorsto
Present, Hon. Jsmes J. Dsnhof, Judre of
Zeeland, 10 suits pajamas, 3 prs. of to take immediatesteps toward becom- ents and also by several other members
Probste.
.STATE OF MICHIGAN — The ^Probate present their chime against said dewriatlete,13 pr. booties, 2 pr. boys' ing citizens of the United States. of the order. Mias Laura Marsh sang
Present,- HonJHollsnd. . )))en8888o!hu
a
solo.
Rev.
J.
F.
Boworman
invited
Court far the County of Ottawa. ceased to said court of examination and
Among
thik
number
have
been
many
•uita, 4 quilts, 12 babys’ shirts, 1 lady’s
In the mstter of the estste of
In tho matter of the Estate of
Tlsmmsn 81*4 h, Docossod, Alisa Tlsman
dress, 1 lady's suit, 1 union suit, 1 Germans. The law permits Germans the lodge to his church on the first Sunadjustment, and that all creditors of
Slash
JOHANNES VERHUL8T, Dacsued eaid deceased are required to present
shirt, 2 pr. lady's shoe, 8 lady’s coats, to make their declarationsof citizen- day evening in May. A largo audience
The Mirhifsn Trust Company havlnf filed
Notice ia hereby given • that four their claims to said court, at the proship, but forbids the issuance of the was present; refreshments were served in Mid court their petition prayingthat the
1 lady ’s shirt, 2 shawls
cHizenphip or second papers until the and an enjoyable evening was spent.
Administrator
c. t. a, of said estate be au- months from the 10th of April A. D
Grand Haven, 36 pairs of socks
bate office, in the City of Grand Haven,
_______ real
__
1918, have been allowed for creditorsto on or before the 5th day of August A.
The next regular meeting will b< thorised and directed to convey certain
Holland, 16 pr. socks, 35 T bandages, termination of the war with Germany.
estate in pursuance .of a certain
certain contra
eon
present their claims against said de- D. 1018, and that said claims will be
85 abdominal bandages, 95 triangular The difficultiesinto which many have held the first Thursday evening in May made by said deceasedin his
lifetime.
his lifetime. ceased to «aid court for examination and
fallen
for
failing
to
complete
their
It
ia
ordered,
That
the
heard by said court on
bandages, 25 many tailed bandages, 37
R. A- Lagc is spending a week
20th day of May A. D. 1918
adjustment, and that all creditor of Monday, the 5th day of August A. Jk
operation masks, 13 bed shirts, 4 paja- naturalizationhave moved a number of
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at said pro- said deceased are required to present
1018
mas, 40 bed socks, 10 handkerchiefs, 1 the later arrivals from Germany, and Chicago and New York on business.
bate office, be and is hereby appointedfor
their claims to said court, at the pro- at ten o’clock in the forenoon
other
countries
also
to
take
immediate
hearing said petition;
sweater, 2 pr. wristlets, 3 rugs, 4 baby
Prof. E. D. Dimnent Was in Grand
It ia further ordered, That public notice bate office, in the City of Grand Haven, Dated, April 5th, A. D. 1918. ’
nightgowns, 20 petticoats, 2 child’s steps in this important matter.
be firen by publication of a copy of this in eaid County, on or before the 10th
Rapids on business Saturday.
The
March
terra
of
the
circuit
court,
JAMES J. DANHOF,
aprons, 10 child’s underwaist, 8 baby’s
order, for three successiveweeks previous to
•aid day of hearing, in the Holland City day of August A. D. 1918, and that said
shirts, 4 pr. booties, 6 hoods, 2 child’s which was adjourned from the regular
Judge of Profbate.
LOOK—
READ
!
News, a newspaperprinted and circulatediu claims will be heard by said court on
•:o:combinationsuits, 2 baby’s jackets, 1 opening day last month began with the
I hsve a few more lot* left in the Park said county.
Monday tbs 12th day of April AJ>. 1018 FOR SALE — Maxwell roadster in good
baby’s stockings, 8 pr. rompers, 3 pr trial of the criminal calendar. It is not around* for cotUre site* *t 8*uff»turk.beJAMES J. DANHOP,
at ten o ’clock in the forenoon.
expectedthat the term will continne tween the river and Uke Michigan. Cheap
condition; Electric starter, new storJudge of Probata.
for a quick eaah deal. Addreaa,
Dated April 10th A.
1918.
A True Copy—
age battery.Price reasonable if tak8. dTUPHAM,
Cora Vanda Water,
JAMBS J.’DANHOF,
en at once. Address “Auto” car« of
2848 W. Laka St, Chicago.
RegieUr of Probata.
Jorge of Probats.
Holland City N*w>.

the entire state. Pareons who have

exact number is hard to determine be-

.ty
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BIBLE CLASSES HOLD
JOINT MEETING
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HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK,

Um£d°bt

*2 t0rrth- •nd£ h,reU,for' de.
Common Council, said dis
ri k.10 .bi? ».nown P<1 designated as •’West
Eighteenth, Nineteenth. Twentiethand Twen

d’

Resolved
----- further that the City Clerk be
instructedto give notice of the proposed con- Businen Address:
duction of ..id SanitarySeSrere
Holland City Bute Bank Bldg
the special assessment to be made, to defray Holland.
*"
tb*t p*r* ^ ‘h,> «M*nse of constructing such
to diagram, plan and erti
“*** ?n ®,eJn th® o*™ of the City Clerk
(Expires Mag 18, 1918),
and of the districtto be assessed therefore
MOBTOAOE
by pubilcatisn in the HsUand City New. fo^
WHEREAS
default hM been made in ths
7 SO o
o*hJLv
3' ,91S7.80
clock Dd
p. “"S'*'/'.
m.. be and isM#r
hereby
detenn
payment of the moneya secured by a mor*
Inr.d
'}}*
tbe Common Council
dav of March, in the
and the Board of Public Work, will meet at gage deled the
In the afternoon addresses were de- the Council room to consider any suggestions year one thoueandnine hundred and .eight,
ploymentin Holland a week from next
executed
by
Berend
Poppetna and wanna
livered by PresidentWaldo
the
to* may be made to the con
Tuesday when the local saloons, to Western State Normal School of Kala- structioo of said sewers to said aaseMment Poppema, hi. wife, of the city of Holland.
County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
gether with all the saloons in the state mazoo, Prof. John . Hoekje, of the ex- estimates*0^ ^ **i<1 di*f^,un•pl,U1’ M<1
the first part; to Egbert Orotera
of the Township of Holland, County of Ottension departmentof the same school
of Michigan will go out of business.
RICHARD OVERWEO.
tawa end State of Michigan, aa party of the
and by Rev. P. p. Cheff.
Holland has eight saloons, and in
eecond |»art, which aaid mortgage
re(3 insertionsApril 18 25 May
19 |K)'
corded
in the office of the Register of Deeda
Propoaad Improvement of Lincoln Avsnut
each one of them on an average some
Michigan, on the 4th day
Prom TwentyTourth to Thlrty.Sscond °!
OI April, A. D. one thousand nine hundred
five people are employed, including the
tTMtS.

SOME FORTY

meeting results from Lower

More than thirty road maintenance

men and township highway commissioncampaign through the factory district ers met at the court house in Grand
Haven Thursday afternoon for a school
of Holland and judging from the flat
of Instruction and conference. The
tering reports brought in by the orators
the local spokesmen for the TMr< meeting was arranged by the Ottawa
County Road commission as a part of
Liberty Loan were well and enthusiasthe county road organization,which is
tically received.
Not alone that but sufoaeriptlons at considered among the best in the state.
The meeting was addressed by A. J.
Liberty Loan headquarters show a very
Nielson of the state highway departhandsome increane os coming from the

Camp Wadsworth,Spartenburg, have

“In my departmentin

ROAD WORKERS
HOLD SCHOOL
FLYING TRIP
OF INSTRUCTION
-

A BUSY TIME

week was not conducive

for our thermometer to
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MEN MAKE
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War Must Be Fought

This

On European
If the peoples of the earth are not to

\
II

Soil
become

toiling

millions for the Prussian Junkers and the Prussian Krupps,

they are not to be terror-ridden slaves at the mercy of a

if

German
within

Kaiser’s will, Prussianism must be driven

its

own

is at

stake. Our own cherished

free-

institutions,

our free government, all that our fathers fought for,
all

that free peoples prize, is threatened by an

that

would impose

his

’

borders and kept there.

Not only English freedom, French
dom

back

enemy

We

are fighting for the safety and

our children, our homes,
country. No price is too great to pay for

liberty of
our

Victory.

own hateful Kultur on every

free institution in every liberty-loving land.

Americans, you are called upon to
back our armies in France, to furnish them the

why the war must be fought
European soil. We are fighting in Europe now

That
on

is

we may not have to fight in America, on the

that

very thresholds

of our

own homes,

later.

guns and shells and ships and airplanes, the enor-

mous

quantities of every sort of supplies that they

must have

to defeat the Prussian

armies and drive

them back across the Rhine.

The War Is Being Fought in Europe—
But It Must Be Won Right Here at Home

- • •
Will You Strike a Blow for American Freedom? Your Support of the Third Liberty
Loan Is Your Answer. Invest today in Liberty Bonds— ALL the Bonds You Can
>

.

•

*

THIS SPACE PAID FOR AND CONTRIBUTED BY

Holland Aniline Company

ttoUand City New*

paob poubtkbh

FORTY MEN TO LEAVE
FOR FRONT SOON

___

Referred to the Oommitteaon Streeta and

it* power* could be concentrated for
th* ,in*Ie P^P0* of winning, and thia
ha* boon done.

But America’s greatest part is yet to
be plaved, declared the .speaker.It
received notice a* to the exact date wiU c’mc when th« war ^ ovt;r. At
l^je loctfl draft board has not yet

O. Haaselman, do

The Clerk presented a communicationfrom
John Weeraing stating that he had been hifbrmed that the city had decided to take
out compcnaationinsurance for Its employ
eea, and requested that he be given a share
of such insurance.
Referredto the committeeon Waye and
Means of the new council.
Reports of StandingCommittees
The Committee on Claims and Accounts

W. Van Aaselt,do
D. Knoll, do

when the next contingent of men will the peace table America will stand for
be entrained here to go to Camp Cus- justice and its influencewill mould the
ter. The forty men chosen for this future policy of the world ior centuries to come. And in the end America reported having examined the following
draft will leave on one of the five day*
claims and recommended payment thereof:
will 'be the power that will force the R Overwec,
| 70.84
beginning April and the exact date
cireation of a World Court which will Joaie VanZanten,asst,
22.00
will be made public soon so that the usher in the day of universal peace.
C. H. McBride, city attorney 27.08
O. Apl'bdorn,
30.17
local war board can moke preparations ,It was a thrillingly eloquent address C. Nihhelink,
S2.50
and by reading from the published M. Prskken.
12.60
for a send off.
43.75
words of the Kaiser, the Crown Prince Jerry Boerema,
Monday morning the order came for and other German leaders, Mr. Diokrma J. Van on Berg, poor director 21.00
37.50
for another entrainment about a week showed how Germany deliberatelyset Jennie Kantera,
Oarl T. Bowen, city engineer 60.83
after the one in the latter part of out to obtain world dominion and to Jacob Zuidema. aast engineer 38.00
25.35
April. Michigan’s quota for this subdue all countries that might stand K. Buurma,
Boone Broe.,
8.45
in her way.
draft will 'be 2,593 and altho detailed
0. Van Haaften.
70.85
P. Zweraer.
14.30
information has not yet been received
S. Nll>iel)lkn48P.
.AaOwJ
YOU
,H Nibhflink,
1A.90
by the local board, it is estimated that
ACROSS, DON'T
Fred Ixthuis.
66.95
the number from the second district of
|0. J. Ten Brink,
32.40
FOR THE
Wm. Ten Brink,
32.40
Ottawa county will be about twenty.
B. Hoekstra.
33.00
Harrv He Neff,
29 75
This caSl is for 49,S43 from the whole
(By Third Liberty Loan Com.)
W. J. Crabb.
28.20
country and the mobilixationis to take
The man who goes to his 'banker or 0. Van Wleren.
24.80
16.20
place between May 1 and 10.
to the Liberty Loan Headquartersand 8. H. Danhof,
B Coater.
82.40
Thi* c-all incfeasM to more than 300,* volunteers his subscription this week Wm Roelofe.
32.40
82.48
000 the number of select men ordered will do himself and our city proud. We J. Yonder Pioeg,
A. Alderink, do
32.40
to camp aince late in March. This is
Waaaink. do
17.40
are going to try to go over the top
far in excera of the monthly average
A. Vander Hel,
10.80
this
week
and
with
your
help
we
can
Peoples'
Oarage,
.90
that would have been mobilized under
BePreo Hdw. Co.,
5.34
the original plan to call 800,000 men do it.
HtudebskerCorp. of America,
16,00
this year over a nine months’ period.
12.66
We hear here and there the expres- RtandardOil Co.,
1. Vos.
.50
Future calls at the a&me rate would
sion — “Do you know that so and so Cits. Tele. Co.,
17.25
complete the program before midsumBurroughs
Adding
Machine
Co.,
contract
8.92
has only bought the small amount of
mer.
H. R. Brink,
1.20
Under President Wilson’s determina- this or that, in bonds t” Don't con- MolenaarA Defloed, poor orders 14.23

—

clerk
clerk

treasurer
asseasor
services

janitor

(I

librarian

do
do
do
do
•
do
do
do
do
do
do

teamwork

H.

MUsfcOME

WAIT

.

labor

OTHER MAN

do
do
,
do
do

p
*'
do
do
do
rent

H.

supplies
do

gasoline

do
*
do

auppleis

tion to hasten the dispatch of Ameri-

can troops to France to reinforce the
British and French armies bearing the
brnnt of the great Gorman drives in
Flanders and Picardy, the whole program of the army is speeding up. Only
a week ago General Crowder ordered
the mobilixation of 150,000 select men
for April 26 and their movement to the
national army cantonmentsduring the
five days following

REGISTER BY
ALL MEANS
In the “Registration Drive,” which
is the next thing on the patriotic pro-

gram, members of the Women’s Com-

2.80
2.80
8.15
9.45
9.45
9.45
36.80
10.00
1.60
10.00

Wassmk, do
Wm. Wthuis, do

ii.

O. Oaauwe, oo

ver titar Coal Co., coal

Some

Pieces of

.72

form.

supplies
auverlising

gasoline
m+mj va

(d) Subjected to a temperatureof 212 degrees F. dry heat for 24
hours, showing a decrease in weight of less than 1%.
(e)

outs

supplies

repairs
paste

REMEMBER: No

Punctures, No Blowouts, No Extra
Inner Tubes, No Pumps,
No Jacks, No Repair Kits, No delay, inconven-

t _
_

_

ience, worry,

-«

Peter Boot,
P'rst State Rank,
Holland Pual Co.,
B. of P. W.,
P're. Bepartment, No. 2. rent

him what

lamos

rone

printing

P.

expense. Play Safe!

WILLIAM ARENDS

Central

collect

ef 911 40 officersfees, and presenteu 1 n
*»rer
m-e.pl lor same.
Acceptedand tne Treasurer orde
charged wAh the amount.
me treasurer reported the following

supplies

V'ea'

reportedthe

.J

No Extra Rims, No

Tires,

parts

.

1

Frozen in a solid bloch of ice for 24 hour*y after thawing out

and drying found quite unaffected.

Lite, supply to., cut
6.9i
a. ivraker a to,
2.4:
i. Lvt.,.«n s 80ns, pipe
otar Auto to,
27.7,
Ucn. Fireproofing to,
14.1
• w#,
ryaif
yaru»
ivstiouaiiMeier
to, 1repairs
9.3
amgineenng« Contracting,Huuscription 8.1
C
1 V lit Itia.iAmla K
__
...
tiiy of Uonanu, shoveling snow
0. a. Logger, wiping rags
it. H. t'U^uipign,expense
AiscHaru toal to, ooai
western tinon, telegrams
1. Vos, gasoline
H. it. onus, supplies
<

were:

ly dried, showing no loss of weight.

repairs

j

\

ESSENKAY

(b) Afterwardsloaded te 14,000 lbs., remainedthus for one hoar,
showing a compression of 18% and a re-establishnwntto its normal dimensions to within 2% of its original state.
(c) Immersed in boilingwater for 24 hour*, removed and thorough-

cons
rental

Am.

Tests

(a) Placed in a brass tube 3% inch inside diameter and loaded
with a weight of 8,000 lbs. It compressed 13% and regained its original
,,

171.61
470.62
4.91
Huhop <x Katfenuau, repairs
0.30
Klomparens* Landman, pig. truck
35.00
C. J. Litoouer fiteu. to., guy clamps 35.70
v> eslinghouse Klee. Co.,
4.7/
Cits. ’lei. to,,
12.00
Uoott-Lugers Lt»r. to., lumber and brick 5.96
9. Kies ooua,
2.60
dentiuel Pun. to.,
2.6a
Hayden Auto Co.,
10.65
Vos,
.04
1.

ESSENKAY

Tlt€ following of E88KNKAY showing its ramarksbleresistance to heat, cold and pressure, were mlde by Prof. G. F. Gebhxrdtof
Armour Instituteof Technology, Chicago, 111.

134.24
13.10
8.00
226.71

ihompsau Meter to., meter parts
hiaasen Pig. to., circulars
Knder Coal Co., coai
P. Hoot, suppi.es
Postons Inc. Lamp Oo., lamps
Kentucky Fuel to-, coat
Am. Exp. Co-, express

Agent.

S. Read my Essenkay talks

CONKLIN, MICH.

every week.

(

lections

:

#200 from the Board of Police and Fire
Cuiuutissiouers,
lor tbe sate of the hre team.
9120.56 for cleaning snow from tne siuewauls.
9i5 from Chief Van Ry for Auto licenses,
aevtyieuauu tne Treasurer oruereu
91440.25 tiuigiu with me amounts.
lue Clerk presented the annual report of
Allowed and warrantsordered issued.
The Committee on Poor reported *>re«ent- the norary board for the past ni«a. year
Accepted
and filed.
ing the report of the Director of the Poor
iue cierk reported that a meeting of the
for the two w**eka ending April 17, 1918, in
the sum of 973.00.
Hosru of Ponte and Fire Lommissiouer*.
unu April ii, 1916, the chief of police pr«.
Accentedand Aled.
The Committeeon Poor submitted the an- •ruteu u.s annual report for the year enuing
whitu
nual report of the Director of the poor, cov- the lh.ru Monday in April A.
ering the affairsof the Deportment for the was accepted by the board and ordered suoyear ending in April A. D. 1918. Total ex- itted to the Common Council.
Acceptedand lied.
pendituresfor the year, including Health
me v.erk further reported that at a meetOfficerand Poor Director's salaries,93189..
ing of tne board of Police and lire Com
77.
mu* loners, held April 15, I9i6, the fouow
Accepted and Aled.
The committeeon sidewalks reported that .ug lesoiutiou was adopted:
the sidewalk* abutting the premisea dearrib.
Resolved, that it be the sense of the board
OF
ed as Nos. 375 and 447 Central avenue, were of i'o.tce auu Fire Commissioners, and that
in need of repafrs, and recommended that it reeommenus to the Common Cbuncii, toai
“There if io othtr inthe City Engineer be instructed to noti- the several memoers of the Fire Uoparimeni
fy the owners of said premisos to make and Ponce Lepariment should come under
stitution
tucking this
such repair*.
the Workmans CompensationInsuranceAct,
Adopted.
and that the C.erx be instructed to report
Science
joit ii gnod
Aid. Dykatrareported, recommending that the same to the common Council at Us next
regular meeting.
the matter of moving the bridge at the inTheFonntiin
of
Auupteu.
tersection of Michiganavenue and 20th 8t.
The
Censor
board’
proffered
their
resigns
Chiropractic.
to the center of 20th street at said location,
or to replace same with a culvert, bo refer- tion to the council, in order tnal the new
red to the committeeon Bridges and Cul- council, it it so desires,may caoose a new
people imagine they
taken Chiropratic because
censor board.
verts.
On motion of Aid. Prins,
Adopted.
“cracked” their back, “rubbed” them, used electric vibraThe communicationwas filed and the memAid. Congletonhero appeared and took his
one
bers 01 tne Censor board requested to con- tors, light, heat, put them on a stretcher,or
seat.
•uiue to serve as members of such board, all
Massages from tha Mayor
things
that
practitioners
do,
are
graduates
of
inroting aye.
Mayor Vsnderaluis presented his ex-inaug
lue censor Board through Rev. Father ferior schools, or have failed to acquire the
ursl message: (see message in HollandCity
New* and Holland Sentinel under date of Wyckhoff as its representative,proposed the
satisfactory results
unadulteratedChinames of Rev. P. P. Cheff and Mrs. J. 8.
April 18. 1918.)
Uykstra
aa
members
of
such
board,
ropractic.
On motion of Aid. Drinkwaler.
un motion of Aid. Lawrence,
The message was acceptedand ordered
The said Rev. Cheff and Mrs. J. S. Dykplaced on Ale.
A Chiropractic adjustmentis
atra were appointed members of such board.
On motion of Aid. Lawrence,
The Cierlt presented oaths of office of sevThe message was ordered published in the
Holland City New. and the Holland Sentinel. eral elected city officials.
Filed.
At this stage of the proceedings the Mayme Clerk presented the Annual report of
or and Aldermen elected at the Primary elecCon. held March 12. 1918 and the Charter the board of Public Works, for the past
election held April 1. 1918, qualiAed for tm-sl year.
and does not resemble,nor has it any relationsto, Osteopathy, Christian Scienct
Accepted and Aled.
the:r respective offices.
Naturopathy, Me«h*notherapy, or any * treating" methods.
Motions and Rs solutions
Mayor Bosch presented his Inaugural mos
Chiropractorsdo not "treat’’. There never was and never will be a "ChiOn motion of Aid. Lawrence,
*see: see message in Holland City News
Resolvedthat the City Treasurershall be ractic treatment ’. Ask fqran
If your watch needed a main spring
Holland Sentinel under date of April 18.
required to furnish a surety bond in the sum adjusted would you ask the jeweler to •‘treat’’ it, No, you would ark him to adjubt
1918.)
of 916,000 the cost thereof to be paid by
Oi mot'on of Aid. Lawrence.
it. The Spine is the main spring of the body and likewise needs to be adjusted.
The message wa* acceptedand ordered the City of Holland, and
If you have not had "Chiropractic
the Palmer Way” you have much to
Resolved further, that each con-table be
•-'v-ed on Aie snd ordered published in the
ffol’andCitv Xer « *.„! the HollandSentinel required to furnish a personal bond in the learn about the Science. There is a reason, why people demand Palmer Method
Communicationsfrom Board and City Offlcors -urn of 9500 with two sufficient sureties.
Chiropracticwhen others have "done all they could for them."
Carried.
The following bills approvedby the Board
On
motion
of
Aid.
Lawrence,
nf ’’arks »nd Cemetery Trustees. Aoril 15.
Resolved,that the .Mayor and the City
I91«. were orderedcertiAed to the Common
Clerk be and hereby are authorized and <li.
roeoc'i for pavment:
A. Koovers, Rapt, and horse hire 94f».2n reeled to execute all eontrarta necessaryto
J. Van Rragt.
33,00 be executedon behalf of the city of Hol-

ladder

bond

man or woman who only
takes to keep— Yea even of this
world’s goods such an one will accumulate less than he would if he had
“cast his bread upon the waters,”and
certainly the state of his conscience
and health would have been beter.
Liberty bonds are the life insurance

of Liberty bonds should pay as rapidly
as possible and save to serve in future

U.

Chiropractic
THE PALMER SCHOOL
CHIROPRACTIC

u

Held

Many
someone

have

a thousand and
seme
Palmer Methods and
with pure

some

who

cannot get

MADE WITH THE HANDS ALONE

(

loans, but he can also rest easy that if

necessitydemands that he can within a

few

dollars, at the

very most, get

ail

the money he has invested in Liberty
bonds.

The duty we owe our country in its
need is so plain — we cannot

present

hesitate or wait to be drafted to do our

grudging bit. Let our American Spir-

BREAK
DIEKEMA

WAY

THE PALMER

ADJUSTMENT.

J.

Rakker.

.T

do
do

labor
do
labor

books
books
book*
supplies
HenriettaPla«man. services
service*

DE

J.

30.0ft

land.

Wm. Prins,
26.00
Carried.
it wake and we will volunteer our all C Oaauwe.
20.00
On motion of Aid. Brink,
H. De Vries,
5.00
Reaolved,
that every claim and accountin
— for the all we hold dear to ourselves
order to -be considered by the Council, must
9163.60 lie in the hands of the rummittee at least 24
and those who come after us. Let our
Allowed and warrant* ordered issued.
hours before the Council is in session.
only fear be that we will not do enough
The following bills approved by the Mb.
Carried.
THEY WILL NOT
rary
Board.
Aoril
15.
1918,
Were
ordered
rer
On motion of Aid. Brink.
now to later on satisfyour conscience
•
l.-l
to
the
Common
Council
for
payment:
SAYS
Resolved, that the rules of the proceeding
that we each did our full part when the H R. HunttingCo.,
$ 4 03 Council be and hereby are adopted as the
('has. Rcribner's Ron*,
1 50
rules
of this council.
The line now 'being defended against opportunity was ours.
Ver.lmanv Sevensma Co.,
4 00
Carried.
9.52
On motion of Aid. Wier-ema,
Don't wait for some one to come aft- Oaylord Bros.,
the Hun hordes by the heroic British

THRU

"ENDS TIRE TROUBLES"

John tan /anten,lodging
Can Bvweu, sewer piaus
J. Zuidema,manhol lurma
iii.Ou
1L Hehett, no
8.05
liel’ree Huw. Co., supplies
7.94
Uuckeye Coal Co., coai
1166.81
atanuardra.m io., seal compound
60.31
P. M. U y Co., tre.ghl
15^6.14
Hi!

KAY

ESSEN

27.70

P. Williams, do
8. Danhof,do
A. Vander Hel, do

do

Henry Oiert,

the other fellow,but instead of

mittee hear constantly the objection,
of all that we hold dear fur our selves
“If I am doing all I can now, if I
and future generations and any Aie
canH give anything but money, is it
whft has $800 in property or a yearly
necemary for me to register f” It is,
income of this amount should have at
moat emphatically, for three reasons,
least $100 in Liberty Bonds at the end
ays the local committee.
of the present drive. If he has both
First, if you are doing all you can, in
the property and the income $200 in
bringing up your family, in industrial,
Liberty bonds wHl mean his insurance
cborch, charity, Red Cross and Relief
to keep his property and his American
work, then by all means register, that
Freedom.
your government may know what you
Money invested in Liberty bonds is
are doing. One of the greatest and
not donated— it is merely loaned and «
moat permanent objects of registration
$100 Liberty Bond with $10 paid at
ia that the country may have a tabuthe bank is just as safe for the banker
lated record of its woman power.
and the borrower for the $90 balance
And aocondly, are you doing all you
as if you had placed $100 on deposit in
cant Many women today are doing
the Savings departmentand borrowed
much more than last year they ever
$90. The interest on the $90 borrowed
thot they could, and if the war lasts
at 6% costs you $5.40 a year snd the
and the need is greater,many will do
$4.25 interest return that the $100 Libmore and more and more. Besides,
the thing you are doing, that is now erty bonds brings, makes a net cost of
taking all your time, may be the very $1.15 a year. Of course, every buyer
thing that has given you experience
that wiR be most useful to your government, as well as open up greater
opportunitiesof work for yourself.
And in the third place, you should
-register if for no other reason than to
show your unquestioned and devoted
loyalty. When the Great Teacher said
to his little band of followers in Galilee, “Who is not with me is against
me,” he bid down a principlethat has
been the test of loyalty thru the ages.
Women of Holland, register to show
that you are, heart and soul and body,
with the President with the Hag with
the soldier boys with America, with
humauity.

80.85
26.58

H. Schepel, do

30.00
24.00
89.00
this explain to
Liberty
4.00
Bonds are and the chances are he will
.60
election6.00
buy his full portion,if you show him
Verecke-Sicrsma,
1.11
by word and deed your interest in the S-ntinel Pub. Co., election noticee 15.25
Holland City News,
211.00
matter. Do not ease your conscience
.75
Bishop
k
Raffenaud,
labor
and
keys
3.90
by doing lees than your full share, beH. VanderWarf, step
2.32
cause a few here and there fail to dc VandenRerg Poster Oo., pouting notices 6.00
Chas.
McBride,
surety
40.00
theirs. Nothing worth while was ever

demn

left by any

WOMEN SHOULD

A. Mouw, do

Crosswalks.

36.00

PETERS

JONGE

BLDG.
diily.

Boors 1:30

Licensed

Chiropractor

N

to 5 pji.

gth Street and Central Ave7 to 8 pjn. Toe. Thor,

ud

Sit,

Ottawa County’s only graduate of the Palmer School of Chiropractic (Chiropractic Fountain Head) Davenport, Iowa, where
over 700 students are in attendanceand over 15C0 patients are adusted daily

Resolved, tha! the Committeeon Ways and

28 00 .V(eansbe and hereby are authorised to reand French will hold, prophesied Hon. er your subscription,after reading this, Dora Schermer,
ceive bids for city printing, bids to be in
G. J. Diekcma in a ringaddress before or if you have subscribed less than your
983.05 not later than Wednesday, May 15, 1918.
Allowed and warrants ordered issued.
Carried.
the Century Club Monday evening. Hut portion come and make up the balance.
The following bills annrovedby the Board
On motion of Aid. Wieraema,
4t will hold at the price of tremendous Be a volunteer. Be a 100% American. of Police and Fire Commissioners,at
Resolved that the council room be and
meeting held April 15, 1918 were ordered hereby ia designated as the plane for holdeffort, so that although the Germans
certiAed to the Common Counril for pay- ing the sessions of the Board of Review and

Etiquette.
ment:
Equalisation.
There Is an ancient saying that MOn* 8 Weetiwaon,patrolman. 9 42.00
Carried.
lines of the Allies, the British and the honld never apeak of a rope to a man f' Rt-kotee,
43.32
The Clerk presentedbond of Gerrit Van
». Wswfier.
42.00 Haaften at constable of the Third ward, with
French will likewise be so exhausted whose father was hanged,” and there D. O'Connor,
42 00
J. Rutgers and R. N. DeMerril as sure44.31 ties.
that they will be unable to break thru Is a great deal Implied In those few P. Bontekoe,
v
Van
Ry
chief
of
60.00
Bond
sureties approved.
words. In effect. Is meant that subjects
the German lines.
8 Boa police
12.00
Adjourned.
of conversation should be carefullyIn- J. Knoll, janitor and
42 50
R. OVERWEG,
“And that is where America comes
37.50
troduced where persons present are Joe Ten Brink,
City Clerk
in,” the speaker continued exultantly.
Ram P'aggenhoef
35.57
not known to a certainextent ; that Is, Mirh. Rtatc Tel. Co,, rent and toll 2.90
“We will be fre!di for the task with that nothing untoward has happened, 0 Van Landegend,
9.18
.55
the powers of the greatest nations on publicly, at least, that would make Western Union,
H. Klomparens,
2.10
earth behind us. When we concentrate any unusual subject apply too openly H. Kraker A Co.,
3.70
will

•

dodo
do

«

be unable to break through the

J.

police
driver
driver

clerk

do

all our strength,when we send the first

to

anyone

especially.

million men, then the second million,
then the third and fourth millions,

we

will be in position to give the final

(}.

T.

supplies
message*
labor
supplies
advances
Van Landegend.

do

Appledorn,

About one-fourth of the world’s sup
ply of almonds are grown In Spains

rent
supplies

Tel. Co.,
8J.50
J. Nies* Rons,
.30
B. Rteketee.
.65
Holland Battery Shop, charging batteries2.30
Van Eyi-V Weurding,
44.24
Albert Curtis, veterinary service* 3.00
Ham Althuis,
87.50
Citr.

Almond Supply.

10.37

supplies

feed

Don’t

blow that will make the world safe.”
Christian Science Monitor.
Mr. Diokoma declared that although
$553.26
mistakes have been made America has
Allowed and warrants ordered issued.
COMMON COUNCIL
already done wonderfulthings. His
The
following
bills
approved
by
the
Board
(Official)
of -Public Works, at a meeting held April
Holland. Mich., April 17, 1918
subject was “America’s Influence in
The Gammon Council met in rofular act- 5, 1918, were orderedcertifiedto the Com
ths War.” He declared that America won and waa called to order by the Mayor. mon Counril for payment:
$ 125.00
i'reaent: Mayor Vanderaluia,Aid*. Ver- R B. Champions,
bas a definite mission in the great
Struggle.The war has already fused
the American nation Into a people with
one purpose and one ideal; it has created unity at home so that all the force
of the country can be directed toward
an end for which rich and poor cen

werk alike.
America has brought

its force to bear

to secure international justice. Before America entered, secret contracts
were made by the Allies looking toward divisions of territoryat the end
of the war. America enunciatedthe
principle that the war should have international justice a* its sole aim and
purpose and the Allies have adopted
our program.

Before America entered the Allies
were representedby several different
and distinctarmies. America declared
that these armies must be fused into
•as with one supreme leader so that all

achure. Prina, Drinkwaler,Brievo, Kammerasd, Brink, Lawrence,Dobben. Dykatra,
Wieraema and VanderLiatand the Clerk.
The minutea of the laat three meetinp
were read and approved.
Patitlona and Accoanta
The Clerk presentedthe following rotnmunicationfrom Auatin Harrington, Chairman of the ('onnty Road Oommiaaion:
We are making preparation! to bnild a 10
foot concreteroad, beginningat the eaat
limit* of Holland, on ea*t Kightb atreet, and
and going east on the Central MichiganPike
to join the concrete that waa built laat season. Prom the present brick pavement to
the Yander Haar corners this road ahould
be built IS feet wide, additional coat of ap*
proximately 91500; the Township of Holland
ha* voted 9’JOO toward thia project.In as
much aa thi* join* the City’* main atreet,
and being the principal thoroughfarefrom
the eaat. 1 would like to aak the Council to
apropriate 9380 aa part of the extra expense
If yon ace fit to grant this, I think the road
commissionerscafe see their way clear to
Anance the balance.
Hoping you may see At to grant this request, I am.
Your i truly,
Auatin Harrington,

Your Health

fireman

aupt.
clerk
steno

P

Rruase,
Clara Voorhorst,
John Vanden Berg,

collector

do
do w
do

treasnrer.

0. Appledorn.
A. E. McClellan, chief
Bert Smith,
F. McFall,
ame* Annls.

engineer
engineer

do

fireman

A. Wlegerink,
0. Welsh,
C. Wood,
F. Rlikker, relief
John DeBoer, coal
C. J. Roieboom, 19th Bt.
Fred Roxeboom. 28th St.

engineer

passer
Att.
Att.

42.50
30.00
11.50
11.50
72.50
50.00
42.50
42.50
87.50
87.50
37.50
42.

0. J. Rosebootn,

Fred Roieboom,
J. Oudemolen.
J. Marcus,

2.00
84.65
81.50

do

electrician
foreman
lineman

IT.

Looraan,

.
tester
keeper

Guy Pond, electricmeterman

Chas Vo*, meter
Wm. Winstrom, stock
M. Kammeraad,
L. Ksmerling.water Inspector

troublemsn

Ram

meterman
clerical
labor

do
* v
do

Althuis, water

M, LeKoning,

do

the prescriptions given

tor.

We

price on

Sometimes it

is

Life and

give a special

you by your doc-

even & matter of

Death

photos to
Our nock of drugs

soldier boys.

un buy.

50

35.00
30 00
80.00
49.73
46.80
44.46
44.46
47.62
36.60
42.50
29.25
45.05
85.10
20.75
3.26

Abe Xauta
J, P. DeFeyter,line
Chas. Ter Beck,

depends on the purity of drugs used
end the care employed in compounding

Forget

mg

6

We

is

the best and freshes we

use the utmost care in

all prescriptions, as

compound-

your doctor will tel you

k o a matter of conscience with us

LAWRENCE DRUG
The Lacey Stndio
19 E. 8th

St.

Up Stain

54 East 8th

Street

CO.

Holland, Mich.

The Place t# Buy Freik, Fill Streiftk Dnfi it Rettonhle Prices

Holland City

An

official

Hews

fag* nranur

^

photograph of the club with

which the German armies

“finish

wounded soldiers. 32,000 of

itftT

of”
these
f‘K.

were recently captured by the Italians.

•

i,

The Destruction
of Civilization
This

is in

grim

reality

what

which American boys are

fighting.

we are fighting this war to prevent.
.4.

The club

pictured above-from an

actual official photograph

-might be

There

man

of the

of five thousand years ago. It

is

in

taken

man

weapon with which Ger-

soldiers finish off the

enemy

wounded who have fallen on the
battlefield - on the battlefield on

only one answer to

make to such methods the

the weapon of a savage cave

fact the

is

defeat

German Armies. America has

up the sword to
answer. Our Army is in

give that
France to

help win this war on the battlefield

-that

may be

civilization

America may be

safe, that

safe.
V

You Can Have Your Share

in

America’s

Answer
t.'

avagery

•• *

/

The Third

Liberty

opportunity. It

is

Loan

is

your

the most direct

protection

for

our

Y

men from German

, v\*

brutality. It means big guns and

A ••d
jt

,

blow that can be struck at German
military

supremacy.

It is the

France. It means

rifles

and helmets and gas masks-the best

Save

Civilization,

and

airplanes- and

VICTORY.

Save America, Your

, '

<

0
3$

most

powerful aid that can be given our
soldiers in

shells

i

Invest

TODAY

in

bonds of the Third

'¥

Liberty Loan, and save the lives of

American

Own

soldiers.

Family and Your

Own Home

This Space Paid For and Contributed by

Cappon & Bertsch Leather Co.
_

_

_
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Holland City

(Tonight there will be American boys

in

lonely listening posts far out in the desolation
of

No Man’s Land, American

^darkness and the

mud and

boys in the

cold of the trenches

News

Through the

long, dreary hours, as they

wait and watch in the dark, while dangers

lurk

on

to the

every hand, their thoughts turn

homes they have

left

behind,

homes

,|

(under the ceaseless thunder of guns and the

on distant farms,

‘scream of shells, American boys tramping

cities,

along the pitch-black, shell-torn roads.

sant

in

scattered villages, in great

and they see in imagination the

home

lights shining

plea-

out into the night.

\

_

to

_

They
Are
Fighting
_
• _ _
Keep Those Home Fires Burning

You, back here in the peace and safety of the homes they
love,

can help in the bitter struggle that our boys must

face tonight,

and tomorrow night, and every day, and

every night, until the final
too, must

VICTORY

work to keep the home

fires

is

won. You,

burning— for our

sons in France.

they need tanks and transports and airplanes, good food

and warm

clothes

shells

and more

shells.

back within their own borders, and establish for

ica’s

American

liberty

and the

all time

safety of

Amer-

homes— their homes, our homes.

you-do your

share to send them to

Invest today in Bonds of the Third Liberty Loan—

the bonds

—

German invaders

of war, if they are to drive the ruthless

For these lads that are fighting and dying for

VICTORY.

supplies

an ever increasing abundance of all the vital materials

the sacredness of

They need guns and more guns,

and medicines and hospital

you can. Keep the home

4

This Space Paid for and Contributed

ALL

fires burning.

by

(

-

i

&

»• V*-’
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THE FIRST STATE BANK
I

